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Editorial
By Emmy Abrahamson

The festival is over. The auditorium is in a bit of a mess. Students
hug and take group selfies before rushing off to their waiting parents or
to retrieve their suitcases. Outside the school, buses are on standby to
drive to the airport. There is a general feeling of relief mixed with utter
bewilderment. We did it. We survived the festival. And we didn’t “just”
survive. We also got to know another city, made new friends and created
some genuine moments of theatre.
While sharing all of the above sentiments I also feel something else: a
complete awe for the ISTA artists. That eclectic bunch of people that I have
just worked with for the last four days. Though – technically – I am also a
part of the team, ISTA artists at times make me feel as innovative, stimulating
and creative as a dishcloth. There is the music ensemble leader who seemed
to have written a theme-based four part harmony song in about three
seconds. There is the movement ensemble leader who had their ensemble
plié, pirouette and fly through the air (and that was just the boys) in their final
piece. And there is the general devising ensemble leader who, together with
their ensemble, somehow managed to create a final piece combining both
elements of Kabuki and commedia dell’arte. ISTA artists can make it look so
easy. So effortless. This resourcefulness and encouragement of others to be
creative. Thankfully they are also generous with their expertise.
The sharing of information and experience that is synonymous with
the ISTA community cannot be praised and celebrated enough. Because in
the world of theatre – at least the one that I have encountered outside of
ISTA – it is rare. I have met actors who would never reveal how they create
character, directors who are solely doing the work as a power trip and
drama teachers who never, ever share their games and exercises, guarding
them like precious jewels. There is fear, greed, desperation, jealousy and
back-stabbing. That is why it is always so lovely returning the world of ISTA.
A world of generosity and sharing.
In this double issue of Scene the focus lies on research and resources. All
of the contributors are current ISTA artists. Most of them have never written
for Scene before. Sally’s brief was to share projects in practice, resources
and current or recent research that can provide member teachers and artists
with innovative ideas for the classroom or simply for daily practice. The
result is wonderfully diverse, ranging from capoeristas in Rio de Janeiro to
clowns being madly in love with cows; to how to present movement as fun
and inclusive to developing student composers. We have extracts from one
master of fine arts thesis, three resource packs from TaPS master classes
(Moira, Simon and Fenella’s) and from not one but two doctoral theses.
“I was motivated by a belief that education should be about the world
we live in and should equip children with the skills to seek, find and enact
justice”, writes Debbie Kidd in her contribution. This strive for justice
permeates many of the articles. In a world full of injustices – be it towards
indigenous cultures, racism, victims of war, homophobia, sexism – it often
becomes hard to makes sense of it all and to find hope. Yet the contributors
highlight practical ways in which these issues can be tackled. Thomas Dean
Kellogg addresses the difficulties facing the urban Indian community and
how mentored playwright workshops and events can help young Native
Americans find their identity. Laurie Neall describes how capoeristas in
Brazil are drawing attention to the fact that the old disembarkation port is
being concreted over and a vital part of the country’s history forgotten. In
“How big is your community?” Martin Kerrison tells the harrowing story
of Bacia from Sierra Leone - a story few of us will ever forget after reading
it - and how the charity Freedom from Torture supports work with torture
survivors. Debbie Kidd describes the impact the meeting with a survivor
from Terezin Concentration Camp had on ISTA students and how they
“learn with their bodies” through the experience. Bill Bowers speaks of the
silence that he encountered growing up in Montana and how this silence
made him start to ask questions and thereby reach out to others in a similar
situation. Jess Thorpe writes about the devised work she does as a drama
tutor in a prison and the rehabilitating effect it has on the prisoners. Gary
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Gardiner offers projects dealing with global poverty, prejudice and equality.
“Only connect” describes Clark Crystal’s work with people with dementia
and how engaging with them in a playful way can bring them out of their
shell, away from their feelings of isolation and confusion, even if only for a
short while. There is hope. And with the practical, innovative ways in which
these practitioners offer solutions to dealing with these serious subjects we
can raise awareness and also create healing and forgiveness. Or as Laurie
Neall writes: “Turning a potentially ‘negative’ situation into a celebration is a
really exciting experience.”
In her article “Don’t be afraid to move that bod!” Helen Balfour provides
simple and easy-to-use ways to get your students to dance (as long as you
don’t use that word). She also speaks of the trap teachers and practitioners
can fall into of using the same old material and of sticking to what we know.
Over and over again. Exercises that we could teach in our sleep. And therein
lies the paradox. We become sleepwalkers who teach. Yet if we are not
excited by our own material how can we expect our students to be? That is
why I can’t wait to try the states of tension that Moira Arthurs describes or
follow Kristen Van Ginhoven’s article on devising from a stimulus. Both Moira
and Kristen credit and thank the artists (some of them from ISTA) for the
“glittering baubles” that have influenced their work, proving once more how
enriching the spirit of sharing is.
In his article “The actor’s six pack” Matthew Godfrey writes about
how as a drama student he couldn’t understand why they were doing the
exercise of ‘walking around the room’, an exercise that he had done many
times before. Numerous times I encountered the same frustration when
I was at drama school. The teachers never explained the reason why we
were doing some of the exercises. This made me feel both frustrated and
cheated. As if the teachers were trying to guard some secret that only they
would, should and could understand (yet again – this lack of generosity).
So it is refreshing to read about Dorothy Heathcote’s Mantle of Expert
that Jeff Aitken wrote his doctoral thesis on where the central purpose is
to allow students to engage and take ownership of new information. In his
example the students had the chance to discover Noh Theatre as a new
curriculum area. Not only did Jeff’s students start to engage with each other
more enthusiastically using the Mantle of Expert but they also felt a greater
ownership of the knowledge that they acquired.
Both Anne Drouet and Eivind Lodemel offer simple ways in creating
music with your students, accessible even to those among us who are
completely non-musical. Eivind points out how improvisation can be a strong
link between music and theatre, and, more importantly, how improvisation
lets students play and compose at a level that suits their experience. Mark
Hill describes a project called Soundsuits that he and collaborator Antoinetta
Rae created at the Singapore School of Arts, and how he sees it as a great
example of integrated arts. In her piece Tara Brodin describes clowning as
essential training for an actor as they need to allow themselves to be open
and vulnerable in front of an audience. She writes: “Because clowns teach us
something about what it means to be human and perhaps something about
the spirit of generosity, we need to embrace all our imperfections and be
unafraid of how unpleasant and inappropriate we can be.”
Eivind offers a suggestion that is worth bearing in mind. That “creative
people” are not innately talented bur rather possess the quality of always
gathering and documenting ideas. Even if they don’t end up using them. What
a wonderful thought. We no longer have to strive for creativity. We just have
to keep our eyes, ears, hearts and minds open. And read Scene, of course.
Contributions from Moira, Simon and Fenella are in the form of
resource packs – for TaPS participants. Looking at the resources and
research that fill these pages I am, yet again, humbled to be part of the ISTA
community and its sharing. Long may it reign.

Emmy Abrahamson
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The original ‘public
arena’ – the street
By Laurie Neall

It’s a hot, bright Saturday
morning in downtown Rio de
Janeiro, far from the beaches
and Sugarloaf Mountain. A
group form a circle on the
blistering, wide, new concrete
pavement of Avenida Barao
de Tefe, some 400 metres
from the dirty waters
of Guanabara Bay. The
road connects the hillside
communities of Saude and
Gamboa to the crosstown
expressway. There are
few trees, and little shade
from the glare of the
morning sun. Half the
circle’s members play a
slow, steady pulse on
cowbells, tambourines
and ‘berimbaus’. Two
capoeristas crouch at the
foot of the musical bow players. Gently swaying to
the rhythm of the ‘atabaque’ drum, they
await a story; a sung history, of why they
are here, what they are doing.
As the song reaches a crescendo, the
members of the circle call their response
in chorus. The two players slowly begin
to wheel and turn, first upside down, then
low to the ground. The roda de capoeira
will continue for several hours, intertwining
gameplay, song, wit, music and danger
under the burning sun. Occasionally,
passers by come over to watch, street
cleaners stop their work to take photos on
their phones or clap along to the rhythm.
Behind the circle a memorial tower is
visible, marking the original site of the Cais
do Valongo.
200 years ago this spot formed the edge of the bay, home to the
Valongo docks. Between 1818 and 1830 an estimated one million slaves
were disembarked at this very dock, now mostly cemented over, the bay
reclaimed from the sea. Back then, the neighbourhood was known as
‘Little Africa’ due to the highest concentration of Africans found outside
Africa. Valongo was the port of entry to Rio’s ‘Little Africa’ and one of Latin
America’s largest slave markets.
As the 2014 World Cup and 2016 Olympics loom, the city is building
at an astounding rate. Stadiums and hotels are going up, motorways are
resurfaced and new tramlines are planned as part of the regeneration of the
old port area.
As the waves of investment and modernization sweep through the
old neighbourhoods some fear a key episode of Brazil’s history may also
be ‘swept away’, along with the long-standing carioca tradition of cultural
manifestations in the streets around the old port zone.
This group of capoeristas have decided to ensure that doesn’t happen.
Each month, capoeira groups from across the city and beyond gather at the
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memorial. To play, sing and pay homage to the arrival of their antecedents to
Brazil. Drawing attention to the historical significance of the area, this public
act of artistic expression is both enriching the area and contributing to a
sense of local community.
The little-known area of Valongo is being transformed from a ‘rat-run’
to the city centre into a community hub, if only for a day at least. Since its
beginning in January 2013, the gathering has become something of a local
tradition, drawing in local academics, historians and social commentators
as well as local residents and capoeiristas from overseas. Different guest
speakers are invited to talk about topics ranging from history and art to
dance and popular culture to name but a few.
What is intriguing about this project (Conexao Carioca or Carioca
Connection) is that by bringing individual groups and practitioners together in
public, it has been possible to change public perceptions and draw people
together.
I was lucky enough to be involved in this project when it started. Our
initial objective was to draw attention to the fact that the old disembarkation
port was effectively being concreted over and an important piece of history
being forgotten. The project has inspired other groups to actively take to
the streets in order to present their art forms to a wider audience and to
celebrate the rich cultural heritage of the African diaspora.
This project has been running for over a year and now includes almost
15 presentations around the city of Rio de Janeiro each month. These
include traditional Samba, Capoeira,
Tambor de Crioulo and public speaking.
This movement began with one
master, from one group inviting other
masters, practitioners and group leaders
to help draw attention to a genuine
concern. Then, by celebrating the
richness that has come from a period
in history rather than focus on its
negative aspects, it has been possible
to draw more and more people to the
discussion, as a positive process rather
than a critical (negative) movement.
By working collectively and focussing
on positives and causes for celebration
we can reach out to a wider public and
draw in more support, whether it be in
support of creative expression, to change something or to generate curiosity
and interest in an idea.
Turning a potentially ‘negative’ situation into a
celebration
is a really
exciting
experience.
It makes me
wonder what
else can we
achieve by
taking our arts
and practice out
from behind
closed doors, to
share with the
wider world?

Composing for theatre
through musical
improvisation
By Eivind Lodemel

Introduction
Improvisation is a key part of music making, and it provides one of many
strong links between music and theatre. Developing confidence through
improvisation can help students develop new skills and techniques in a
very organic way, while they see the music come alive in front of them.
Additionally, improvisation creates instant differentiation, where all students
are able to play, compose and perform to a level that suits their experience.
Using improvisation as a tool with students always poses some risk, but the
rewards in terms of learning and achievement are always worth it. For the
purpose of this publication I am presenting this idea as a structure to produce
music for a piece of theatre, particularly suitable for work with middle school
and high school. However, the structure can also easily be used to create
music for films or just as a way of approaching composition in the classroom.
Resources
This project can be adapted to suit the resources you have available.
However, I would always prefer to have the following:
• A selection of instruments that the students will be able to play.
Keyboard instruments, tuned percussion and percussion instruments are
preferable to string, woodwind and brass instruments if you are working
with beginners.
• A large space, or several small spaces where students can spread out to
work on their ideas.
• A laptop computer with recording capabilities (I use a small portable
recording system with a good microphone that can be connected via
USB. This makes a big difference to the sound quality.)
• Students’ own devices (mobile phones, laptops, mp3 players) with
recording capabilities.
Introducing improvisation, leit motifs and hit points
Depending on the students’ level of comfort with improvisation, a quick
starter to reduce anxiety might be helpful. Sit all the students in a circle
and give them an instrument they are not particularly familiar with - this is
important, as some students might be quite experienced musicians whose
immediate instinct to ‘show off’ might alienate others at this stage. The
purpose of the activity is putting students out of their comfort zone and
having fun. Provide a beat or accompaniment and let students contribute
short improvisations, one by one, moving around the circle. At this point it
is important to realize that students may not have some of the knowledge
required to improvise well, hence, risk-taking, mistakes and confusion
should be celebrated in order to make students comfortable and start
building confidence. In order for students to use improvisation as a tool to
stretch themselves and gain new technique and understanding, creating this
environment where experimentation and ‘failure’ is welcome becomes a
crucial part of the process.
Leit motifs, short melodic fragments that represent a character or a
place, have been a useful tool in everything from Wagner to Star Wars.
Introduce students to some of the well-known leit motifs through YouTube
videos or other resources. There are a number of YouTube videos that work
their way through a large number of motifs in a short space of time, so these
can be particularly helpful. Discuss with the students what it is that makes
these motifs so memorable. If the students don’t arrive there themselves,
suggest that it might be linked to simplicity, repetition and limiting yourself to
short and concise ideas.
Hit points are where the mood and character of the music changes in
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time with changes on the screen or stage. I use a 10 minute clip called ‘Film
Riot: How to Manipulate People with Music’ which can be found online, as
well as some clips from classic Tom and Jerry cartoons – arguably some of
the most advanced use of hit points.
Once the students have developed an understanding of improvisation,
leit motifs and hit points through teaching and discussion it is time to move
on to the planning stage.
Deciding on our building blocks and creating links to the material
When creating music for theatre, it is important to find musical
connections to the story or the material. Connections such as rhythms or
melodies from a relevant country, culture or time period are good starting
points. Although these connections may at times seem superficial, they help
the composers engage with the material and create an environment where
the composers look for deeper and more meaningful ways of relating to
what’s happening on stage. With younger students in particular, I try to limit
the musical connections to one or two major elements - one rhythm and
one short melody. If time is short it can be helpful for the teacher/workshop
leader to come with a rhythm and melody already prepared. If not, students
can research, share and then decide as a group which ideas they think will
work best.
Once the decision has been reached, all students must learn the rhythm
and melody. This is significant, as they should all try to incorporate elements
of it into their own composition, thereby creating a line that runs through all
of the music.
If there is enough time, and particularly when working with high school
students or more experienced musicians, looking for songs or verses that
could be turned into songs in the material is another obvious connection.
Particularly when working from a script, play or book as a starting point,
an approach seen at some ISTA festivals, this can inspire a range of ideas.
Shakespeare, as an example, alludes to or includes the text of well over
a hundred songs in his works. I would always approach songs with some
caution, as students might need to build some vocal skill for it to be
successful. It would obviously also need to be compatible with the ideas of
those directing the actors and performers on stage.
Experimentation, improvisation and recording of ideas
Students can now start working out musical ideas through improvisation
in smaller groups. It might be helpful to assign each group to a specific
segment of what will happen on stage. If there is a script, they can each be
responsible for a passage. If the theatre piece is being devised at the same
time, a meeting with the other group will be a good starting point.
It is important to scaffold the following creative process in a way that
allows students to succeed. The set rhythm and melody that all groups will
be using, as well as the ideas of hit points and leit motifs, will provide some
of this scaffold. However, you may also want to introduce the following
ideas:
• Timbre (encouraging students to use the balance of instruments, or the
choices of instruments, in a way that highlights or compliments what is
happening on stage).
• Continuous recording of new ideas with students’ own devices (there
is some evidence that what distinguishes ‘creative people’ from others
is not some innate talent, but rather the ability to always document and
keep their ideas, even the ones they don’t end up using).
At this stage the teacher or workshop leader should work to help
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students gain momentum. I personally feel
there is nothing wrong with giving groups some
clear musical ideas to get started with if they
find themselves stuck. Teaching and scaffolding
creativity will require the teacher to sometimes
work as part of the group, coming up with ideas
and experimenting with instruments to model and
provide encouragement.
During this creative process, students often
spend time ‘getting inspiration’ or ‘deciding what to
do’, and this will rarely be helpful for the process.
Students will also frequently discard ideas as they
grow tired of them, and this should be discouraged.
If they have to move away from an idea, they must
as a minimum record their current idea so they can
come back to it later in the process.
Preparing for performance
This last part of the process will obviously look
entirely different every time. Many decisions will
now need to be made in order to put the music
into its context. Here are some questions that will
often be relevant:
• Will the music need to be pre-recorded and
edited so it can be played as sound cues?
• Can the music be performed live during the
presentation? This is a particularly exciting
option, as it gives the opportunity to have some
‘unplanned’ sections of music. During these
sections, students who have become confident
enough can improvise music, responding live to
what is happening on stage.
• Are there opportunities for the musicians to be
on stage and be part of the main performance?
• Is there a need for editing and discarding some
ideas in order to suit the final product?
If the music needs to be recorded, then sound
quality is an obvious concern. This is where some
simple portable recording equipment will come in
handy. This will allow you to record all the ideas
and create mp3s or other sound files that can be
easily transferred to a laptop. Students who have
already recorded their ideas on handheld devices
will probably need to re-record in order to improve
the sound quality.
If the musicians can perform as part of the
presentation, teaming up with the other performers
for traditional rehearsal and run-throughs is the
natural transition towards the final product.
Final notes on students and composition
As mentioned earlier, scaffolding the creative
process and providing a safe environment for
experimentation is crucial for developing students
as composers. Students will frequently make
statements such as ‘I am not very musical’, ‘I don’t
play an instrument’ or ‘I am not talented’ (or the
T-word as I call it) as reasons why they might not
be successful. I could write at length about why
this language is destructive and has no basis in how
our brains process music, but I will have to save
that for another time. However, in relation to the
process described above, it is important that we
work against our students’ instincts to be overly
self-critical. At the last stages of the process, when
the music is getting edited and incorporated into the
devised theatre, play or film, it is of course essential
to be critical and make choices about what to keep
and what to leave out. But until then, the students
should be allowed to try out a range of ideas. Every
idea should be recorded and kept, as even the
most absurd and dissonant sounds might in the end
provide the perfect finishing touch.
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Every
person,
every voice

By Jess Thorpe

An exploration into the making of devised theatre in a prison context and its potential as a
radical act of community.
To devise: to plan or invent (a complex procedure, system, or mechanism) by careful
thought. – Oxford English Dictionary
Devising theatre is essentially the process of creating something new from scratch. Its
power is in its infinite possibility and the opportunity it offers individuals to experiment with
ideas of content, form, structure, staging and new styles in order to ‘make’ a brand new
piece of work.
For the past five years I have worked as a drama tutor in HMP Perth, during which
time I have led various groups of male prisoners in the process of devising their own
theatre work from their own ideas. Each group begins from the same place - with no predetermined idea, no characters, no script - tasked to make a piece of original performance
that will be shared with an invited audience. It is explained that it will be collectively authored
and will belong to everyone. The result will be a collage of ideas from everyone and that the
process of making this work will be as much part of the experience as the final product.
On realising that there is no script, participants new to this way of working can often
question the outcome of the process expressing that they don’t know ‘how’ to make a
performance and feel that they would be much more comfortable being told what to do. It
is a common reaction in a prison context (and indeed other contexts) and comes from an
entrenched fear of ‘getting it wrong’ with a firmly held assumption that the teacher knows
best. And yet as an arts educator with a belief that it is not possible to ‘fail at creativity’ I
encourage the group to consider that the lack of pre-existing instructions can be both a
strength and an opportunity. It means that what we will make together is unwritten and will
come out whatever they find interesting, whatever they would like to explore. It means that
they are the artists.
Another defining characteristic of the devised process is the emphasis on the ‘ensemble’
and the importance of collaboration. The class in HMP Perth is led from the foundation that
this is not a theatre of ‘main parts’ or competition but instead of community and dialogue.
The strength of the work is that every voice is heard and every participant is involved in
what is being created. These ideas are arguably radical within the context of a prison, for
as one participant reflected after taking part in one process; it’s a different way of behaving
because in prison you need to always be looking over your shoulder. In this sense we are also
opening the possibility of drama as a non-competitive, non-confrontational space and
embedding the understanding that in order to achieve in this environment it is necessary to
work together with others and not against them.
Alongside the core values of collaboration, ownership and authorship ‘devising’ also
offers a fluidity that allows for a variety of different learning styles. Creative success is not
reliant on the ability to be able to sight read large passages of text or accurately convey
character but instead celebrates the qualities already present in the individual as a place to
begin. This enables each member of the group to explore how they best communicate –
whether it be through movement, text or music (as examples) and provides a way for each
contribution to add to the overall development of a piece of original theatre.
As an artist and facilitator I believe that art is the tool that we use to reflect on our
experiences and the way that we make sense of the world that we live in. It is essentially
a social practice; one which connects us to other human beings and explores both what is
personal and universal in all of us. It is for this reason that I remain passionately committed to
the place of art in context of prison and as part of the larger process of rehabilitation and reintegration into society. For the drama class in HMP Perth devising theatre has been a way
to explore these ideas both through the action of ‘making’ new work but also through the
radical community of practice built as a result of the creative conversation.

The actor’s six
pack
By Matthew Godfrey
A Boleslavsky breakdown
We spend a great deal of time in the studio
doing exercises, playing games and rehearsing
scenes. I started out as a child performer then
drama student and remember fondly playing
improvisation games, listening games, tag games,
memorization games and going through the
gamut of exercises from physical and relaxation to
concentration and introductions to world theatre
practices as well as astral journeys. I took it in my
stride, moving up the grades and from production
to production, the work became more
challenging and the subject matter more personal
and dangerous, but I noticed that many of the
exercises and games were essentially exactly the
same as what I was doing when I started.
Walk around the room
By the time I got to theatre school, I was
really starting to question why we were still doing
this exercise. Surely there is another level to get
to? Then, as a teacher, I found myself constantly
using this exercise. But why? This is the exercise
that started me off on this inquiry into the Actor’s
six pack.
As a rule, I am not a fan of labels for actors.
I have been told that I am a character actor, a
technical actor, a method actor and a physical actor.
But what do these mean? Fortunately, when I was
in my teens, I asked a renowned Canadian actor
if he was a method or technical actor. His answer
was simple enough: “I am neither, I am an actor”.
This granule of information got stored away and I
never gave it much thought until much later.
Finally as an adult, I came across a small little
book called Acting: The First Six Lessons by Richard
Boleslavsky. It is a good short read and tells of
the evolution of an actress (referred to as “The
Creature”) through the first hand narrative of “I”,
which I take to mean, the author or teacher.

As I was reading, I was struck at how utterly
simple it is to be an actor. Getting there, to that
“ease of expression”, is the complicated bit. The
level of work required can never be diminished.
The actor must commit to the moment and feel
deeply. An actor is. Boleslavsky establishes a solid
work ethic and way of looking at the world that
the actor can use and practice throughout their
lives as they pursue that “ease of expression”.
The First Six Lessons (handily broken into
chapters) are these: Concentration, Memory
of Emotion, Dramatic Action, Characterization,
Observation and Rhythm. However, the book
does not lay out any specific exercises. Then,
the penny dropped. I started to think through all
the games and exercises that I have experienced
as an actor and those that I have chosen to
use as a teacher. I dissected my favourites and
incorporated them into Boleslavsky’s Six Lessons.
The following are just a few examples of
how to work with this construct and is by no
means cast in stone. Like an actor working on
a role, teachers can from their own play book,
look at the core of the exercise and pick and
choose what works for the students. Letting
the students in on this methodology is also very
helpful. It benefits the student to look at their
development as an artist and a human being with
the knowledge of the ‘why’ and ‘how’ this or
that exercise supports that development. This is
especially true for the IB students who may be
looking at directing and how to work with actors.
There is a danger of the students getting into their
heads – but perhaps that is why the games are
just fun to play. An athlete or a musician knows
why they are practicing exercises, drills and scales.
Why shouldn’t an actor? The following six lessons
are the core of this training, focusing the actor’s
mind, body and soul; aka The actor’s six-pack.
I. Concentration
Concentration is the core component.
Richard Boleslavsky studied in the first class
Without it, none of the other components
at the Moscow Art Theatre under Stanislavski
will work. The idea behind concentration
where he learned “the system”. After surviving
exercises is to develop the imagination,
World War One as a cavalry officer, he moved
recall the details of everyday life and
to New York where he founded the American
train the actor’s mind to collect the
Laboratory Theatre and taught Stanislavski’s
physiological, experiential and personal
system to Lee Strasberg and Stella Adler, who
data of their life so that all of these
went on to work with Sanford Meisner to
elements can be drawn upon when
developed his technique.
creating a role. Concentration is also about
learning lines and developing an awareness
“Acting is the life of the human soul receiving
within a scene in addition to an awareness
its birth through art. The object of an Actor’s
of his/her ‘actual’ surroundings in the space
concentration is the human soul.”
they are working: not running into moving
Richard Boleslavsky
scenery when having to exit through a
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throng of actors during a blackout; doing a quick
change and remembering their props before
having to be back on stage 15 seconds later; being
emotionally engaged in a new scene that had
nothing to do with the last one and so on.
Right brain/left brain (acquired from an ISTA
artist)
Students are divided into groups of 4 (5 can
also work). “A” stands in the centre with “B” to his/
her right, “C” directly facing and “D” to his/her
left. “C” starts to move on the spot. “A” mirrors
“C’s” movement. “B” and “D” take turns asking “A”
questions, however “B” (on the right - creative,
intuitive side) asks math, science and procedural
questions , while “D” (on the left -organized,
systematic side) asks creative and personal (not
too) questions. “A” must continue to follow “C”
while answering each question in turn. Then,
everyone rotates so that all get to be in each
position. If you have a 5th student - you get to
have a rotating observer. All the groups can play
at the same time since the din in the room adds
to the level of concentration needed to play.
Circle of concentration
The students lie down in their own space,
close their eyes and form a ten foot mental
circle of awareness around them. The students
first concentrate on everything happening
within the circle: every sense; look; sound; feel;
smell; and taste. Expand the area of awareness
(still incorporating the circle) but the students’
concentration extends to the entire room, outside
of the room, out on the street and beyond into
the city. Bring it all back in.
These games may seem silly and fun, but
when paired with exercises where the student has
to recall all the details of their day: what they did,
saw, smelt, how they felt, what they said or did not
say, etc these games can build up the stamina and
focus needed to actualize an honest performance.
Walk around the room/ intentional
walking
Here we discover the beautiful simplicity
of this exercise. All the students walk around
the room avoiding patterns and each other
while being present in the moment. Introduce
intentions and motivations to their walk/run
(introduce complicitè). The actor’s presence
in the moment is at the heart of this exercise.
However, this must be extended beyond the
“safety” of the studio.
Homework
Set emotional challenges for the student.
While they are going about their daily lives (e.g.
walking down the hall at school, shopping at
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the mall, sitting at a desk, etc.): ask them to
experience that action as if ‘in love’; ‘best day of
their life’; received ‘bad news’; coming from an
‘angry confrontation’, and so on. As a student’s
skill level increases, ask that these challenges
become even more specific. Not only will
this experience exercise the imagination and
develop concentration, but it will also lead to an
understanding of the actor’s experiential pallet and
strengthening of emotional risk taking.
II. Memory of emotion
The development of concentration on the
details of one’s life serves as the basis of Memory
of emotion. However, Boleslavsky’s concept
is not about projecting one’s self mentally and
emotionally into some past experience and reliving
it while playing a scene. Humans are creatures of
habit and our bodies go through some very specific
patterns and changes when we are emotionally
affected by a set of circumstances. When I was
a student at the Moscow Art Theatre, I played
a scene from Ivanov where my character Lvov
confronted Ivanov – I felt that I had sufficiently
connected to the rage, disgust and hatred felt by
the character. The teacher (Oleg Gerasimov) asked
me to do it again, but this time to consciously not
make eye contact with my scene partner. Why?
When someone dislikes another they tend not
to make eye contact, he told me. Conversely,
when we are in love we want to touch the
person we are in love with. Our bodies know
this and by creating the physical circumstances,
the physiological reaction took care of itself. The
scene played again and my breathing changed and
skin tingled with rage and disgust without having
to consciously do anything emotionally. The body
remembered the infinite physiological details of that
state of being and produced an emotion by itself.
This is the basis of Memory of emotion.
Simultaneous stories
This is a well-known game which bridges
the gulf between Concentration and Memory
of emotion. Divide the class into pairs.
Simultaneously, each pair tells each other a story
of something that has happened in their own
lives. The students not only have to choose
something that they know every detail of, but
they also have to listen to what is being told to
them. Then they have to relay the other person’s
story back to them. I have often found that I can
remember what I have been told when the other
actor is emotionally connected to something that
is full of very specific and personal detail.
Farewell (borrowed from another ISTA artist)
Two actors are on the stage. One is leaving
on a boat and the other is saying good bye. The
actors decide for themselves who they are and
why they are staying or leaving without letting
their scene partner or the audience know.
The actor ‘leaving,’ walks up to the one saying
‘farewell’. No words are spoken. The actors are
left with their physical actions as the only way to
communicate. They embrace; shake hands or
whatever experience each actor is compelled
to do. One actor must leave. The other actor
saying farewell can see him/her on the boat and
as the boat pulls away and disappears over the
horizon (over the audience’s head) and then
takes his/her leave of the stage. End of scene and
discussion as to what worked, why and when.
The physical connection or lack of connection
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drives the emotional aspect to the exercise and
the discussion afterwards usually focuses on very
specific sensory details of their interaction.
Note on development of the 5 senses
Think of this as practicing scales on a musical
instrument. You can’t jump to the violin solo until
you have mastered every single position of your
fingers to the strings, how the bow moves, how
to hold the violin to best release the sound and
the notes to play so that you become one with
the expression of the music. This holds true for
acting. Students must develop the senses. Set
the students challenges to train their senses. This
should be happening every day.
sight
hearing
smell
touch
taste
visceral
The actor shares these senses with the
audience. The audience (in their soul) will connect
to what the actor is experiencing because the actor
is creating/responding truthfully to their experience.
III. Dramatic action
This can be an odd concept when applying
exercises. Boleslavsky spoke of Dramatic action
in metaphor. The trunk of a tree, the river that
flows through the landscape. In both instances,
the flow of the writer’s impulse remains intact. All
of the branches, twigs, eddies and tributaries are
the decorations of the mise en scène: the actor’s
choices, costume, lighting, etc. At the core of all of
those distractions must be the Dramatic action as
intended by the writer, envisioned by the director
and designers and interpreted by the actors.
A great exercise I like to use as a performer
as well as a teacher/director is what I call broad
stroke emotional painting. This dynamic can
actually be applied to many exercises. When
applied to a known text, its benefits are quickly
apparent. Any text will work, but in a workshop
scenario, I like to use the first two pages of
Strindberg’s Miss Julie (although it is not relatable
for students under the age of 16).
Broad stroke emotional painting
The students are given a two-person scene
and are allowed five minutes to get the gist of it
and be able to paraphrase. The scene is played
using their natural instincts as to the emotional
tone and motivations of the characters. Run
the scene again but, this time, thickly coat the
entire scene with an emotional hue: love, hate,
sympathy, sarcasm, lust, apathy...etc while
remaining true to the action of the scene and see
what sticks. It is a fantastic way to explore the
dynamics of a scene and often a line or moment
that previously seemed inconsequential suddenly
leaps off the stage.
Verb game
The students each create their own mini
scenes. “I walk”; “I stand“; “I open the door”;
“I sit”; “I point”; “I look” and so on. Use basic
movement verbs to vocalize the student’s actions
into a choreographed series of movements.
Then, bring in the need for motive: “I accuse”;
“I lie”; “I admit”; “I attack”; “I allow” and so on. If
this is done in twos, then each individual in the
pair will have the same story. Then match the
students up with another pair (and so on forming
new pairs). The result will be will be two different
stories based on the same set of physical scoring
from the two groups.
IV. Characterization
The actor has an opportunity to embody

a human soul’s life on the stage every time
they create and perform their role: physically,
mentally, orally and emotionally. Use the external
to effect the internal (mask work without the
masks). It is not about doing an impersonation,
but more about setting the parameters of
the physical and determining from that how
the character thinks, feels, reacts and gets on
with their lives. This is addressed through the
development of concentration, the ability to
observe and ultimately the application of rhythm.
Characterization is the sum of all these parts.
A character has a Point of View (POV): the
way they see the world. One of the great joys of
being an actor, is getting the chance to experience
the world through someone else’s eyes.
Hot spot (improv warm up)
This is the first of a series of games. The class
forms a circle. A word/suggestion is offered up.
Some brave student steps into the centre of the
circle and starts singing an existing song somehow
connected to the word/suggestion. After about
10-15 seconds, another student in the circle
will be reminded of a different song, steps into
the circle, tags out the prior singer and begins
singing their own song. This is a lot tougher that
it seems. It is about free association, following
one’s instincts and most importantly that ‘first
impulse’. If a student in the circle can’t think of an
existing song connected to the word/suggestion,
they have to just go with their gut and make one
up. The exercise is not about thinking or planning
‘before’ stepping into the circle. It’s stepping into
the circle and allowing the student to completely
trust and experience the first song that comes out
of them.
Hot spot monologues
Same concept as above but the students
have to deliver a monologue or personal story (a
bit longer than 10-15 seconds) inspired by what
they have just heard. They are not to always
revert to the starting point word/suggestion but
are instructed to free associate from what has just
been spoken.
Hot spot POV (aka rants and raves)
Same concept, but now we are playing
with points of view regarding the starting word/
suggestion and subsequent free association to
what is being spoken about. Ask the students
to not only express their own POVs but put
themselves into the POV of someone who may
have a different POV. Can they support this, play
with this and extrapolate from this?
World expert
One student is placed in the centre: he/
she is given an “expertise” (through suggestion).
The audience/other students ask three questions
regarding their expertise. The “expert” must
respond, without hesitation, speaking to the top
of their character’s intelligence with an invented
answer; utilizing historical, literary, mythological,
scientific, personal, artistic and culturally based
references. After the “expert” answers three
questions, change the “expert”. Start again with a
new suggestion.
Accent variation: The world expert game
is often easier to play when the students take
on an accent. There are numerous details that
we have all subconsciously noticed about certain
nationalities and cultures that we can portray,
without overly stereotyping and certainly not

offensively. This short hand mask work trains the
actor’s imagination and ability to create a POV.
V. Observation
This starts with Concentration and the training
of the five senses and must be practiced every
day. Soldiers do this. Have you ever noticed how
soldiers have to have their rooms in perfect shape
and everything cleaned and polished? Everything
has its place. Why? As my brother (an officer
(ret) in the Royal Welsh Fusiliers told me) – they
are training their minds to observe everything
and notice when something is out of place so
that when they are in the field, they are fully
aware. As an actor, we are training our minds to
observe and recreate the human condition, what
is in harmony with its environs and what is not.
Development of Observation allows the actor
to reverse engineer the way a person stands,
presents or expresses themselves to reveal the
underlying motivation of their character and in
turn recreate what they have observed. I think of
it as Artistic Forensics.
Observe a total stranger
What does the outside tell us about what is
on the inside? This is mask work. Mask work is
vital to the actor’s training: from neutral through
expression, larval, trestle, half, commedia and
red nose. However according to Boleslavsky
Characterization comes after the actor has filled
up from the inside: Concentration, Memory of
emotion, Observation and Rhythm lead to the
actor’s fully actualized character who is capable of
dancing through the Dramatic action of the story.
Acting is behaviour – the better the actor
becomes at observing someone else’s behaviour
the better the actor will be able to react to and
recreate it.
Animal mask
Each student chooses a specific animal that
they have known in their lives. It is very important
that they know the animal as this will aid in their
connection to the personality of the animal.
The teacher leads the students to explore the
movements, characteristics habits and other
elements of this animal. Steer each student away
from pantomime and encourage very specific
exploration of the student’s animal: how did
their animal move, groom, eat, play, greet, stalk,
sound and so on. Then, open up the exercise so
that the students interact, without fighting, with
each other as their animal. Once this is done,
morph them into humans retaining all the animal
characteristics that they have developed.

Mimic crossing
Student “A” faces the class from the opposite
side of the room and walks as normally as
possible toward the rest of the class. The class
observes in silence and stillness. As soon as
student “A” crosses the line of the class, the
entire class takes on student “A’s” walk, posture,
tensions, mannerisms and so on, while they move
to the other side of the room. Once there, the
class turn and walk back towards student “A”
inhabiting his/her walk as accurately as possible.
Open a discussion as to what was observed and
mimicked. You may find that most of the group
will have observed and mimicked something very
obvious, but as the discussion continues, further
nuances of the Observation will be discovered as
to why a person moves a certain way and what
personal components can influence movement:
physical state, motivation, emotion, and so on.
This can be very funny, insightful and
occasionally delicate, but it opens the student’s
mind to what student “A’s” history, emotional state
and life experiences could be. I find it helpful to be
the first student “A” to do the walk and then open
up the discussion to analysing why I walk the way
I walk. As the teacher, I take the risk first, letting
the students analyse me. This helps create a safe
environment for the students to do the same.
The students begin to see that every individual
moves through their lives to their own Rhythm
which has been dictated by their experiences. This
then becomes the jump to expressing the life of a
human soul receiving its birth through art.
In life, the expression of the human soul
happens all around us and we respond naturally.
But, on the stage, or on camera, the actor has to
create what is not seen by the audience. Each
actor must develop their imagination, learn how
to live within an ‘environment’; and their truth in
experience will be translated to the audience.
VI. Rhythm
Rhythm is really the trickiest and the simplest
of the Actor’s six pack to work on. It can easily
be superficial and unsupported while instantly
becoming fascinating and subconsciously vital to
the final interpretation of a role. Rhythm is also
vitally important to the director. I worked with
a director as he rehearsed a group scene from
Henry V. The background ensemble of actors was
rehearsing a post battle triage type scene. The
action was fast and specific, but it was distracting
to the main scene happening in the foreground.
It was important to the story that all players

looked in concert at that moment, the director
asked the background ensemble to mentally
run a Shakespearian monologue in their heads.
Instantly the scene changed: the background
was thinking and moving (subconsciously) in
iambic pentameter which matched the Rhythm
of the actual scene happening in the foreground.
Distraction was averted, the main action was
supported and the scene worked beautifully.
As an actor and director it is important
to know what the Rhythm of the scene is. A
decision needs to be made to act in concert
with the Rhythm or counterpoint to the Rhythm.
Each extreme and all the variations in between
can impact the Dramatic Action and/or speak
volumes about a character and their decisions and
interactions with other characters.
Boleslavsky addresses Rhythm as a metaphor:
depending on one’s POV the world changes.
When I read this, I was struck by the similarities
this thought has to Einstein’s theory of relativity
and I do believe from a director’s point of view,
this has great validity. However, from an actor’s
POV, I have looked for something more visceral
and immediate. Enter the theories and practice
put forth by Laban.
Laban
The actor’s expression through space, time
and weight: punch, press, dab, glide, slash, wring,
flick and float. This is a whole separate study to
dive into but it is well worth it. When I was first
exposed to the teachings of Laban at the age of
fourteen, I didn’t realize the astonishing value it
held in my understanding of human rhythms and
how they could be utilized to convey character,
emotion and life. As with Memory of emotion;
these Rhythms have been ingrained in our DNA
over millennia of experience and when practiced
through Observation and Concentration, can
produce honest states of being and emotion.
At the 2013 New York TaPS I had the
opportunity to observe fellow ISTA artist Jillian
Campana explore Laban and Rasas Boxing:
Rhythm and Memory of emotion all thrown
together. This is the X-games of drama class. The
journey continues.
The goal of Boleslavsky’s book, is the training
of the actor; the development of their imagination
and creativity to actualize full blown characters who
are connected to the human experience. Just like
an athlete’s training consists of conditioning, cardio,
stamina, attitude, endurance and strength, the
actor is a fine tuned instrument with a six pack.
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Using Kathakali
Mudras in performance
By Fenella Kelly

Kathakali (kata-story, kali-play), is a dance-theatre form from Kerala
in Southern India. Its origins can be traced back to the beginning of the
17th century. The story goes that the Raja of Tettathu nadu in Northern
Kerala was intrigued by the Ramanattam players (troupes that performed
the stories of Rama) and invited a group of professional actors to live in his
palace. Through his own creativity the Raja developed the form using ideas
for make-up, costume and mudras drawn from other Indian performing
art forms including Theyyam and Mohiniyattam, with the posture, steps
and body movements coming from the Keralan martial art, Kutiyattam.
The performances themselves are based on stories from the Puranas (the
Mahabharata and the Ramayana) and are a fusion of: dance steps (kalasams),
of which there is pure dance (nritta) and expressional dance (nritya);
story-telling through hand gestures (hastamudras); rhythms (talas); facial
expressions (nava rasas); vocal delivery by the singer (vachika) and the makeup and costumes (aharya).
It takes a minimum of six years to train to be a Kathakali performer, and
even then there are stages of performance, and it can take another two
years before a complete character is performed in a play. In this master class
we will therefore only be focusing on some aspects of Kathakali, and our
focus will be on the mudras – what they are, how they form words and how
they are applied by the performer on stage.
Kathakali salutation
All Kathakali training starts with a salutation. All performing arts of India
have their own way to begin, and each has their own salutation to the gods.
For Kathakali the lord Ganesh (the elephant headed god that overcomes
obstacles, and represents the unity of the small with the great – an individual
soul with divinity) is acknowledged at the start and end of the training and in
performance the god Agni (the god of fire – the sun, lightning and sacrificial
fire – that is the mediator between men and gods) is present through the
lighting of the oil lamp. As a group we will learn the salutation to Ganesh that
is part of the Kathakali training.
Basic Mudras
There are twenty-four basic mudras in Kathakali, known as the
hastamudras, and they can be used in combination to create more than four
hundred words. Words can be made with a single hand (asamyuta mudra)
with both hands (samyuta mudra) or mudras can be mixed, with each hand
doing a different mudra (misra mudra).
Kathakali Mudras
There are 24 basic hand gestures (mudras). There are mudras using
a single hand – Asamyuta Mudras and double handed mudras – Samyuta
Mudras. They are done at 3 levels – head, chest and waist. About 470
combinations of symbols are used in Kathakali.
Kathakali Mudras
Basic alphabet meanings and pronunciation
1. Pathagam
Flag
2. Mudrakyam
Seal/stamp
3. Kathakam
Bangles
4. Mushti
Fist
5. Kathareemugham Scissor blade/shape
6. Suka thundan
Large parrot’s beak
7. Kapithaagam
Apple tree
8. Hamza baksham
Swan’s wing
9. Sikharam
Mountain peak
10. Hamza syam
Swan’s beak
11. Anjali
Salutation
12. Aarda Chandra
Half moon
13. Mukuram
Mirror
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14. Bhramaram
Bees
15. Soochimukham
Eye of a needle
16. Paalavam
Tender leaf
17. Thripithagham
Three coloured flag
18. Mrugrasheersham Deer’s head
19. Sharpasirasu
Cobra, snake’s head
20. Vathamanukham
Growth
21. Araalam
Crooked
22. Uoornanabham
Spider’s leg
23. Mukulam
Bud
24. Kathakamukham
Style of fighting
Forming words
Using the basic mudras we will learn how to create words and
communicate with each other. We will learn the following:
• Hello
• How are you?
• I am fine/very well
• What’s your name?
• My name is……..
• Numbers 1-10
Hastamudras have their own punctuation, so we will learn to say the
following sentences:
• Three bees like the wonderful scent of seven lotus ﬂowers.

• In the blue sky birds live. In the river live fish.
Watching the mudras by a Kathakali performer
When I was in Kerala last year I filmed my teachers demonstrating two
Kathakali sentences. We will watch these (see bibliography) and try to imitate
them. At this point another aspect of Kathakali is brought into play – the
aspect of the Abhinaya, which are the emotional expression and physical
movement that accompany the mudras in performance. The two sentences
we will see and learn are:
In my house, father, mother and baby live. (video 1)
One handsome man loves the beautiful lady (video 2)
Learning to tell a story
My first teacher Kalamandalam Keshevan will then tell us all a story about
what happened in the forest, and, as a group we will try to learn some new
words and understand what he is saying. Pairs will then use the words they
have learnt so far to share a sentence.
1. Try to remember at least 3 new words from the story. Make notes.
2. With your partner create your own sentence using the mudras we have
learnt so far. Write your sentence.
Adding emotion and levels
The holistic communication of the story is through the gestures, facial
expressions and body movements, the Angikabhinaya. The concept of entire
communication through gestures is encompassed in this poem below from
Nandikeswara in his Abhinaya darpana:
‘Where the hands go, there the eyes follow;
Where the eyes go, the mind follows;
Where the mind goes, the mood (bhava) follows, and
Where the mood goes, there arises the sentiment.’
The Nava Rasas are the nine emotions in Kathakali. We will practice
them and use them alongside the mudras:
Kathakali Facial Expressions – Nava Rasas

1. Shrimgaram – Love

4. Roudram – Anger

7. Beebhatsam – Disgust

2. Haasyam – Mockery

5. Veeram – Heroism

8. Adbutham – Wonder

3. Karunam – Sadness

6. Bhayanakam – Fear

9. Santham – Tranquility

The physical performance of mudras at 3 levels
The main training school for Kathakali is in Thrissur, Kerala and is called
Kalamandalam. We will watch some of the training and see a Kathakali
performer demonstrating how words are said in performance and done at
three levels: Head, Chest and stomach (see bibliography).
Your final performance
Now work with a partner to present a sentence or conversation to the
group using the mudras, levels and facial expressions.
www.ista.co.uk

A letter from
the ISTA
mailbag…
Hi there Sally,
I just wanted to let you know that Greg Ruhe came to
Shanghai to do a puppetry workshop with my students.
I met him at the ISTA IB Theatre workshop in
Florida two years ago and he did his presentation on
Shadow puppetry and building puppets out of recycled
materials.
I contacted him a year ago to ask him how he built
his shadow puppet screen and he was so delightful to
work with that I tried to get him to come to Shanghai
and do some work for me. He just finished a very
successful week working with the kids doing a new and
modified version of Shadow puppetry (manipulating
the flashlight source rather than the puppets which was
very cool and innovative). And then upon my request
he worked on creating a modified Bunraku puppetry
experience as an introductory lesson with my grade
7’s and 8’s. I was so impressed with him that in our
conversations he came up with a recycled puppet that
the students could make, and upon my request created a
How To video of how to build them.
I just wanted to let you know that because of that
Master Class in Florida two years ago, I have really
come to value Greg as a Puppeteer, and have
appreciated his assistance in designing the screen. I
thought you might find it interesting that ISTA was our
connection and how wonderful it was to have him here.
Thanks for doing all that you do, and that Greg would
be keen in getting in contact with ISTA again in the
future!
Juanita McGarrigle
Shanghai American School, Puxi
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Workshop, theory,
research and experience
By Thomas Dean Kellogg
An introduction to some of
the work that has kept me
passionate about the world, our
youth and the value of the arts in
shaping a better future.
Section 1
Building a character and the magic of
metaphor
A lesson plan
First of all I’d like all of you to close your eyes for
a moment.
Now I want you to think of an animal that
you identify with. In other words, ask yourself, “If I
were an animal, other than a human, what would
I be?” You may already have the answer. Just go
ahead and sit with it for a moment. There is no right
answer. In fact, you can change your animal at any
time if you feel the need, or a change of heart…
(pause)… all right now, I want you to visualize that
animal sitting or standing right there in front of you.
Really take a look at it. The colouring, the size,
the shape… Now, look the animal in the eyes…
deeply. Hopefully you feel some connection… Now,
everyone take a deep breath, in and out, and on
your next inhalation, I want you to breathe the
animal into you. Or maybe, it should be the animal
is breathing you in. At this point what I want is for
you to be looking through the eyes of the animal.
Breathe deeply, but evenly, as you meld the
sensation of being an animal with that of your
writer/creative self… Now, I am going to ask you a
series of questions. (By the way, this isn’t a test in
zoology. In other sessions I might ask you to choose
a personal object or a force of nature as a potential
metaphorical character to explore. These questions
are personal and meant to evoke responses, which
when added up will create an intimate character
profile)…
So keep your eyes closed and let me ask you a
few more questions… Take a deep breath…
What is your name? Now mind you, I am
asking your name as the animal. Let it be a name
unique to you. In other words, we already know Tony
the Tiger or Mickey the Mouse. Let it be something
other than your human name…
How old are you? You might measure your age
differently as an animal. If so, how does your animal
age relate to human age, such as infant, child,
teenager, adult, or elderly person?
Who is your family? Are they other animals
like you, or different? What is your lead animal’s
relationship to them?
This is very important. What is your greatest
wish? Now this wish should be something not so
easy to attain or possibly maintain if you already
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possess it. Ask yourself, “Why do I want this?” or
“How will it possibly make me happy?” You should
pick something you care about deeply.
What do you fear? Now see if you can pick
something that is real to you, the writer, or maybe
specific to the animal and the world where it lives.
(I often call this a phobia during my workshops,
which I define as an irrational fear, to anyone
but the phobic character. This also means it can
be anything, like peanut butter or doing creative
visualizations in a crowd)…
Who is your closest relationship? This is another
character, possibly a relative or a best friend. I ask
the young people to stay in the metaphorical world,
in other words away from humans. For instance
let’s say a writer picks a German Shepherd dog and
wants to make the owner the closest relationship. I
ask if something other than a human might be the
owner?
“Why can’t I write about humans?” they may
say.
Some theory
This brings us to a conversation on metaphor,
and my personal theories and practices on the
subject.
The defence of metaphor
A couple of years into conducting mentored
playwriting workshops with young people, I
dropped the use of human characters. Why?
For many reasons, but the initial one being, the
tendency of the young writers to want to emulate
television or film characters. This is the first play
most of them have ever written. It is only natural
that they would turn to what they “know” and
try to recreate it. This idea mixed in with a sense
of “my life story” can be a deadly combination.
What some think is a “deep personal story” or
“my story” is often a myopic picture of the world.
In fact, how many of us have the ability to reflect
upon and discern what our current life situation,
especially that which confuses us, is really about?
But isn’t that the purpose of writing, to delve into
these issues? Yes it is, and I’m suggesting the use
of metaphor may allow us to tell personal stories
more fully, with a modicum of objectivity.
Wearing the mask
A step away from our “reality” can often give
us the objectivity we need to see the situation
more clearly. In this case, using a metaphorical
character is equivalent to wearing a mask.
Through the mask, I am free to make choices
which I might otherwise not feel free to make
as “myself”, yet I, the writer, am the one making
these choices behind the mask. Sort of. You
see, that’s the beauty of mask work, the line of
responsibility is blurred. There is an ambiguity
attached to the use of masks, a wonderful

mysterious quality, which gives as much power
to the mask as to the wearer. It happens all the
time, when the writer gives oneself over to the
process. It has happened since the beginning of
time, when animal masks have been used by
cultures to help explain or to interact with the
world around them.
Have I mentioned metaphor?
One more theoretical point: personification
is taking place during this process, and the human
attributes are clearly present in the work. One
more practical point: in some, if not all cases,
young writers have been able to write into
subject matter through metaphorical characters,
which otherwise would have been taboo had
it been human characters. An example which
comes to mind was a physically imposing, possibly
homicidal, bear. Living in a secluded part of the
woods, he contemplates his abused past which
has led him to his current circumstances, of having
to defend himself against a marauding wolf pack.
This work was done in a lockdown facility in San
Francisco, on a maximum-security unit in juvenile
hall. Though it is possible to make associations
to gang life and activity, personal issues, and such
in this piece of writing, it could never have been
presented had the character been a human gang
member. To the contrary, the audience, including
the guards and staff responded with awestruck
applause and tears, at the depth and creativity of
the piece. This has happened time and time again.
Such is the power of metaphor.
Bringing us back squarely into the process,
we are here to use our imaginations, and animal
characters have their own specific world. Where do
you live? Let’s call this your habitat. All right, keep
breathing deeply, but now open your eyes, and for
a moment at least, stay with the animal and take
a look around. Maybe things look and feel slightly
different… or not.
This is the beginning of a character profile
lesson, that I use to get each young person
started on a 2-character one-act play. I often
teach an intensive mentored playwriting
workshop in five 2-hour sessions, followed
by a writing retreat (6 hours on a Saturday for
instance). I have also done it in approximately the
same time frame (4,4,5) over 3 days.
Section 2
Sustaining creative education
Why we must invest in creative
training for young people, especially in
marginalized societies.
I read… a lot. Some of the stuff I like to read
deals with contemporary political issues. And
the issues of today are hardly much to do about
nothing: the ragged economy, seemingly endless

war(s), the compromised environment, and, of
course our place, individually and collectively, in
the world, now and into the future. With all of
this on our plate, do we really have time to deal
with anything else, let alone to close our eyes and
dream (imagine)?
The answer is yes. Yes, we do. In fact it is
imperative we learn to dream, and to teach
our children to dream (imagine), and to do it
often. Creativity is essential to our survival…
By creativity, I mean creative thought expressed
through creative actions. It is an acquired talent,
even to those who appear to be naturally gifted.
I say that real wealth exists in living a creative
life. Maybe you agree. Truly creative people are
by definition, hopeful and expansive people…
Think about that for a moment. Isn’t it those
highly creative moments in your life, what some
would call an epiphany, that make you feel more
alive and appreciative?
Now and into the future our rapidly changing
world requires highly flexible, creative thinkers,
people who invent, sometimes for fun, other
times out of necessity. Some of these people will
be employed as engineers, scientists, doctors,
entrepreneurs, artists or maybe one of the
millions of people who work in jobs related
to these fields in one way or another. In all
likelihood, there will be others who work in jobs
or professions unknown to us at this time. (Think
of computer technology and the current jobs
that didn’t exist even a decade ago.) The point is,
creative education is one of the most important
assets for a better future, individually and
collectively. More and more studies are proving
this. And just like math and sciences, creativity can
be taught. It is up to artist mentors to provide this
groundwork for the next generation.
Of course, there are obstacles. I can’t
imagine, at this point in my life, it ever being easy
to create something of value. I didn’t know this
when I was younger. It is an illusion to imagine
a creative life being free from conflict. Yet, many
young people are taught or at least told, to avoid
conflict. As a general lesson on personal virtues,
this sounds right. Unfortunately, avoiding conflict
is often translated as: If there is resistance, don’t
fight it (Don’t make waves.) Now we all know we
didn’t get where we are today, by never offering
or meeting resistance, even when we think
we didn’t ask for it. And this resistance is often
from those near to us, or what I call our closest
relationships…
“No!”, the young people will say, “I
don’t want to be in conflict with my closest
relationship”.
That’s understandable… None of us want to
be in conflict with those closest to us, but we are,
right? I’d like to ask you a couple of questions I ask
the young playwrights in my workshops, when
we get to this dilemma.
First “Raise your hand if you have never been
in a conflict with someone in your family?” …
OK, next question: “Raise your hand if you
have never had a big problem with a best friend
or a closest relationship?”
Right. The people closest to us are the ones
who have the most influence over us, but even
if they want what is best for us, it is still what
they think is best for us. Yet, it is their opinions,
actions, or even inaction that can help or hurt
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us the most. And I tell young people, conflict is
necessary in dramatic storytelling. At this point a
light of recognition shines in their eyes. We have
established our intent.
In my MAPP (the Mentor Artists Playwrights
Project) workshops one of the key lessons I
teach in the playwriting process regards crisis
and opportunity. A crisis may simply be defined
as a threat to a great desire, and an opportunity
defined as a chance to achieve a great desire. A
crisis we often discover is also an opportunity in
disguise…
Also, when we speak of a crisis or an
opportunity we are talking about something
out of the ordinary or rather, an extra-ordinary
event. Now, extraordinary events, whether
dealing with a crisis or seeking an opportunity,
demand extraordinary responses. This is life and
death stuff. And I don’t just mean the prospect of
physical death, which can certainly put a damper
on the best of plans, but rather spiritual death, the
epic death, the kind that diminishes us, paralyzes
us, that pushes us along through a life of unfulfilled
dreams. The young people I work with are ripe
for this work. Their lives are filled with passion
and conflict over just about every aspect of their
being. The themes, which surface in their writing
surrounding family, independence, honour,
betrayal, respect, love, and freedom, reflect the
deepest currents running through their thoughts
and actions. I call it the age of chaos. From the
standpoint of dramatic storytelling, it is the perfect
age.
Some people call what I do arts-based
literacy training. I call it exercising the creative
impulse. Others, who have witnessed it, have
said it is healing, especially in communities and
amongst individuals who have been oppressed
and marginalized. I call it replacing the destructive
memory. These young people deserve the
opportunity to learn how to think and act
creatively. This process provides that training.
Now, I’ve had the unique opportunity
to work in marginalized communities doing
mentored playwriting workshops and
performances for nearly all of the past two
decades. It has been very exciting work.
I’ve created mentored playwriting workshops
and directed professional performances in cities
all over the country in such places as juvenile
lockdown facilities, drug rehab centres, teenmother residential facilities, and alternative
schools. While there are so many exciting stories
that come from these communities, I’d like
to share some thoughts and stories about my
work over the past decade, in another set of
communities, mostly invisible, or in some ways
closed off, to most of mainstream American
society. I’ll call this place Indian Country.
Section 3
MAPP: Young Native Playwrights Initiative
Indian Country is a nebulous idea, as much
a state of mind as a physical landscape, a place
where identity is wrapped in a blanket of cultural
and historical resonance. This of course, includes
the tragic history, which ironically most nonnative people are slightly more familiar with,
from Hollywood films and historic literature,
than the rather modern societal paradigm of the
Reservation, where native people hold both
American citizenship and the unique status of

members of a sovereign nation. Oh, and there
is another aspect of native community, which is
gaining in size and recognition, though for the
most part still remains relatively unnoticed, and
that is the urban Indian community.
This is important to me personally because
part of my identity, or my ancestry which is
Cherokee and Choctaw, two tribal nations
originally based in the Southeast United States
near the Gulf of Mexico. It is also important I think
for all of us, who live here on this land, from the
standpoint that these communities represent a
peerless minority, whose history on this land,
predates the current, so called, dominant culture,
and the minority immigrant populations from all
over the world who followed.
Raising this consciousness, of a native people,
can help to bring a sense that people of different
mindsets, languages, cultural perspectives, and
histories, lived here, and in fact still live here. All
self-identified young native people, whether in
urban centres, or on reservations, are aware
of this. On one hand they wish to celebrate
their heritage, and this can be witnessed by
their participation in the pow-wows or language
courses, or other native culture- specific events.
On the other hand, many wish to heal from the
painful legacy of oppression they have inherited
from their parents and grandparents.
This is where creative education, specifically
MAPP workshops and events are making a
difference. Through mentored playwriting
workshops these young people participate
in creative work: improvisational games,
exploration of metaphorical characters and
sensory work, which takes those characters
out into the world that surrounds them. Each
young person develops conflicts, and writes a
monologue divulging their greatest aspirations.
She or he imagines extraordinary events of crisis
and opportunity, where spiritual life and death
face off. One battles with themes surrounding
identity, family, love, honour, respect, freedom,
individuality, and community. They learn to write
scripts full of drama, words and actions bouncing
the characters along through unchartered
emotional terrain.
Then we type it into a script, so we can play.
We hand it to actors, who take all that beautiful,
sometimes comic, sometimes tragic work, put it
up on stage, with the writer sitting at their side,
and create that magical relationship with the
audience. An audience often made up of elders,
tribal leaders, family, peers, and non-native
observers… Laughter ensues… Tears flow…
Bows are taken by young writers and performers
alike.
It is courageous work. No one is the same
afterwards. Not the mentors. Not the actors.
Not the community and certainly not the young
playwrights. It is because we have participated
in a human experience that has been with us for
at least millennia, if not from the beginnings of
human consciousness: the telling of a dramatic
story. It is because we have chosen to overcome
spiritual death, the epic death, the kind that
diminishes us, paralyzes us, that pushes us along
through a life of unfulfilled dreams. It is because
we have witnessed the birth of a young voice,
many young voices, who can never say again they
don’t have the imagination to invent the world.
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Soundsuits at SOTA
By Mark Hill
It is with great pleasure that I accept Sally’s offer to write about an
Integrated Arts project that I recently completed with my colleague
Antonietta Rae, a Visual Artist from Australia, at the School of the Arts in
Singapore (SOTA). For the past three years SOTA has invited me as guest
artist on their Artistic Excellence Program. This is an annual reward-based
program for students that have shown excellence in the subject areas of
Theatre, Dance, Music and Art.
Usually I work alone, but I invited Antonietta to work with me on this
project so that we could model the collaborative process. Together we designed a truly integrated project that
had depth, rigour and strong outcomes.
We would like to share this project with you. We both found it incredibly rewarding for all involved with a lot
of learning that took place. I truly believe in the power of the Integrated Arts, but each project must be well
conceived for it to be of value.
This article is not meant to be an in-depth reflection on the outcomes of the project, or the pros or cons of
working in an integrated and collaborative way, but rather a brief overview of the project in order to share an
idea that really worked!
SOUNDSUITS AT SOTA
An integrate arts project by Mark Hill and Antonietta Rae
The Singapore School of the Arts (SOTA) invited Antoniette and I to
collaborate on this weeklong Integrated Arts project with their top 16
students from Theatre, Music, Dance and Visual Art.
AIMS
The aims for the project were:
• It is an integrative, collaborative and inspiring Arts experience.
• It is cross-cultural in content and process.
• It is of high quality and includes at least one public outcome.
• It is unique, time effective and ﬁnancially viable for the school.
Soundsuits

Soundsuits are worn over the head and make sounds or ‘speak’
when the body is moved. They have different percussive elements
which require individual ways of moving in order to activate their
sounds. The embodied voice gives each soundsuit its own unique spirit.
Ensembles

Design

Create
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The students, aged 14 to 16, were put into ensembles of four, one
student from each arts subject area. Each group was given a selection
of materials. Over one week the students collaborated on the design,
creation and showing of the soundsuits. We modelled the process, with
Antonietta having a more intensified role in the construction phase and
Mark in the performing phase. Throughout the process the students had
the opportunity to work to their strengths and learn from others.
Nick Cave & Sean Tan
The project was influenced by the Soundsuits of African American
artist, Nick Cave. He says “once a person wears one of these suits they
feel compelled to move in it in a new way.” The disguise offers identity
protection and gives the wearer permission to explore other states of
being.
The theme was drawn from the graphic novel and film ‘The
Lost Thing’, by Asian Australian artist, Sean Tan. In The Lost Thing, a
man helps a ‘lost being with a special talent’ find a home. The story
recognises difference as positive, as a special gift.

Nick Cave

Soundsuit

Sean Tan

Beings with special talents
From the materials they were given, each ensemble created a
soundsuit, or a being with a special talent, who felt ‘at home’ at SOTA.

FLINK
The Transmitter

BOBTA
The Pollution Filter

DREAMCATCHER
The Story Cooker

SPINNER
The Gold Spinner

Cultural influence
3%
9%
Singapore is
culturally diverse.
Each soundsuit was
Chinese
23%
also inspired by one
Malays
of the main cultures
Indians
to influence the
Others
students at SOTA
– Chinese, Malay,
74%
Indian and the culture
of the School of The
Arts (SOTA).
Flink had a Chinese influence
The Chinese Opera headdress looks like it has two antennas. The
cables are an example of the technology that China manufactures and
exports to the world. These influenced the design of Flink whose special
talent is to transmit information.

1. Chinese Opera

2. ‘Made in China’

3. Student Design

2. Straw Hat

3. Student Design

4. Spinner

Dreamcatcher had an Indian influence
Kathakali performers tell stories from the Mahabharata and
Ramayana. India is well known for its food. These influenced the design
of Dreamcatcher whose special talent is to cook up stories.

1. Kathakali

2. Cooking Food

3. Student Design

4. Dreamcatcher

Bobta had a SOTA influence
The SOTA building is designed to be environmentally friendly. The
fans symbolise the filtering properties of the plants that line the walls of
the building. These have influenced the design of Bobta whose special
talent is to clean the air. When moved, the rustling sound of the raffia
sounds like the whirling of exhaust fans.
www.ista.co.uk

2. Fans

3. Student Design

4. Soundsuit

Showings
A street performance and an art gallery exhibition gave all students
the opportunity to be involved in the showing of their work. This
catered to the audiences of the school community and the general
public of Singapore.
Gallery presentation and street performance on film (1 min)

4. Flink

Spinner had a Malay influence
Malay’s love the colour gold and it is used extensively in their
traditional costumes, as shown in this headdress worn in a traditional
overlay. The hat is an example of the Malay’s skill at making objects out
of natural fibers. These influenced the design of Spinner whose special
talent is to spin straw into gold.

1. Headdress

1. SOTA Building

Street Performance in the foyer of the Cathay Shopping Mall

Success
The aims were met and the project was successful. Feedback
illustrates this below.
• The project is an integrative, collaborative and inspiring
arts experience
“My favourite part of the project was working together with everyone
(from both different art forms and year levels) on an intimate and
collaborative project. I really enjoyed the process of working with other
art forms.”
Dione Lee (16), Visual arts student
• The project is of high quality and includes at least one
public outcome
“My favourite part of this project is the actual performance around
Cathay and Plaza Singapura. It was really fun seeing the reaction from
the public!”
Janice Leong (16), dance student
• It is unique, time effective and financially viable for the
school
“The Soundsuit project was an exciting experience not only for the
participating students, but the school community at large. It was a
great opportunity for interdisciplinary collaboration and negotiation,
and conceptual development for design and performance. The students
enjoyed every moment of the process, and the soundsuits still stand
proudly on our campus for all to see and be inspired by. It was amazing
what was achieved in a week!”
Sean Tobin, Head of Theatre at SOTA
THANK YOU
ISTA – for the opportunity to share
SEAN TOBIN: Head of Theatre (SOTA) – for your trust in us
THE STUDENTS & STAFF OF SOTA – for your passion and
energy
NICK CAVE & SEAN TAN – for your creativity and inspiration
SINGAPORE – for your diversity
AUSTRALIA – for being a great home
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Only connect – the
difference an ISTA artist’s
work can make
By Martin Kerrison

The following is a summary of the research paper
Playfully engaging people living with dementia:
searching for Yum Cha moments by Julie Dunn,
Michael Balfour, Wendy Moyle, Marie Cooke, Kirsty
Martin, Clark Crystal and Anna Yen; 2013. It has
been summarised and edited by Martin Kerrison.
Arts-based strategies to address health and wellbeing issues are not new but they are increasingly
recognised as powerful interventions rather than
engaging ways to pass the time. This article looks
at the amazing examples of reconnection enabled
by two gifted actors. The detail can be found in
the report of an Australian pilot study of dramatic
interactions with people living with mid-to advancedstage dementia.
This article, being shorter and less objective,
cannot do justice to the full report which is well
worth reading to get a fuller picture of the skill and
sensitivity of both actors and researchers. Entitled
Playfully engaging people living with dementia:
searching for Yum Cha moments the study is a story
of liberation, reconnection and redemption.
What are the “Yum Cha moments”? Read on
and find out.
Alzheimer’s
Alzheimer’s, the most common cause of
dementia, is a crippling and disabling illness which can
reduce vital and active men and women to helpless,
isolated and frightened sufferers.
In the later stages of illness sufferers have little
or no knowledge of every-day things such as their
address or weather conditions. They may at times
confuse their spouses with parents or be uncertain
of the identity of close family members. Speech
deteriorates and recall is severely impaired so
that basic biographical information is lost. Patients
begin to fidget, to pace, to move objects around
and place items where they may not belong,
or to manifest other forms of purposeless or
inappropriate behaviour. Emotional changes are
partly a psychological reaction to their circumstances.
Because of their fear, frustration and shame regarding
their circumstances patients frequently develop verbal
outbursts, and threatening or even violent behaviour.
Because patients can no longer survive independently,
they commonly develop a fear of being left alone.
In Australia, the number of sufferers is predicted
to be 731,000 by the year 2050 – an increase of
327% from its 2008 levels. By 2020 dementia will
have become one of the major chronic diseases
in that country. The personal costs are of course
staggeringly high for sufferers and those close to
them; the long-term care costs are increasing at an
alarming rate too and will outstrip the costs of all
other health conditions by 2030. In the absence of
a cure, there is a growing recognition of the need
to tackle the social isolation, depression and poor
quality of life of sufferers.
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Relational Clowning
In the pilot study funded by an Australian
Research Council grant in partnership with the
large not-for-profit Australian aged-care provider
Wesley Mission Brisbane, two talented and sensitive
performers interacted with seventeen care home
residents with dementia in what the project calls
‘relational clowning’. The results were astonishing
and very moving.
The applied theatre artists involved, Clark
Crystal (Tiny) and Anna Yen (Dumpling), have
backgrounds in performance training with artist/
teachers Phillipe Gaulier and Monika Pagneaux.
Red noses and costumes were worn by Tiny and
Dumpling but the costumes were not gaudy and
no face paint was applied. The approach was
“understated and respectful.”
Two theoretical frameworks underpinned the
work of the actors. The first drew on Lieberman’s
five dimensions of playfulness: physical spontaneity,
cognitive spontaneity, social spontaneity, manifest
joy and a sense of humour. Within almost every
visit a combination of these was present, Tiny and
Dumpling drawing upon the five dimensions in
different ways in response to the individual needs
and personalities of each participant. An additional
means of understanding the play approach was
to consider how key elements of drama such as
role, tension and contrast were managed within
the interactions. As an example, the actors playing
identical twins, though they were clearly far from it,
showed immediately that this was play.
Tom
The “Yum Cha moments” is a reference to Tom
who re-found his long-lost childhood Cantonese.
At the first session Tom was staring straight
ahead and seemed unaware of anything happening
around him..........Tiny and Dumpling sang and
brought out various props including a small percussion
instrument. Eventually the repetition and rhythm of
the music generated a response, with Tom reaching
for Dumpling’s hand. At the end of the session Tom
tentatively offered his first words to them saying, ‘That
was a lovely trip’.
For the second visit, the research team is provided
with Tom’s biographical notes, and in response, attempt
to engage him by focusing on his childhood in Hong
Kong. Able to speak Cantonese, Dumpling begins
playing with basic aspects of that language, before gently
asking Tom if he remembers any Cantonese words. An
extended but deliberate silence is created as Tiny and
Dumpling wait for a response. Suddenly Tom speaks,
‘Yum Cha!’ This is a powerful moment.
Now, as visit three progresses there is lots of
laughter as Tom attempts to teach Tiny how to count
in Cantonese. Within this encounter, Tiny drops his
status to become a hopeless student, while Dumpling
supports Tom’s patient counting by expressing

frustration at her ‘brother’s’ feeble attempts to master
even basic words. In the middle of this lesson Tom
wistfully notes, ‘I’ve had no-one to practice with’.
Later he shares information about his schooling in
Hong Kong, about his work there, and even a very
convincing story about a recent visit where he met up with
old friends. He is engaged and alive. Later we learn that
Tom hasn’t left the nursing facility for many years. (Dunn,
Balfour, Moyle, Cooke, Martin, Crystal, Yen; 2013)
Tom, for a time at least, had ‘found himself’
again and was able to reconnect with his earlier life
and learning.
Edgar
Edgar’s case study is equally moving. During the
initial visit he seemed incapable of responding apart
from eye movement strongly focused on Dumpling.
Two visits later Dumpling asked Edgar if he wanted
the team to leave so he could enjoy his tea.
Edgar clearly announced, ‘No’ and his face broke
into a broad smile....... Soon he was sharing with
Dumpling and Tiny an extended set of ideas that
although difficult to understand seemed to represent
a real desire to communicate, including extended eye
contact. Eventually the game became the wearing
of silly hats, with Edgar indicating with his eyes who
should wear particular hats. He even, very playfully,
indicated once again with his eyes and a broad smile
that a research team member should join in. There was
laughter all round and Edgar appeared to be keenly
engaged. Suddenly, in the midst of the excitement,
Edgar speaks clearly, saying, ‘It was my fault, you know,
I had a seizure’. There is silence in the room as the
idea offered is allowed the space it deserves. Dumpling
is the first to respond, offering the comment that these
things happen and that they are no one’s fault. Again,
silence follows. Then with great skilfulness, Dumpling
points to her brother Tiny and playfully announces that
she cannot help it if she is beautiful and her brother
isn’t! It is not her fault!
Edgar smiles broadly and shakes her hand. ‘Thank
you’, he says as Tiny grabs his suitcase and Dumpling
suggests that they will miss the bus again, and that this
will once again be her big brother’s fault. (Dunn, Balfour,
Moyle, Cooke, Martin, Crystal, Yen; 2013)
Were Edgar’s thanks for the permission he had
found to forgive himself, having been reminded that
‘these things happen and that they are no one’s fault?
We are used to a view of theatre as a way to
escape from the day-to-day world and lose ourselves
in make-believe; here it does the opposite, bringing
back a sense of self to those who have suffered as
memory and identity have slipped away. Perhaps it
is not as surprising as it at first seems that ‘relational
clowning’ can reconnect people with their past and
present lives; after all ISTA exists because of the
transformative power of theatre - it changes lives,
engages the disengaged and frees the marginalised and
disenfranchised - young and old alike.

How to become a children’s
or YA book author
By Emmy Abrahamson
It is my opinion that drama teachers and
practitioners make excellent children’s and YA
(Young Adult) writers. We are in touch with young
people, we think visually and dramaturgically, we
have a good ear for dialogue, and we know the
importance of keeping an audience interested.
My first book came out three years ago and I
have since published a total of four YA books. All
books have been sold to several different countries
and have been nominated for numerous awards,
one of them being Sweden’s most prestigious
literary award: the August Strindberg-award. What I
would like to do now is to encourage YOU to start
writing and share with you some tricks, tips and
rules that I have picked up during the last few years
as a YA writer.
OK, here we go
1. Write about what you know. Personally I
am not wildly imaginative but I have lived a
pretty interesting life so I draw upon that. The
first book was based on growing up with an
eccentric Polish mother. The following three
were a trilogy about a girl who moves to
England to go to drama school and then tries
to make it as an actress. The authenticity is
in the details. My mother believes that male
gynecologists, Russians and women named
Patrycja cannot be trusted. I find the third
example to be so bizarre and funny that I
included it in my first book, and it’s these kind of
details that make a story feel real and alive.
2. Don’t write about the following: vampires,
wizards or mothers dying of cancer. There
are enough children’s/YA books about these
topics. During one book fair I heard that
there is a demand for more YA books about
LGBT (lesbian, gay, bisexual and transgender)
characters but before you do this please refer
back to point 1.
3. Write a story that boys will read. There’s a bit
of a hysteria going on right now about children
not reading enough. Especially boys. Publishers
and booksellers are desperate for books that
boys will read. So if you can think of a story that
a young boy would be interested in reading,
you’re in luck.
4. Don’t make it too long/short. A book for 6-9year olds should be around 15 – 20000 words
(according to my editor) and have many short
chapters. A YA book can be around 40 000
words long. Always double space and write
with font size 12.
5. Write about 500 words/day. This is actually
quite low (Stephen King recommends 2000
words/day) but Graham Greene had this rule
and he ended up writing more than 30 books.
I stick to this rule religiously and usually end up
writing twice the amount. Having a low target
that I can realistically meet means that I don’t
have to beat myself up every day for failing.
6. MAKE IT FUNNY! I am going to let you in
on a secret. There is a MASSIVE demand for

7.

8.

9.

10.
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12.
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humorous children’s/YA books. This is coming
straight from my editor’s mouth as well as
the response that I have had from librarians,
booksellers and bloggers. So this is definitely a
niche that isn’t filled. I have yet to meet a boring
drama teacher through ISTA so I know you can
do it.
Use your international background/experience.
When I was nominated for the August-award
one of the jury-members said that out of the
1000 books they had read mine was the only
one that had been set abroad. Hard to believe
in this international day and age, but true. Some
of you live in places that every-day people only
dream of, so share your experiences.
Don’t blog. Then you are giving material away
for free. But do keep a diary. My diaries from
my teens have been great for reminding me
how dramatic it is to be a teenager and details
how it is to be madly in love with someone you
had never even spoken to. One of my diaryentries stated that I would “literally” cut off my
arm for a ticket to a U2-concert. Everything is
drama.
Strive for flow, not inspiration. Forget about
inspiration. It might not even exist (I am still
undecided). But strive for flow as a writer. You
get flow by writing from a computer that has
no Internet connection and with your mobile
phone switched off. The moments you have
flow are pure magic but you need discipline to
achieve it.
Eavesdrop on students/young people around
you. Dialogue and details in YA-books can
quickly become dated. Going through my
second book my editor delicately told me that
young people don’t buy CDs nowadays but
that everyone downloads. Which made me feel
about a hundred years old.
Read loads of books. Do I even have to
mention this one? But you don’t have to read
any children’s/YA books to be a good children’s/
YA writer. Often it’s easier not to read the
competition. Just read lots and be a good
observer.
Avoid cliques, gangs and groups. A piece of
advice offered by Zadie Smith and something
that I discovered to be true when I wrote a
book that took place at drama school. Too
many characters = dilution.
Avoid your weaknesses. I would never make
my main character a boy for the simple reason
that I don’t know how boys think and why they
do what they do. I stick to what I am good
at: writing about teenage girls discovering the
world. My big literary hero is Ian McEwan.
When I started writing I wanted to become a
female Ian McEwan. Very quickly I discovered
that my writing was as far away from Ian
McEwan’s as possible. At first it used to depress
me that all I seemed to be able to write about
was teenage girls discovering the world. That
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this made me less of a writer (a quarter of a
writer?). But then I looked at the facts: my
books were getting published, I was able to
support myself and my family being a writer, I
was being flown to book fairs where I got to
stay in luxury hotels and driven around in limos
and – most importantly – I actually love my
characters and their stories! So screw you, Ian
McEwan (not really, I will always love you).
Your first idea is rarely your best. I got this from
a workshop with David Lightbody in Budapest
2007 (thank you, David!) and it’s such a good
piece of advice not just in drama but for writing
as well. You get an idea that you are going to
write about a girl called Sadie who discovers
that her beloved Dad is a serial killer. You think
it’s a brilliant idea. But keep mulling it over
and don’t drive your thoughts into a dead-end
where all they can see are this idea. Maybe
Sadie is the serial killer? Maybe there doesn’t
even need to be a serial killer? What other
secret could Sadie find out about her Dad?
Or about her Mum? Or about herself? Keep
thinking - and feeling - and don’t be afraid to
let go of ideas completely. I usually know that I
really want and can write about something if the
idea is still around after a few weeks.
Don’t ever tell people what you are writing
about. By all means you can tell them that you
are writing a book, but please never tell anyone
what it is about. At the moment I am writing
a book and my husband is the only one who
knows what it’s about. Telling people what
you are writing about just puts unnecessary
stress on you and if you never end up finishing
the book it just becomes embarrassing for
everyone involved.
Include lots of dialogue. Peek into any Harry
Potter-book and you will see how much
dialogue J.K. Rowling uses. Also note how
masterfully she uses it to drive the plot forward
rather than just retelling what has happened.
Never send a book to a publisher/agent that
isn’t fully finished. Publishers want to see a
completed work before they make a judgment.
And don’t let too many people read your story
before you send it to a publisher. Trust yourself
to write the story you want to write. Not the
one that your best friend Annie might want to
read. Once you have finished writing your story
you will want praise (we all do) and you will
be tempted to want your friends to read your
story. Don’t. Unless your friend is an expert
in dramaturgy you will always be disappointed
with their response.
The world will always need new writers. So
stop listening to your inner critic, and believe
that you truly have something that no-one else
can tell (see point 1).
You are unique.
No one else can tell your story.
So tell it.
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Seeking authentic
engagement
By Jeff Aitken

Taken from Jeff’s doctoral thesis
“Seeking authentic engagement:
Dorothy Heathcote’s Mantle
of the Expert as a method of
drama research for a devised
theatre process”; Birmingham
University; 2013.

theatre is essentially a process whereby
students develop drama for performance
using a stimulus as a starting point, rather
than a play text; students and teacher
Planning and measuring future company’s working space
work together collaboratively to create the
– the first suggestion of ‘in role’.
drama based on influences throughout the
process. Devised theatre in other parts of
the unique effects of this approach as the primary
the world, North America for example, is known
stage of research for the devised theatre process.
as ‘collective creation’. Through this study, I have
A learning, or curriculum area, must be
rediscovered the potential value of drama in
identified for a MOE event to take place, which
Introduction
education and, in particular, its place in the devising
should occur and be developed through specific
The focus of my investigation was to deal with
process. Courtney (cited in Warren 1991, p.3)
tasks. In addition to establishing the learning or
how my teaching practice, specifically the devised
references this potential as “the human process
curriculum area, it was necessary to determine
theatre process, could be enriched with insights
whereby imaginative thought becomes action”.
the types of information, knowledge and skills
gained through the use of Dorothy Heathcote’s
Devised theatre and drama in education:
that I wanted the students to acquire, but also,
approach to drama in education, known as Mantle
worlds apart?
importantly, “what will make them reach out and
of the Expert. To some extent, the investigation
Like many of you, I have enjoyed years of
set standards for themselves” (Heathcote and
dealt with what may be perceived as two
devising theatre, both in the classroom and in
Bolton, 1995, p.24). Therefore it was an aim of
contrasting areas: drama in education and devised
the community. I am equally passionate about
this investigation to explore MOE as a preparatory
theatre. It was my intent to outline a model in
the many forms that devising may take: site
research stage for devising, so that students may
which practice from Mantle of the Expert (MOE)
specific, experimental, educational, political
engage with information in a more authentic and
may inform and improve the devised theatre
and more, and find the educational and artistic
effective way for acquiring new knowledge.
process. Since I began teaching in 1995, I have had benefits of devising one of the inspiring aspects
The learning or curriculum area for this
the opportunity to work in the two areas for which of teaching drama. Implicit in devising theatre
investigation, and specifically the MOE Event,
are collaborative questions about ourselves, our
I trained - drama in education and theatre, which
is the Japanese performance tradition, Noh
relationships, families, communities, politics and
obviously included the staging of productions.
Theatre. My aim is to enable students to explore
Although the majority of my undergraduate
the many forms of theatre that give voice to the
and engage with this unique and traditional
issues that impact us. Sometimes the answers are
degree consisted of drama in education, it was
theatre practice in some way. Noh Theatre has
forthcoming, but often the value is in the ‘getting
clear early on in my career that in order to be
always struck me as an interesting practice due
employed in the United Kingdom as a drama
there’; as drama teachers, this is fundamental to
to the well-established conventions and deeply
what we do, because although we tend not to
teacher responsible for a range of productions
rooted social concepts found within the content
and performances including GCSE and A Level
direct devised theatre, as facilitators, we need
of the plays, approaches to performance, and
syllabus content, an understanding of theatre
to provide a structure in which it can happen. In
related cultures. All things in the universe, good
production would be essential. I must admit that
recent years, I have come to evaluate how best
or evil, large or small, animate or inanimate, have
I can vary the ‘structures’ I provide for students
to some extent, my degree in drama in education
each the rhythm of Jo Ha Kyû. (Zeami cited in
had not prepared me for this and I therefore
during the devising process; after all, one of the
Hume, 1995, p.66)
many benefits of devised theatre is in its scope
considered drama in education and theatre to be
Perhaps the most important concept within
related, but essentially different subject areas. As
for reinvention. “Devising allows for a constant
Noh Theatre is Jo Ha Kyû, a progression in both
re-definition of theatrical performance” (Oddey,
a teacher of drama in the United Kingdom, I was
the composition and performance of a Noh
1996, p.23).
introduced to devised theatre as a requirement
Theatre piece, which encompasses position,
for syllabus drama at GCSE and A Level. Devised
The investigation explored not only the use
tempo and quality. Jo, the initial phase, means the
and impact of MOE on devising, but also
beginning or introduction: slow, clear and simple
and leading to further stages. Ha,
the second phase, is a breakdown
of the previous action into more
development and complexity. Kyû,
the final phase, is a quickening
towards an impact. “The phases of
Jo Ha Kyû are linked in much the
same way as the movements of
a sonata” (Quinn, 2005, p.129). I
used the Japanese Noh principle of
Jo Ha Kyû as a ‘through line’ in my
dissertation; one that parallels not
only the structure and patterns of
Students explaining the layout of working space as well
Students trying on and discussing mask, which introduces
my experiences, but also related
as discussing details of their company or ‘enterprise’ with
the company’s commission.
themes and content. Jo Ha Kyû,
an outsider, the teacher in role as a visiting inspector.
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as a metaphor, helped to illustrate
the stages of my investigation in
part because of its resemblance in
structure, progression and even
content, but also as a through
line, profoundly captured as “an
undulating wave of sound” (ibid)
which represents for me a type
of student empowerment which
flowed through the centre of this
investigation. Kyû in particular,
described as “a flourish that
dissolves as soon as it’s created”
Opening the Resources Repository and discovering
Teacher in the background, as Administrative Assistant,
(ibid), will help to articulate not only
additional Noh masks to be used in the commission.
working and taking photo images of the masks for the Action
the complexity of devised theatre
Plan, as requested by the students, again reversal of the
and the cyclical nature of its process,
Entertainment, Robert Lepage, Goat Island,
usual teacher-student roles.
but also this intriguing rhythmical concept from
the Wooster Group and Pina Bausch
of research, discussion, improvisation, design,
which my students’ work was influenced. Finally,
are some of the best known names in a
writing text and musical composition in
the poetical themes of Jo Ha Kyû found within
growing canon of practitioners whose international
relationship to aims, objectives, form, content
Noh plays and Japanese culture, interspersed
reputation regularly fills auditoria of main houses
and audience” (Oddey, 1996, p.73); however,
throughout the dissertation, underpinned significant and the festival circuit. (Mermikides and Smart,
very little was offered on what an approach to
moments, obstacles and themes from my study.
2010, p.4)
and engagement with research might look like,
Jo Ha Kyû represents “a structural framework in
Within the field of devised theatre and of
particularly in the drama classroom. Research,
which the aesthetics of suggestion weave their spell particular relevance to my investigation and MOE
whether part of text-based or devised theatre,
of mystery and profundity” (ibid, p.90).
as an approach to learning, is the treatment of
is integral to the authenticity of a piece. A key
Devised theatre
context within the process of devising, “Devising
area for consideration is the extent to which
Oddey’s 1996 influential text, Devising
processes create their own particular set of
research within the devised theatre process may
Theatre, was written with the intent of raising the
circumstances and conditions that inadvertently
provide students with a more effective method
profile and status of the subject and documents
play a crucial role in how the structure and
of engaging and understanding information and
the diverse work of professional companies.
content are shaped” (Harradine and Behrndt,
its application to a performance, particularly the
Amongst the first significant and widely published
2011, p.139). MOE uses context in this sense
sense of ownership that may come from such
texts on devised theatre, Oddey provides a
as a means of curriculum delivery; in that, the
relatively comprehensive account by placing an
students are involved in an enterprise or company a process. Lamden (2000, p.10) makes a case
for the layers of understanding acquired from
emphasis on “an eclectic process that requires
in which they work. While students may find
research, though like many, offers little in terms of
innovation, invention, imagination, risk, and
specific exercises and strategies revealing or
an approach:
above all, an overall group commitment to the
inspiring, it is very clear that context is everything
Research develops devisers’ depth of
developing work” (ibid, p.2).
in terms of the processes documented here.
understanding of issues and topics. It is an
A devised theatre performance originates
(Mermikides and Smart, 2010, p.28)
opportunity to delve into the different worlds,
with the group while making the performance,
Research within the devising process
to empathize in a world you weren’t previously
rather than starting with a play text that someone
For the initial stage of the devised theatre
aware of. Depth of research allows you to
else has written to be interpreted. A devised
process, initiating or engaging with research
communicate with the audience on a variety of
theatre product is work that has emerged from
is crucial. “The early part of the rehearsals is
levels.
and been generated by a group of people
primarily about initiating, and the latter part is
My enquiry
working in collaboration. (ibid, p.1)
about responding” (Bicât and Baldwin, 2002,
My enquiry draws inspiration from Oddey’s
Govan et al. (2007, p.4) stated “Devised
p.98). The approach and treatment of research
(1996, p.23) claim that devised theatre is
performance, always associated with the
was particularly relevant to my investigation as
about “the relationship of a group of people to
counter-cultural fringe, is becoming increasingly
it represented more than simply the search for
their culture, the socio-political and artistic and
commercially successful and entering the
and processing of information: research within
economic climate, as well as issues or events
mainstream”. Mermikides and Smart (2010) also
the process of making devised theatre was
surrounding them”. My interest in this particular
support this argument and suggest that while
about collective engagement with information
topic area derives from the many attempts to
devised theatre was once considered a radical form and materials, and a sense of ownership
convey to students that research is a crucial
of making theatre, it is now recognized as one
over the knowledge acquired. Many of the
aspect of the devised theatre process and it
of the major methodologies. Leading companies
sources reviewed mentioned in some way the
should involve more than just Internet sources
and practitioners create innovative work on an
importance of research, such as the company
and photocopies of pages from books. In my
international scale: DV8, Complicite, Forced
Forced Entertainment which employ “processes
experience, there are significant
difficulties for young people to
engage and take ownership
of research in an authentic
and practical way; too often
the material acquired remains
restrictive pieces of information
and students fail to identify with
the many cultural, social, political
or historical layers that may exist
within information. Bolton (1998,
p.233) makes reference to this
continual dilemma of drama
teachers: How may a class of
Students working on physical elements to be included in
Students having invited the teacher into the centre in order
pupils begin to engage with a
the specific tasks for the commission.
to share details of progress before moving on to the next
culture’s deepest values before
task, again reversal of the usual teacher-student roles.
www.ista.co.uk
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Developing areas from the MOE Event into the
devising process - masks with a specific and
shared focus.
they have any real grasp of either those values
or the contexts in which those values might be
expressed? In the early days of drama teaching,
we used to rely on ‘characterization’ as providing
a base from which to begin, which we now
realize is a dramatic cul de sac, for it too hastily
sketches psychological differences at the expense
of cultural sharing.
Mantle of the Expert
Bolton (1998, p.239) described MOE as
‘Living through’ drama in its revised form, which
depends on an even more sophisticated usage.
As the name implies, MOE enables participants
(teacher and students) to work in role as experts in
a particular area. There is an agreement between
teacher and students to take a functional role in
the development of a fictional enterprise. The
implementation of the project takes the form of
short-term tasks, always once removed from
actually making a product. The teacher initiates
tasks, while the students, often in small groups,
come together to make decisions. “The teacher
pursues a continuous goal of raising students’
awareness of how responsibility arising from
the particular expertise is part of a value system”
(Heathcote and Bolton, 1995, pp.23-24). MOE
was used to engage young people both cognitively
and affectively and will require them not merely
to repeat their existing understanding but to “see
the world afresh” thereby contributing to a context
in which they are “conscious of what they are
learning, as they continually record and assess
newly acquired knowledge and skills” (ibid, p.18).
My study introduced students to a new
method of initiating and integrating research
into a devised theatre process, a method
rooted in a more authentic and engaging system
of collaborative ownership of knowledge.
Dorothy Heathcote’s MOE is appropriate as a
method of research as it provides a “centre for
all knowledge” (Heathcote and Bolton, 1995,
p.32) and a “degree of objectivity” (O’Neill,
1995, p.90). Central to this investigation is the
proposal that MOE will provide a ‘frame’ in which
knowledge may be processed and applied to a
performance in a meaningful way. This frame
fundamentally affects their relationship with
knowledge. They can never be mere receivers
‘told’ about knowledge. They can only engage
with it as people with a responsibility. This
responsibility is not to knowledge itself, although
paradoxically that is what the students are
indirectly acquiring but to the enterprise they have
undertaken. This is an active, urgent, purposeful
view of learning, in which knowledge is to be
18 2013-14 April (Double Issue) | Scene

Final performance with evidence of MOE
inﬂuences in the form of the fan and mask
sequence.
operated on, not merely taken in. (Heathcote and
Bolton, 1995, p.32)
Heathcote (ibid, p.109) describes a body
of knowledge or set of skills within the problem
that is in some way linked to the curriculum or
learning area, Noh Theatre in this investigation,
and therefore “the area of expertise chosen
determines how that knowledge is to come alive
for the students”. As Bolton (cited in Davis, 1997,
pp.16–17) reasons when outlining the central
building blocks in Heathcote’s methodology:
“The frame of entry will be that of ‘experts’ who
are running some kind of establishment, thus
creating a group culture of standards and skills,
eventually reflecting distinctive moral and cultural
values. […] The frame determines the way into
knowledge.” This compelling argument for the
use of MOE as a method of research is centred
on the “continuing investigative relationship
between the student and the information to be
researched” (Heathcote and Bolton, 1995, p.32);
this approach will “penetrate the surface action
of an event in order to bring about some new
perception” (ibid, p.86). In this particular frame,
and certainly in my investigation, the students may
be described as researchers working for a client.
Working in Mantle of the Expert mode permits
goals to be very select and purposeful because
all results are to be “published for purpose”
promised to a client. This removes the work from
student study for the teaching purposes proposed
by the school. It places students in the mind frame
of researchers for a client who needs their work.
(Heathcote, 2010a, p.25)
Four aspects of MOE
From the sources consulted during and a
review of literature and practice within drama in
education, four main aspects of MOE practice
became fundamental in planning and facilitating
the MOE Event:
• Reversal of the expected teacher-student
relationship
• Task-based work
• The curriculum/learning area
• Dramatic play and ‘buying’ into the ﬁction
The central purpose of the MOE Event was
to allow students to engage and take ownership
of new information in a way that would allow
them to more effectively acquire the knowledge
necessary for a devised theatre process based
on Noh Theatre. My goal was to create a social
context that would provide the tasks needed in
order to develop the curriculum area.
Summary
The benefits of MOE as a method of research

Final performance with evidence of MOE
inﬂuence in the form of Yûgen, captured in a
silhouette on the screen upstage.
on the devised theatre process became clear
quite early on as well as significant evidence that
demonstrated the students had the opportunity
to authentically explore and engage with Noh
Theatre as a new curriculum area. In addition,
a sense of ownership was evident in that the
students were taking ownership of knowledge,
materials and skills. Also a particular type of
collaboration and way of working within MOE
was evident, specifically in the development of an
enterprise and commission, and as such provided
a context in which the students engaged with
one another in a manner that contributed to
greater engagement with research and ultimately
better ownership of knowledge. The investigation
revealed how Dorothy Heathcote’s Mantle of the
Expert may be used as a method of preparatory
drama research, which supports better ownership
and acquisition of knowledge during and following
the research stage of the devising process.
Since completing the investigation the effects
have greatly influenced my practice in terms of not
only my approach to research within the devised
theatre process, but also my consideration of the
benefits of MOE as a method of engaging with
new curriculum areas. Since the investigation I
have continued to use MOE as a method of drama
research, varying the enterprise and commission
based on the number and needs of the students
and curriculum area. I have noticed that the
number of students for example directly affects
the number, range and difficulty of tasks for a
MOE event. Though larger numbers of students
certainly increase the potential and frequency of
contributions, in my experience smaller numbers
allow for better and more varied ranges of tasks,
which allow for greater extension of knowledge
and skill areas, thereby developing the curriculum
area. The investigation also led to the consideration
that other approaches within drama in education
might be beneficial to the devised theatre process,
in particular those with potential for contextual
work, cultural connections, and reflective action,
such as Story Drama, Reportage and Chamber
Theatre, but also the idea that MOE may be used
as a general method of research in other subjects
and areas of education.
This influence has most assuredly inspired
a new and exciting beginning for me as a
practitioner and leader in a school and I believe
that the research within this investigation will
benefit other teachers in drama as well as
education more widely, particularly for those who
might be interested in approaching research in a
new, authentic and engaging way.

Don’t be afraid to
move that bod!
By Helen Balfour

It’s breaking down the ‘Oh, no I can’t dance’
inner voice that niggles at us when we are asked
to move - that’s the stumbling block. How can
we make movement and dance more accessible
and a part of our lives?
Movement awareness and the active pursuit
of movement in our daily life, does wonders for
the body, mind and soul. Over the last 20 odd
years, this has been my work with people, young
and old. How can you get that ‘buy-in’, that spark
of interest, that ‘I want to know more’, about
movement and dance?
I haven’t found an exclusive fit, but I have
found that if you present dance and movement
as fun, inclusive, creative and challenging, then
the seed (on the most part) is planted. If you can
join in and move with your students too, your
modeling promotes participation and interest.
Dance really is a wonderful way to develop
personal confidence and creativity. As an eight year
old, I started ballet. Two lessons a week in the local
church hall. Black leotard, pink tights, pink shoes
with ribbons and hair in a bun that mum did, that
always seemed to pull. Sound familiar? My ballet
teacher was strict and expected the very best.
I was a bit scared of her, but she also helped to
shape me into the person I am today. She taught
me about self-discipline, holding my body correctly,
presenting myself positively and how dedication
and plain, old work hard pays off.
As theatre teachers, we sometimes get stuck
in tried and tested ways of teaching that makes us
feel comfortable and we know that it works. We
like the thought of new ideas and approaches, but
when we are in our studios and classrooms we
err back to the “same old”, adding in a new warm
up or activity if we remember. I know; I do it too.
However, once you have tried and persevered
with the new ideas, such as the ones below, they
could be incorporated into your planning and
programs.
First up, if you are considering trying a bit
of dance, use the word “movement” to begin
with at least; it’s more user-friendly. Also, get
your students to take their shoes off and have
a few pairs of leggings or sweatpants for those
unsuitably attired. Circles are best for seeing
everyone and feeling on the same level, especially
when establishing something new.
Here is a selection of movement focused,
warm up games that you may not have used
before and possibly like to consider:
1. Detective Circle. Make a circle, one
person outside becomes the detective.
www.ista.co.uk

Dance
enables you to
find yourself and
lose yourself at the
same time

2.

3.

4.

5.

gets the closest and ‘robs the keys’, runs back
to the beginning with the leader in pursuit.
Choose another person to be at the front.
Example for ways to move could be: insects,
pre-historic animals, dance genres (disco,
ballroom), four legged animals, food; fruit,
burgers, French fries, lettuce, etc.
6. Mirroring in pairs. A standard drama
game that can be easily transformed into a
continuous movement activity to focus and
Encourage seamless, smooth transitions between the leader of the
explore movement. Music of varying speeds
pair.
and genres are good to use. Encourage
seamless, smooth transitions between the
leader of the pair.
Someone in the circle becomes the leader
7. Flocking. Done in an arrowhead shape with
of ‘interesting movement’ no
andDone in an arrowhead
one person shape
leading.with one person leading.
7. clapping
Flocking.
stamping, the leader subtly changes the
1*
movement while the ‘detective ‘ who was
*
*
outside, comes in and tries to catch the
*4
*
*2
leader out. Do not look at the leader while
*
*
*
*
they are leading.
*
*
*3
*
*
Accumulative movement warmup. This is a memory game, but more
importantly a movement
association
activity.
1 begins a slow,
continuous
movement
for1 will
1 begins
a slow,
continuous movement
for about
16 counts,
then the
Each person thinks of two
They
aboutand
16 the
counts,
the 1
quarter
turnmovements.
a quarter turn
to the right
nextthen
person
2,will
willturn
lead.a This
second
show the group. Each person
doesthen
the seamlessly
first
turn
to the right
and
will lead.
leader will
transition;
turn
to the
the next
backperson
leader2,
position
3, and
person’s movements, then
move turn
to the
thenthey
a quarter
to complete
the shape,
4. then seamlessly transition;
This second
leadertowill
next. They do their two movements and
turn to the back leader position 3, and then a
following
unit aof workquarter
has been
fromthe
theshape,
NCEA,toNew
the 1st persons and so The
on, until
you have
turnadapted
to complete
4. Zealand
Dance
Curriculum.
task
that
I
give
to
grade
wonderful class movement
sequence
that It is a choreography
The following unit of work has been 9 students at
theto.
beginning of the year. It can be easily adapted to any dance ability and
everyone has contributed
adapted from the NCEA, New Zealand Dance
age by the addition or subtraction of the choreographic devices section and
Follow the Leader. In pairs, standing
Curriculum.
It isI would
a choreography
task about
that I give
the time allowed for making
the dance.
usually allow
4-5
behind one another, you
call ideas
for the
ways
to grade 9 students
the beginning
year. is
lessons,
then
sharing/presenting
lesson.atLyric
free musicoforthe
sound
of moving: over hot sand,
broken Students
glass,
It can
be easily
adapted
to any
dance
abilityaway as they
important.
can get
stuck
on popular
music
and
lip-sync
long grass, just focus ondance;
movingthis
your
hands
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STUDENT INSTRUCTION SHEET –
‘MAKING MOVES’
‘MOVING IMAGE’ – PAIR
1. Compose an imaginative movement
sequence that focuses on a visual image as
your main stimulus for making movement.
You may choose from a painting, photograph
or fixed image/sculpture of your choice.
Your sequence should focus on the lines,
reflections, shapes and emotions/feelings
that are evident and that you gather from the
image.
2. You both need to bring ONE image to class
and select the one that may work best
3. You may use lyric-free music that makes
the dance richer and helps to interpret your
ideas
The sequence should also include, as well
as your own movement ideas:
• An entrance and an exit that moves along
the main lines/pathways or shapes of your
chosen image
• A minimum of two different ways of
travelling through the space e.g. forward,
backward, diagonal, zigzag,
• The use of two choreographic devices of
your choice e.g. retrograde and accumulation
• A frozen image (held for 3 seconds) which
is directly associated with your chosen image/
theme, followed by non-locomotive (not
travelling) movements extended from that
still-image
• A small (3-4 simple gestures linked
together) gesture sequence that helps to
convey the mood/feeling of your visual
image.
Example of images:

Marking Schedule: Compose Movement Sequences
NAME________________________________
Evidence: The student performs a composition appropriate to the student brief.
ACHIEVEMENT 3/4
The performance shows clarity as a result of rehearsal. The composed movement sequence is at
least 45 seconds long and has a clear beginning and ending.
A range of movement vocabulary has been incorporated that conveys the idea and
required features of the brief.
MERIT 5/6
The performance shows clarity as a result of rehearsal. The composed movement sequence is at
least 45 seconds long and has a clear beginning and ending.
A good range of movement vocabulary has been incorporated that conveys the idea and
required features of the brief in an interesting way.
EXCELLENCE 7
The performance shows clarity as a result of rehearsal. The composed movement sequence is at
least 45 seconds long and has a clear beginning and ending.
An extensive range of movement vocabulary has been incorporated that conveys the idea
and required features of the brief in an original/imaginative way.
Compose a movement sequence that uses a visual image as a stimulus for creating
movement.
Use of the elements (body awareness,
space, time, and energy) to create an
imaginative dance vocabulary that
interprets the image.
An entrance and exit reflecting the shape/
lines of the image
Two different ways of travelling
through the space e.g. diagonal, forward,
backward
The use of two choreographic
devices.
The use of a gesture sequence and
its effectiveness in display feeling/
mood.
The use of a frozen image that moves in a
non-locomotor movement
General Comment:

I hope you enjoy playing with these movement ideas and remember: Don’t be afraid to move that
bod; it’s easier than you think!
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Finding your voice
through the art of silence
By Bill Bowers

I have had an interest in Mime since a very
young age, but only in the last 15 years have I
begun to look at the source of this fascination. I
grew up in Montana – one of the quietest places
on Earth, in a family of Montana homesteaders,
who tend to keep things quiet, and aren’t
especially expressive of their emotions. I am also
the youngest child of six, so had siblings who
talked for me. Like most American families of the
50’s and 60’s, we rarely “talked” about anything
of importance. I am also a gay man, and was a
gay boy in a small Montana town, long before
OPRAH, or GLEE. There was no conversation to
be had about who I was or what I was feeling. It
was the 60’s. All of these experiences, or circles
of silence, gave me a familiarity with Not talking.
I also grew interested in What it was that was
not being said. As a creator of original work, my
works employs the Art of Silence to consider the
Phenomenon of Silence in all our lives.
What do we gain and lose by silence?
My first play, Under a Montana Moon (2000),
is a collection of Silent Stories that could all occur
under a Western Sky. These stories look at the
experiences of Being Silenced, Remaining Silent
and Silencing Someone else. In ‘Night Sweetheart
‘Night Buttercup (2001), a two-character play,
the focus is on sexual abuse in a family, and the
effect this has on two siblings who hold this
secret. One character is heard, and the other
character is seen, as they attempt to connect their
childhood memories and move on in their adult
lives. This shared experience of being abused by
one of their siblings is what bonds them, though
they never speak of it until they become adults. It
Goes Without Saying (2006) is an autobiographical
solo play comprised of True Stories from my life
and career as a performer. In particular, this play
answers the question: why am I a Mime, and
where has that road taken me? In addition to the
journey of becoming an artist, It Goes Without
Saying tells of the experience of surviving the
AIDS crisis in New York City in the late 80’s, and
the silence that existed within my experience of
caring for and losing my partner to AIDS.
I was born in 1959, the same year as Nancy
Grace, Weird Al Yankovich, and Barbie. On the
day my parents brought me home from the
hospital, the nurses pinned a little poem onto my
blue baby blanket. The poem was titled “What is
a Boy?”…sort of an instruction manual I imagine.
Well, my Mom passed away a few years ago, and
while we were going through her things, in her
top dresser drawer, I found that poem! And in
reading it, I couldn’t help but think about myself as
a little boy, tagged with that piece of paper. Me, a
little gay boy who would grow up in a small town
in Montana, and ultimately become a Mime!
www.ista.co.uk

...When you are busy a boy is an inconsiderate,
bothersome, intruding jangle of noise. When you
want him to make an impression, his brain turns to
jelly or else he becomes a savage, sadistic, jungle
creature bent on destroying the world and himself
with it. A boy is a composite---he has the appetite
of a horse, the digestion of a sword swallower, the
energy of a pocket-size atomic bomb, the curiosity
of a cat, the lungs of a dictator, the imagination of
a Paul Bunyan, the shyness of a violet, the audacity
of a steel trap, the enthusiasm of a fire cracker,
and when he makes something he has five thumbs
on each hand. He likes ice cream, knives, saws,
Christmas, comic books, the boy across the street,
woods, water (in its natural habitat), large animals,
Dads, trains, Saturday mornings and fire engines.
He is not much for Sunday school, company, school,
books without pictures, music lessons, neckties,
barbers, girls, overcoats, adults, or bedtime...
I don’t think this poem was a lot of help to my
Mother.
But it did get me thinking a lot about boys, and how
different we can all be.
What does society and culture teach us about
masculinity?
What are the expectations for a boy child, and what
is the price one pays for transgression from the norm?
How do we learn empathy, and vulnerability in a
world where men are not allowed to cry?
These questions led me to create my
solo play Beyond Words. In collaboration with
director Scott Illingworth and sound designer
David Margolin Lawson, I began to look for the
messages that boys receive along their way to
becoming men.
The structure of Beyond Words is a series of
vignettes; some are autobiographical, and some
are taken from my own imagination. I looked for
stories about boys and men who are “different”,
or behave in ways that challenge the majority.
With a nod to Charlie Chaplin (my personal idol)
I created The Silver Dollar Saloon, about a time
traveling cowboy hat that transports a meek but
playful boy back to the American Wild West. He
is dropped into the center of the macho man’s
world, and finds himself trying to maintain this
mantle of manhood (guns and chaps, shots of
whiskey, tobacco chewin’). Ultimately he finds
himself in a gunfight, urged on by the crowd to
“take the big guy down.” He is hailed as the hero
of the day, but feels very different inside, and
looks for an escape back to present day, where
hopefully, life will be easier for his sensitive soul. I
adapted a story from the 1919 novel Winesburg
Ohio by Robert Sherwood about a schoolmaster
who is beloved by his students, but parents find
him unusual because he is mild mannered and too
“touchy” with the children. Rumors and fear fuel

the townspeople and eventually this schoolteacher
is chased out of town in the night. He lives out
his life under an assumed name and becomes a
recluse in another small Midwestern town, forever
tortured and forever concealing the hands that
must’ve been the reason for his downfall. From
Winesburg Ohio 1919 the play moves onto Laramie
Wyoming 1998, a silent retelling of the murder
of Matthew Shepard, beaten and tied to a fence
post, and left to die, allegedly because he was gay.
Choteau Montana 2002 follows, which is a true
account of my weeklong residency in a rural town
in Northern Montana, and the very surprising
experiences I had there as a visiting artist. Choteau,
a remote community of just over 1000 people, is a
tribute to inclusivity and tolerance, and an example
of how wrong we can be in our judgments of
“small town America.”
Beyond Words is a collection of stories that ask
us to look at how we define boyhood, manhood,
and fatherhood. The stories, told with and
without words, are woven together by a colorful
soundtrack of vintage TV advertisements targeted
at young boys, and the poem “What is a Boy”
interspersed throughout.
...A boy is a magical creature---you can lock
him out of your kitchen, but you can’t lock him out
of your heart. You can get him out of your study, but
not out of your mind. Might as well give up---he is
your captor, your jailer, your boss and your master.
A freckled-faced, pint-sized, cat-chasing bundle of
noise. (Author unknown)
Beyond Words premiered Off Broadway at
Urban Stages in 2012, and has since gone on to
have performances throughout the United States.
I performed the play as the keynote for the New
Masculinities Festival in New York City this winter,
and at the Kennedy Center American College
Festival in Sacramento California in 2013. The
conversation about Boyhood and Manhood is a
larger one than I could’ve imagined, and Beyond
Words is now being presented as a springboard
for these kinds of civic dialogues. I am now
expanding my work into facilitating a workshop
that serves as a companion to my play, and allows
participants to look at their own experiences of
childhood, and childrearing. My hope is that we
can give voice to what has been silenced in our
lives, and allow for an ongoing conversation that
raises as many questions as answers.
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Poetic tension –
movement as metaphor
By Moira Arthurs

Movement can be seen as a metaphor. It communicates character,
emotion, mood and often narrative. Physical Theatre is a huge area of
exploration and the following Master Class will focus on Tension, Laban
Movements (with newspapers or magazines), and Eye Focus. We will
combine these three to create an ensemble devised piece of rhythm and
tension in space.
I owe this Master Class to so many practitioners: Jacques Lecoq;
Rudolph Laban; Simon Mcburney; David Farmer and Diane Gavelis. Like
all Drama teachers, I’ve been a magpie - collecting glittering baubles from
workshops, assorted plays and readings. I’ve just seen the National Theatre
Live production of Coriolanus from the Donmar Warehouse. The set had
twelve chairs and a ladder. It was an inspiration. The power of the actor to
transform space with simple chairs can never be overstated.
Section One: Based on Lecoq’s States of Tension
Participants create a square with chairs and work through States of
Tension: sitting, standing, and walking. They are both participants and
observers; creating inner monologues and listing (in their heads) possible
traits in others. The states are clearly influenced by Lecoq but state five has
been altered from “Suspense” to “Suspension” to give a greater focus on
period drama and gender exploration. Lecoq’s original focuses on 19th
century melodrama. This exploration is much broader.
1. Exhausted or Catatonic. The Jellyfish. Minimal energy required.
Performance style: puppet, zombie, young animal, homeless person,
war victim, drug addict …
2. Laid back – the Californian. Laid back, lethargic, langorous. Described
by Lecoq as “Americans on the beach”.
3. Economic or Neutral. In the present. Effective use of energy, no
excess. Move with no story behind your movement.
4. Curious or Alert. The phone rings – who is it? Curious, slightly lifted,
involved. Play with sitting and standing, sharp head movements, different
pace. Breathe with sharp intake of breath.
5. Female Suspension 1. Play with period drama. Sit for a portrait.
Think underwear! Focus on hands and feet. Lifted, floated, an upward
inflection - poise.
Female Suspension 2. Modern Supermodel. Enjoy! Flirt with the
camera!
Male Suspension 1. Play with Period Drama. Sit for portrait. Think
status. Proud, lifted, floated, an upward inflection - panache.
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Male Suspension 2. Modern Supermodel. You are advertising men’s
cologne. The image is on billboards around the world!
6. Love Passion. Total involvement in that thought process.
Anger Passion. Tension held and exploding. It’s impossible to control.
7. High-Catatonic/Tragic. The ultimate level of effort but the tension
is so extreme that it is almost difficult to move. End of King Lear when
Lear is holding Cordelia in his arms – physical pain but an attempt to
control. Jesus walking to the cross – an inevitable fate.
Section Two: Based on Laban’s System of Movement
Rudolph Laban was a human movement theorist who developed a
system that categorized all movement under the following labels: wring,
flick, float, press, glide, dab, thrust, punch.
Participants continue to sit in the square and play with Laban’s system of
movement using magazines and newspapers.
Section Three: Eye Focus
Participants stand in the inner square and “clock” a physical movement
with the following eye focus:
Up and Over
Surface of the Ground
Personal One (looking at something on own person – egg on my tie, split
ends)
Personal Two (an inner thought)
Eye to Eye (with someone in the room – negotiate your interaction only
using eye contact)
Imaginary Character (what interaction are you having? What’s the
distance? How tall are they?)
Horizon Loss Hollywood filmic close up. Son walking over the corn fields
to war. The ship is sailing. Will they ever come back?
Horizon Return They are back! But there is pain in the lost years.
Epic Communication with the Gods.
Section Four
Smorgasbord of the above three sections. Select a physical movement
from each and play it to the line “He’s dead”. Start with an inner monologue
and then give it voice.
Section Five
A physical collage of “City Life” to music - using physical theatre from the
above sections.
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How big is your
community?
By Martin Kerrison

Down in the west of Cornwall, not too far
from the ISTA office, are two Cornish communities
about a quarter of a mile apart. One, down in
the cove, has always been a fishing community,
the other up the hill, has always farmed. During
the First World War the men who volunteered
or were drafted from each community refused to
serve alongside one another because they were so
different and ‘had never got on.’ Well, I guess that’s
one approach to community.
“We passionately value diversity and
collaboration, celebration and play, friendship and
collegiality.” You will know these words because
they are part of ISTA’s mission statement and
encapsulate another approach to community.
I think I would rather be a citizen of the world
and recognise our interdependence than a ‘Little
Englander’. The truth is that the world’s problems
are our problems and we can’t hide from them
and prosper. That’s why ISTA, a charity I hadn’t
heard of a few months ago, is beginning to be
very important to me – that and the fact that
my daughter, Julia, has joined the ISTA team.
It’s also why I support Freedom from Torture,

a UK national charity which helps and supports
victims of brutal and inhuman treatment whoever
they are and wherever they come from. It’s
not a popular cause in the way that animal and
children’s charities are popular; most of us don’t
really want to think about crimes committed on
people and in places we don’t know – we all
turn away from the unpleasant if we can. For me
this makes the charity (and ISTA of course) even
more important today and I tell myself that every
few pounds raised may make a difference to the
recovery of a son or daughter or their parent(s).
It’s not easy for anyone to get into the United
Kingdom these days and the initial experience
of some refugees, already traumatised at the
hands of brutal regimes or individuals, can be
imprisonment in a detention centre. My country
demands standards of proof that are almost
impossible to meet and, without charities like
Freedom from Torture even more victims would
be returned to the country they have fled from.
Freedom from Torture helps when and
where it can to heal the mental and physical
damage to victims from over a hundred countries
around the world. 9% of those helped by the
charity are children, often arriving in the United
Kingdom unaccompanied, having witnessed the
torture and/or murder of their parents.
There are some harrowing stories on the
charity’s web-site (freedomfromtorture.org)
and some striking examples of the difference the
charity makes. Take Bacia, for example, from
Sierra Leone. When soldiers came for her family,
she fled with her father to the forest. They were
soon found. Her father was ordered to rape her
and refused. He was shot dead in front of her and
she was forced at gunpoint to dance on his body.
She suffered violent hallucinations and terrifying

bouts of depression but, through attending the
charity’s Young Women’s Group and meeting
girls recovering from similar horrors, she began
to share her feelings and make friends. No-one
can eradicate cruelty, brutality and sadism or undo
the wrongs done but the resilience of the human
spirit is astonishing.
The charity has worked with torture victims
for over twenty years, operates treatment centres
in London, Manchester, Newcastle and Glasgow
and supports work with torture survivors around
the country. Abroad it trains health professionals
from places as diverse as Sri Lanka, Egypt,
Kosovo, Brazil and Sudan.
Julia wrote this about the Porthleven Festival
in the last addition of Scene:
This experience.....enables students to mix with
other people their own age from all over the world,
learning about diverse cultures and traditions and
making lifelong friends.
Freedom from Torture draws attention to
and helps to heal human suffering and ISTA works
across the globe to bridge cultures and differences
so that there may be less of it – that’s a neat fit for
the creation of something very special.
Why should we care? Why should we give of
what we have to those we may never know or even
see? John Donne said it best as long ago as 1624.
“No man is an island, entire of itself; every man
is a piece of the continent, a part of the main. If
a clod be washed away by the sea, Europe is the
less, as well as if a promontory were, as well as if
a manor of thy friend’s or of thine own were: any
man’s death diminishes me, because I am involved
in mankind and therefore never send to know for
whom the bell tolls; it tolls for thee.”
John Donne, Devotions upon Emergent
Occasions, no. 17, (Meditation)
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There’s a chance that ISTA
will, in the not too distant
future, theme an event to draw
attention to, and increase
knowledge of, the extent of
torture and brutality around the
globe. In the piece below Julia’s
father writes of the synergy
between ISTA and another
charity he supports.
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The matter of
mattering
By Debbie Kidd

Taken from ‘A Matter of
Action’ in ‘The Matter of
Mattering’: Edgework in
Education – Doctoral thesis
When Sally asked me if I would share an
extract of my doctoral thesis, I was reminded
of the many times when, sitting with those
most terrifying of a writer’s companions, the
blinking cursor and a blank mind, I would
calm myself with the mantra of ‘It’s like an
ISTA festival. It will come.’ We ISTA artists and
teachers all know the hidden terror of facing
your ensemble for the first time and thinking
‘What the hell am I going to do?’ and the
same is true of the doctoral student. I think,
like writing, creativity or the act of making
meaning, is an iterative process – one which
emerges from and in response to that which
goes before. And like a creative process, it’s
sometimes better not to plan too carefully
where you want to end up. Just in case you
miss a lovely alternative route.
It was this tendency to wander (and
wonder) that drove the thesis forward and it
was not a straightforward research project – in
many ways the thesis argued that we should
avoid traditional research; resist the temptation
to fix meaning, to search for certainty. It made
the case for ‘amorphodology’ rather than
methodology, for attending to the unspoken
as well as the spoken – what I called the
‘gutterances’ of children. It argued that life is
just, well, quite complicated.
ISTA made its way into my thesis in
this way. I was arguing that research, like
writing and like performance might benefit
from a more nomadic approach. Pulsing
like a heartbeat throughout the whole is the
philosophy of Gilles Deleuze. He provided a
language for me and a conceptual framework
that allowed me to feel that I was not quite as
insane as I feared (or at least if I was, I was not
alone). And finally, as always, I was motivated
by a belief that education should be about the
world we live in and should equip children
with the skills to seek, find and enact justice.
And then I went to Terezin. What follows is
the ‘data’ I brought home and my attempts
to make sense of it. There is a reference in
the extract to some ‘year 7’ data which I have
added at the end so that (if you really want
to) you can compare the two. I have also
contextualized some of the names mentioned
in the extract – so let’s start with the little
“who’s who”…
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Deleuze: Gilles Deleuze was a French
philosopher rising to prominence during the
20th century as part of the post-structuralist
movement. His work is very dense and it is
hard to summarize, but the basic tenet is that
life (in all forms) is complexly intra-related and
cannot be predicted. He speaks of rhizomes in
terms of experience – that life is like grass rather
than a tree – it doesn’t root and grow up, but
instead, it grows along, entangled and matted
together in ways we can’t ever predict. He was
interested in teaching, and used the example of
a teacher standing by a pool teaching a child to
swim – no amount of instruction will prepare
the child for the experience of being in the
water, adapting to currents and temperature
and so on. The teacher and the environment
act in combination, working with a number of
other factors such as the child’s hopes, desires,
memories, relationships with other children in
order to create a ‘learning experience’. From
immersion in this complexity, lines of flight of
possibility emerge and these can form actions.
Arendt: Hannah Arendt, another French
20th century philosopher created the notion of
natality – pure political potential and power in
children. For her, the frustration was that social
conditioning numbed natality by forming ideas of
what was possible and not, acceptable and not,
which inhibit real newness to emerge in the
world. She argued that human beings should
work towards being deed makers – taking
actions that would resonate and be shared,
creating change.
Claxton: Guy Claxton is a Professor of
Cognitive Psychology in the UK, better known
for his learning programme ‘Building Learning
Power’. He has written a really interesting piece
on ‘embodied cognition’ which can be accessed
online. His summary of recent research throws
into questions some of the thinking about the
way the brain works that were accredited in
philosophy to Descartes (Cartesian principles)
and in educational theory to Piaget. Both
Descartes and Piaget create arboreal (tree
like) modes of thinking – Claxton reports that
neuroscientists and cognitive psychologists are
finding that the brain is not hierarchical in this way
at all – it is in fact more complexly connected to
the body – Deleuze would say ‘rhizomatic’.
The other writers referenced here all write
about Deleuze in terms of education. If you’re
interested, they are well worth reading as an
introduction to Deleuze – Diana Masny, Inna
Semetsky, Claire Colebrook, Mark Bahnisch - in
particular.

Extract - Postcards from Terezin
“We sit, all of us in absolute, silent stillness
as she speaks. Her voice, echoing in the
room, this room, the very room in which she
sang as a young Jewish girl to the SS and the
representatives of the Red Cross, is distant and
present at the same time. Her hands, the same
hands that made as a child, components for
military aircraft for the Nazis, are clasped in her
lap. Her legs, thin and frail, the same legs that
stepped on to a transport to Auschwitz and off
again, pressed firmly together. I watch as she
speaks, the faces of the young people sitting on
the floor in front of her. Their eyes are open
wide, their mouths agape, bodies held still and
there is utter silence from them. As she mentions
the barbed wire that cut the Jewish prisoners off
from the grassy square - where that lunchtime,
the students picnicked - they lower their heads.
Later, at the end of four day’s work here,
they present their thoughts and their responses.
Some dance, some sing, some draw, some write,
some speak – in heart languages – there are
more than 20 languages spoken in this room.
When they are done there is silence and then,
a boy picks up his cello and plays four notes. A
violinist joins in. Slowly, clapping, swaying, the rest
start to sing. There has been no instruction to do
so, but they sing. They sing with tears coursing
down their faces, they hold hands, they move.
And then, all together and all at once, with no sign
or signal, they stop and stand in silence. I realize I
have stopped breathing.”
Later still, we set up a Facebook page. The
children have returned to their home countries,
normality restored. But still they write…
‘I can’t forget her. Her raspy voice, her blunt
answers, the moments of silence where you could
almost see her train of thought slide from her lips.
It all was so emotional. Listening to her speak was
so inspiring. It made me want to re-evaluate all the
things that are important to me.’ (Female, age 16)
‘Going to Terezin, we learnt that bad things
happen and we have to learn from them in order
to create a better future. We all learnt that bad
actions spiral and could eventually get out of
control. So stop it while you can. We are the last
generation who will have contact with the lived
experience of what happened in 1944. What we
learnt in Terezin can be used to make a difference.
Never forget, but don’t dwell on the past – it can’t
be changed, but the future can. This experience
will be forever cherished in our hearts. Thank you.’
(Female aged 15)
‘My trip to Terezin was incredible, memories
that will last forever. Seeing the cruelty and horror
opened my eyes and our final performance just
took my breath away. I’m determined to make a
difference.’ (Male, age 15)
‘I went to Berlin last year and we spent five
days visiting places, including concentration camps,
but it didn’t seem real – sort of external to me.
Now, being here, learning in the way we have, it’s
been incredible. It’s like, it’s IN me. I can’t really
describe it, but I think I understand here, but in
Berlin I just knew facts.’ (Female, age 16)
Like the year 7 pupils (see data at the end of
this article), these students also speak of learning
with their bodies – ‘it’s IN me’, ‘took my breath
away’, ‘in our hearts’, but the experience for
them is more affirmative. The retelling of the

holocaust survivor has constituted a deed, but
not in isolation from other assemblages – from
the material presence of the place – the dust,
the barbed wire, the echoes of sound, the rasp.
In the student’s responses, they are not merely
using common metaphor, they are describing
a physiological event as well as a psychological
one – the intelligence of thought driven by feeling.
The physical, material word remains dominant
in their retellings and dominant IN them – this
is embodied learning, linked to what Claxton
refers to as “embodied cognition” (2012:78).
There are similarities to what they experienced
and what the year 7 pupils experienced in that
each is physically felt and remembered, but
here, the context drives the physiology. They
are responding physically and emotionally to that
which is being learned – there is a connection
between content, context and conceptualization –
the making sense of sensation that eludes Alice in
Olkowski’s interpretation of Alice in Wonderland.
And perhaps as a result of this connection, they
are driven forward to declaring actions – this felt
learning drives the desire to act.
The speech from the holocaust survivor takes
on the qualities of a deed – but it is more than her
words, which create the quality of action – her
voice, her physicality –the performativity of place
and gesture, memory and words. The space in
which she speaks contains multiple texts (Masny
2010, 2013) that are pressing upon the reading
of the moment. There is a ticking of a clock, the
gentle sound of breathing, the raspiness of her
voice, passing traffic through the window, sunlight
making the dust dance in the air – all combine
to both deterritorialize and then reterritorialize
the event. Both she and the environment are
interacting with the children in opening up
possibility. There is a sense of the nonhuman
imposing its own life on the memory – the place
itself both lingering and refusing to linger on the
past. New paint on the walls settles in old bullet
holes; street names, newly made and mounted,
sit underneath the old stenciled numbers of
dormitory blocks; inorganic and organic life, both
past and present is pushing forward and I am
overwhelmed by the vastness of the assemblages
pressing in; simultaneously chorusing ‘remember
and move on’. There are no edges, no outlines
between then and now, it and us.
The memories themselves, in shaping futures
would be significant, or of value, in Deleuzian
terms, but in Arendtian terms, they become
deeds. The deeds that the children later wish
to carry out are not acts of remembrance, or at
least not only acts of remembrance, but they lead
to anti-bullying campaigns and peer mentoring
schemes. These are political actions – born
from desires that are not theoretically driven
modes of activism, but political actions emerging
from immanence (Goodchild, 1996). They are
attempting to change the lived worlds of the
children and their peers in the present.
For these children, in contrast to the year 7
children – there has been an immersion in the
suffering of another – a building not simply of
empathy but of urgency and agency. In contrast,
for the year 7 children, suffering happened
alone, un-witnessed and unacknowledged. I am
not suggesting that having a toe trodden on is
comparable to the horrors of the holocaust, but
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rather that suffering is memorable partly in its
inseparability from both biological and physical
realms; from the human and non human and
that this in part explains its power to persist
in memory. Suffering and injustice are active
forces on memory and as teachers we ignore
them at great cost to learning. The re-telling of
injustice – having it witnessed – forms actions
in both instances – clearly one has a more
positive outcome and a more important injustice
underpinning it, but the idea of injustice unites
the extracts – brings resonance. The desire for
justice is the unifying flow state in both cases and
it is this that fuels my engagement with education.
Elsewhere, in future chapters, I ask whether in
order to become more ‘just’, education needs
(r)evolution – but that is the matter of another
plateau.
Not every child experiences such an intensive
learning opportunity – not all classes can be taken
to Terezin. This is an exceptional circumstance.
Nevertheless, I believe it is the responsibility for
the teacher who wishes to move the educational
experience of the child beyond ‘labour’ to ‘work’
and ideally to ‘action’ to find ways of making
education affective, responsive and responsible.
This process, when wrestled with consciously,
can become paralyzing, but if viewed in a more
Deleuzian way offers multiple possibilities.
Children, on the whole, do not feel like powerful
political beings – it is the paradox of their natality
that their potential to enact change is inhibited by
powerlessness. In a Deleuzian frame, however,
futures are always possible and present.
Bahnisch (2003:3) quotes Braidotti (1991:
11) “there is a space for collective, political
and ontologically temporal desires which are
elided by both psychoanalysis and Cartesian

philosophy.” It is the role of the teacher to
open up such possibilities for pupils through the
exposure to a variety of experiences designed
to be eventfully possible. This is not an entirely
selfless process – such experiences are described
by teachers as ‘life affirming’ – there is personal
gain and self actualization here. The teacher is in
a state of becoming as much as the children are
– the “self becomes itself a sign-event embedded
in the complex dynamics of the whole relational
system” (Semetsky, 2005:27). In ‘A Matter of
Resistance’, I explore these processes in more
detail as political and subversive actions and ask
whether there is room in the ordinary, in the day
to day, for more attention to be paid to action
and political desire.
It’s really hard to choose a couple of
thousand words from a document of 70,000
which begin to capture the threads of a thesis,
especially one, like mine that refused to comply
with any norms and expectations of what a
thesis ‘should be’. It was an experiment – an
improvisation and in that sense, was a playful
exploration of what might happen if you just
start to write. As Merce Cunningham said “the
only way to do it, is to do it.” I think having the
confidence to start and the stamina to continue is
rooted largely in a life spent in the Arts and there
is no doubt that ISTA has been instrumental
in helping me to both make sense of and to
experience moments that matter over the years.
I never stop being grateful or excited.
Debbie’s first book on education, Teaching:
Notes from the Frontline is due to be published by
Crown House in August 2014 and her thesis will
be published by Crown House’s academic wing at
the end of 2014 under the title of ‘The Matter of
Mattering’.

The year 7 data: What do children remember about their lessons?
I have been asked to collect evidence for a school that will examine the impact of a curriculum
development model in preparation for a governor’s meeting. I have been working in a freelance
capacity with the school, advising them on the implementation of this model and so I am invested in
its success. I have spent the day with focus groups of teachers and pupils, most of who have said what
was expected. Towards the end of the day, a group of year 7 pupils are sent to me. I have requested
children selected from a ‘random selector’ tool to ensure that teachers did not send favourites or
those children who they felt could be ‘relied’ upon.
Q: Could you tell me one thing that you’ve remembered from ‘Philosophy for Life’
(year 7 curriculum)?
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.

I got a detention and it wasn’t even me who was talking.
Mr. Brown stood on my toe and didn’t even say sorry.
I said ‘farted’ and got a mark in my book that said foul language and my Mum smacked me one.
We made a 3D model of an Island.
Miss White said I was a numpty.
We made a monster but we didn’t get to finish it.
We did a lot of drama.
We labelled this drawing of a man and made a dance.
(shrugs).
We built a shelter but mine was rubbish.
I kept getting told off.
Kyle got moved away from me.
We made monsters.
Briony stole my picture and pretended it was hers and the teacher believed her.
We did loads of art and made stuff - it was good.
Miss called me a star and Matthew called me a geek.

Transcript of recorded focus group meeting, July 2010
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Songwriting with
students – in a very
small nutshell
By Anne Drouet (née Wu)
When Sally first asked me to write for Scene,
I wondered for a while what I could write that
readers would find useful and of interest. Being
a Music teacher, I wasn’t sure what I could share
that would fit both categories. At first I thought I
could draw upon my experience as a composer/
songwriter and share some simple techniques for
making music; something I could gear towards
Drama teachers/directors who didn’t necessarily
have music colleagues they could collaborate
with. Another idea I had was to share a song
writing experience that took place in a special
composition workshop with a group of Middle
and High school students that I co-led with
Grammy-award winning composer, John Altman.
In the workshop we had exactly one hour to
write a song that could capture the students’
experience with friendship and relationships in the
ever changing world of international schools. The
students completed their song and performed it
to the rest of the school. (www.youtube.com/
watch?v=gXg0fm8FZ4Q). Maybe I could try to
combine both?
When John Altman arrived, we started with
a brainstorm and a bit of thought tracking. We
applied a few drama techniques to get their
minds filling with images, stories, emotions and
memories. We asked for the truth – no clichés
were allowed. When we found that the students
were too shy to share their ideas in public, we
gave them small slips of paper on which they had
to write at least three lines. They had to include
a memory, a story that had a strong emotional
feeling attached to it and a wish.
We then took these lines and started to
jumble them up on the board. Some lines were
mixed with others to create some interesting and
unexpected imagery, but all the while, trying to be
true to the students’ feelings.
There were many common stories – suffering

from jet lag, moving to a different time zone to
your friends and wondering what people you
used to be closed were up to now. I remember
one particular story –a girl’s most memorable
moment when she lived in Cairo. The first time it
rained, she remembers how every student in her
Grade 8 English class just rushed to their feet and
out of the door, despite the teacher’s repeated
commands to ‘Sit down at once!’ Everyone just
ran outside and started dancing and spinning in
the rain because it was such a rare treasure. You
would be surprised at all the interesting stories
and experiences our students have lived through
– it makes for very rich song writing.
The completed lyrics of the songs were as
follows:
Gone. Time has changed.
Can’t sleep at night
Are you wide awake as well?
Where are you now?
You said you’d always be there
Do you still sing the same song?
Still dancing in the rain?
Chorus:
Where are you now?
Will we be strangers one day?
Please keep my secrets
Memories fading away
Where are you now?
Will we be strangers one day?
Please keep my secrets
Memories fading away.
Once the lyrics were written, we moved
quickly to the music. How is it done, you may
ask? Well, more than often, one can begin with a
simple chord sequence. Four chords – that’s all
you really need to start with. Sometimes even
less. Remember that less is always more. Try
going to a piano and finding a chord (two or
more notes sounding together). Start with

“I enjoyed learning about contact improvisation (which is
a completely new technique to me). Another highlight was
watching the performance in action, seeing the products of all
our creativity synthesizing into something really spectacular,
meaningful and beautiful.”
A student from the Canadian International School, Hong Kong
who attended the Hong Kong HS festival in February 2014
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ACE in the right hand and A in the left hand bass,
and while you keep your right hand on the same
chord, try walking down your bass line from A to
G to F and then to E (all 4 beats each). You will
hopefully be very pleasantly surprised! You can try
this simple exercise starting with different chords
and discover that you are making harmonies
quicker than you ever thought you could.
And now for a melody. Memorable melodies
typically have one thing in common – what
the IB DP Music course calls ‘antecedent and
consequent phrases’ – in other words, a question
and answer phrase. This creates balance and
coherence. Repetition helps to consolidate an
idea and makes a melody memorable. As John
Altman said to the students: “The brain thinks
something sounds good when deep down,
it recognises something about what they are
hearing.” Therefore, if you repeat an idea, by the
time your listener has heard it a few times, there
is a higher chance they will already connect to it.
Try not to think too much when you write
music – just follow your ear, keep what you
like the sound of and never be afraid to hum
along to a chord sequence. There are no real
rules. Drama practitioners have the added
advantage of being able to connect first to the
emotion they are trying to portray. If you can
write music from the heart, it will always come
out sounding truthful and honest. I hope that
you all will have a moment to have a quick
go – I would love to hear your ideas and if
you have any questions, please email me at
annedrouet@ymail.com.

“We got
new perspectives on
everything, it was a wonderful
melting pot of wonderful ideas
and cultures.”
A student from the International
School of Brussels who attended
the Eden MS festival in
February 2014

Layering in the
work of Frantic
Assembly
By Simon Bell

The master class will focus on one
specific convention from the work of Theatre
practitioners Frantic Assembly. Frantic Assembly
are a company who use movement as an integral
part of their practice. They can be seen as sitting
under the wide and varied umbrella of Physical
Theatre, though it is certainly not a term they
themselves use to define their work.
Frantic Assembly are known for working
from a starting place of text and through a
collaborative devising process develop the ways
in which they will present this text. The artistic
director of the company does not come into
the rehearsal process with a clear vision of the
production, rather a few images, a list of song
titles, descriptions of various physical images,
quotations and text extracts. Certainly there is
little to no linking factor between them. From
this starting place the company works together
to create moments within the production where
movement can be used to express more than the
words alone can communicate.
The convention we will explore in this master
class will be the technique of layering. This is
fundamental to Frantic Assembly’s process. It
enables performers in their style to be nondancers and even non-actors. As a technique it
is perfect to use with students because it is so
accessible to any ability level, age, gender etc.
Starting place
ALWAYS begin with a warm up. We are time
pressured as teachers and this often seems like
a step that can be minimized or even omitted
in order to progress to the task itself. However,
WARM UPS ARE A VITAL PART OF THE
PROCESS. They serve a variety of functions.
Encourage your students to understand these
functions:
• create a focused energy within the ensemble
• warm up the muscles of the body to prevent
injury (on this note, a warm up should not
consist of static stretches. That could cause
rather than prevent injury)
• engage the mind in a physical process
A classic Frantic assembly warm up:
Clear the space
Introduce the following series of instructions.
Students should follow these instructions as
quickly as possible, with direct movement, no
talking and commitment to the success of each
instruction.
a) Centre – move to the centre of space and
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place head on shoulder of another performer
b) Clear the Space – move to the edge of the
space
c) Favorite place – move to a pre chosen
favorite spot within the room. It should
always be the same.
d) Point – Wherever you are in the room, point
to your favorite place.
e) Pair – Hug another performer.
f) Diagonal – create a diagonal line across the
entire space.
g) Fold – fold up into a small ball on ground.
h) Stretch – Stretch your body out as wide as
possible.
i) TV – everyone moves to look at one specific
pre-assigned point. A genre of programme is
assigned and the ensemble collectively reacts
to the genre of programme.
Play energized repetitive music throughout
the exercise – it provides focus and enables a
more controlled participation.
Name circle
Go around the circle. Say names loud and
clear with a three second gap between names.
Do this twice. Encourage ensemble to really listen
to the names. Now speed up so there is no gap
between names but they are still said with the
same clarity and pace. Again repeat twice. Now
one person can gain eye contact across the circle,
say that person’s name and move towards them.
Before they arrive, that person has to achieve
eye contact with another and begin to move
therefore vacating their space. This exercise
grows in speed and intensity until performers are
running with urgency towards each other.
What is ‘layering’?
Layering is the idea of building up
choreography in stages. It begins by creating
a series of movements without any intention,
character or story. The sequence is built around
one simple instruction. Then direction is layered
onto this sequence of movement in stages. It is
a belief of the company that limitations actually
breed creativity and by handing creation of the
movements over to the performers, something
more honest and accessible is created. By
simplifying and taking too much ‘thinking’ from the
process, we allow accidental moments to occur
which lead to exciting creative possibilities.
Exercise 1: Push/pull
Step 1: Create a sequence of moves which
show a transference of control using push/pull and

start/stop motion – A moves B but stops them
before their move completes its natural trajectory.
This can be large movements which affect
the whole body or smaller movements which
just affect an isolated part of the body. What is
important is that the focus is on controlling the
other in both the initial move and the stop. After a
few moves, B gains control and the control shifts.
Create a string of 12 moves. This is simply an
exchange of control, nothing more.
Step 2: Add context to these specific moves.
You aren’t adding anything extra to the sequence.
Just a way of doing the moves.
• brutalize it
• make it tender
• make it playful
Consider how this may affect the force, pace,
extension and energy of the move. At this stage
the face is not engaged in the movement. There
remains no character and no story.
Step 3: A specific direction is now given.
Try saying something through the choreography
rather than through actual speech
• I’m sorry
• I’m still angry with you
• You don’t get around me that easily
• You are mine
Now discuss the stories/characters that have
begun to emerge.
Step 4: Try playing the sequence again, based
on a story or character decision. This may now
include some additional movement and start or
end of sequence. This should be based on the
truth of the situation - the abstract movement
only makes sense if it is born out of reality.
Step 5: Finally sound or text can be layered in.
• Try adding in whispering or laughing
• Try adding in a single line for each character
which can be said at any one single point in the
sequence.
Step 6: Once a fully formed sequence has
been created, you will want to try it with different
pieces of music. How does music affect the
meaning that is created?
At each step, discuss what is being learnt and
what is being discovered. It is so important all
ideas are documented during the process.
Exercise 2: Round the world
This follows the same format but uses a
slightly more directorial approach. You come in as
director with a clear intention.
Step one: Stand opposite a partner. Imagine
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the body of your partner is a world map.
Place your finger someone on their body.
This is the starting place. Your finger is like
the flight path of a plane. You draw the line
of the flight path out from their body and
back down to the final destination of the
flight somewhere else on their body. Now
as you stay still in your new position, your
partner does the same to you. You continue
this pattern to create four movements each,
making a string of eight movements in total.
Step two: Play with the pace of each
movement and how far out the flight
path comes from the body. Rehearse this
sequence so it is memorized. The intention
is to focus on accurately recreating the flight
path each time.
Step three: As director you will choose
a piece of music. You will now perform your
sequence of moves, influenced by the mood
created by the music. Listen to the music
through once. Don’t discuss your thoughts,
even with your partner. Go straight into the
exercise and use your impulse. This is best
done with just half the class, and the other
half as observers. Analyze whether any
stories or characters began to emerge.
Step four: Take a single pair where a
story or character has been identified. Now
play a given intention – ‘I want to.....you’.
You can model this, but let the performers
come up with the objectives.
Step five: Now specific text could be
layered into this.
Discussion
It is vital to discuss the scenes created.
What were different meanings for different
spectators? Where could these sequences
lead? Do they put you mind of any particular
scripts or scenes?
Warm down
Just like the warm up. This is something
which should not be rushed or missed
out. This is an opportunity to stretch tired
muscles to avoid injury and also calm the
mind following the intensity of the previous
work.
Links to the course
This work could be used in a variety of
ways in the course. For working with play
texts, one could explore one of Frantic’s texts
such as ‘Stockholm’, ‘Hymns’, or ‘Beautiful
Burnout’. Their style could be explored
through a variety of devising and text based
exercises such as the ones explored in this
workshop for creating theatre based on
theatre theory. The techniques used in the
workshop could be incorporated into the
creation of original theatre and indeed the
process which Frantic Assembly uses could
be taken as a model for devising. In terms
of the final assessments, the convention
of layering could be used to create a
moment within the collaborative devised
piece and likewise it could be explored as
a performance style to be used within the
director’s notebook. It would, however, be
hard to take this convention and apply it to
the solo performance as Frantic Assembly’s
work on the whole does not lend itself well
to solo work.
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Off the rails
By Gary Gardiner

The following are examples
of the type of projects and
workshops that Gary offers.
They focus on developing
autonomous leaners and
problem-solvers, using creativity
and community partnerships.
Project: Location, location, location
A project for schools, community groups
and centres, working with all ages in explorating
their location.
Location, Location, Location is a unique
project, raising the questions:
What makes my area in which I live unique?
How is it similar or different to other areas?
Why is my area a fantastic place to live?
What do I wish could be different about it?
Taking on the role of Town Planners we will
seek to document the cultural heritage of your
local area and its people – their hobbies, history,
future ambitions, land marks and exploring the
relationship between the place where you live
and the people who live in it. Not forgetting the
most important question – what do we want to
change?
The project will explore these ideas
collaboratively and will culminate in a piece of
original physical and visual performance open to
your local community.
Project: 100 little pennies
A project for Schools, community groups
and centres.
A man enters wearing a suit. He is a
millionaire. You might have seen him recently
on The Secret Millionaire. He has come to
work with you because he has heard that you
are the best young people around with a natural
entrepreneurial flair. He wants to make money
out of your skills. He is a ruthless businessman
and no-one can stand in his way. But will you…?
This cross-curricula project explores global
wealth, poverty, the unfair trade system and Fair
Trade, through a process which acts as a catalyst
to young peoples’ engagement with inequality
– i.e., the poverty of young people and families
across the world. This inequality becomes a
motivating factor, allowing pupils to take charge
of ‘making a difference’. This strategy will be
linked with an entrepreneurial approach – how
can we make money in positive ways which give
all countries and people a ‘fair share’ of their
resources? How can these business activities be
socially responsible? And how can they have a
positive social affect which goes beyond making
money?
This project will bring together key
themes resulting in a cross-curriculum, creative
approach to the exploration of culture, equality
and economics. It aims to develop young

people’s practical learning skills, as well as social
skills, knowledge and emotional intelligence.
This process will be driven by culture and
creativity.
Project: UTOPIA
A project for schools, community groups
and centres.
We received a message from the United
Nations:
“The world is not working. War is rife. Famine
increases. Our people are still unhappy. You are
the last hope. Create a new country, build it on
the ocean, name it, name your people, make
a list of the most important things – your rules,
your principles, your ideas, your country, your
Utopia. Now own it!”
Project: UTOPIA is a citizenship and crosscurricula approach to the exploration of culture
and prejudice.
Project: Invert-Advert
Adverts are a powerful medium for
persuasion. Companies make billions of pounds
everyday by persuading you to buy things you
don’t need. How do they do it? And how can
you use those skills to tell people about things
you believe in, or are passionate about?
This project will show you how!
Workshop: How to build a creative
curriculum
This professional development workshop
will give teachers or other professionals
responsible for creating structured learning
environments, the knowledge and tools needed
for integrating creative learning into every level
of your curriculum. Why is creativity important?
How will it help to develop your learners’
experience, skills and understanding? How
can you continue to develop your creative
curriculum in small manageable steps?
Workshop: Supporting students ready
for the 21st century
We’ve all seen the film:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TZjRJeWfVt
Y&feature=related
But what can we do about it?
This practical workshop for professionals
working within formal and informal education
offers some key principles for why we need to
be educating students for the 21st century, what
that really means and how we can begin to do
this in ways which can liberate learners, teachers
and organisations.

Do that funny thing
you do!
By Tara Brodin

An extract from Tara’s thesis
submitted in partial fulfillment of
the requirements for the degree
of Master of Fine Arts in Theatre
Practice; University of Alberta;
2013.
Tara’s thesis was created for novice or
experienced teachers and directors of clown
and physical comedy who are seeking practical
techniques and new or reliable exercises to
unlock the comedic potential in their students
or actors. Below is an extract from Tara’s
thesis – the introduction. We’ve also included
a few taster activities at the end; so you can
see the practical nature of her work and the
value this book will have for classroom practice.
The book will be divided into six sections:
• Building the ensemble
• Warm ups and play
• Impulse and complicité
• Connecting
• Physical comedy
• Clown
Tara is currently looking to publish the book
in the near future – so keep your eyes open,
and we’ll announce when it’s on sale and ready
for purchase. (SR)
Introduction
Clowns and their reputation
It was a humid and mosquito-plagued night
at an outside ‘Bring Your Own Venue’ at the
Winnipeg Fringe Festival in July, 2009. I watched
a show filled with blood-curdling, high-pitched
squeals and enough girly-girl cuteness for an
entire squad of prepubescent cheerleaders. I
left the show scratching my mosquito bites and
thinking “Why clown?” I failed to see the point of
the show other than to see two clowns having
fun paddling on their boat, riding on tricycles and
experimenting with a dildo rather than engaging
with us, the audience. I was bored and agitated
because I felt that the clowns went on a selfindulgent journey and had completely forgotten to
invite the audience to the show. It was everything
I have ever disliked about clown shows.
Clowns often make us cringe. They are
frequently too squeaky, too cute and entirely too
annoying. Clowns have a bad reputation made
worse by authors such as Stephen King who
made them downright terrifying as murderous
psychopaths and the reality of serial killer John
Wayne Gacy who performed as a clown when
he wasn’t murdering children. And, we have all
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encountered clowns in movies and television and
other media or met the intrusive roving or street
clowns with the teardrop perfectly sketched on
their faces to make it clear to us what they are
feeling, or the birthday clowns with the big shoes
and the balloon animals. Who isn’t a little anxious
around those characters?
Yet, some of my most profound and
transformational theatre experiences have been
with clowns. Most of the clowns that intrigue and
engage me are found in the world of theatrical
clown (other types of clown include circus clown,
commedia dell’arte, bouffon, etc). Although, it
is a world that can be fraught with disingenuous
acting, it also may encompass authentic generosity
and a true spirit of play. In a great clown show,
the ordinary becomes extraordinary and that
which at first appears simple becomes profound.
Sometimes in theatrical clown we get a sense
that the show is entirely improvised and although
this improvisational quality can be wonderful, I am
often left wondering if the editors skipped town
in their two sizes too small clown car. At times, as
in my early experience, audiences are left feeling
confused or, even worse, bored, while watching a
clown performance. There is no real connection
between the clowns and their audience. Having
said that, I recognize that the truth is... comedy is
hard and clowning is harder.
Clown is undeniably one of the most difficult
art forms to master which is partly my fascination
and frustration with it. I have seen thoughtful,
provocative and hilarious clown shows as well
as those that left me bored and apathetic. Yet, I
keep going to the theatre in pursuit of that fierce,
unpredictable clown show that will rivet me. I
long for a theatre experience that is packed with
surprises. I want to be provoked! I want to weep
until I am laughing with reckless abandon. I want
the clown to shake me up inside and take me on
an unapologetically emotional ride.
What is clown?
In search of a definition
In a New York City clown intensive led by
Christopher Bayes in 2008, I remember asking
him for a succinct definition of clown. Bayes, an
Associate Professor and Head of Physical Acting
at the Yale School of Drama, responded, “Stop
trying to pin down the wings of the butterfly.”
And when I looked unsatisfied with his answer,
he laughed, “It’s simply YOU uncensored YOU without a filter. The clown is the merry,
the squirrely, the silly, the stupid you. And
you find this clown with the audience.” In his
classes, Bayes tries to uncover what is uniquely
funny about each of his students. When the
audience gives the performer the compliment of

laughter, the student knows she is on the path to
unleashing her clown.
Unlike acting training, in clown, there is no
character to be developed or understood. Master
teacher John Wright maintains that “Clown has
nothing to do with character. A clown is a credibly
stupid version of you, and we want to see you
caught up in a situation that’s actually happening
before our very eyes” (Wright 193). In his classes
at the University of Alberta, Mike Kennard of
comedy duo Mump and Smoot professes that
“everyone has one clown and from that clown
spring thousands of characters” (2012). Kennard
links the clown’s ever-changing character to our
own human evolution. United Kingdom director
and co-founder of Trestle Theatre, John Wright,
holds a similar view. He believes there are as
many clowns as are there are emotions and,
like emotions, they are just as variable. He says,
“There are as many different clown qualities as
there are people because we all respond to being
put ‘in the shit’ in our different ways. The clown is
you, as you are now - warts and all…Clown isn’t
fixed; it changes and develops just as you change
and develop” (Wright 190).
One of the leading teachers of the Pochinko
method, Jan Henderson of the University of
Alberta, describes how we know we are in
clown. Her definition of clown on her website
includes the following:
“Clowning isn’t something we need to learn
so much as something we become aware of in
ourselves. Any time that we are curious, playful, or
creative, we are in clown mode. When we are in
a state of wonder or awe, surprise or amazement,
we are in clown. Whenever we have hunches, act
on impulse, or digress - we are in clown. Whenever
we have strong emotions, we are in clown.”
(Henderson, Philosophy of Clown, foolmoon.org).
The clown takes pleasure in all of the
emotions. The clown lives in the place of laughing
and crying at the same time. As Bayes explains in
his workshops, “In clown, the difference between
the ha-ha (happy) and the wah-wah (sad) are
very close. There is no grey zone. All emotion is
mixed together.” For example, a clown might say,
“Ice cream… I love it! Oh no, it’s melting. What’s
that? A squirrel? Yeah!!!”
It is difficult to capture the full meaning of
clown in words. Ultimately, clowns should be
funny; paradoxically, they don’t have to be.
Clowns can explore the world of the abstract
and the metaphorical as well as the world that is
concrete and literal. Clowns can break the fourth
wall or not. They can wear a nose or not. They
can have extensive dialogue, speak in gibberish
or be silent. Clowning is a continual process of
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discovery and rediscovery. Clowns are multidimensional characters who express the full range
of multi-layered human emotions. And all great
clowns share a delicious spirit of play, the ability to
be present with their audience, a commitment to
vulnerability and authenticity and, despite every
conceivable obstacle, a willingness to persevere.
Play
To be a clown, we must truly learn to play
with curiosity and abandon, without fear of
judgment, without worry and without trying to
prove how brilliant, original or funny we are.
Instead, we must simply play to explore our own
joy in the moment. And paradoxically, that is
serious work. University of Hull’s Louise Peacock,
author and senior lecturer, states:
“Clown play may appear to be frivolous but
in each frame in which it occurs, that play has a
serious purpose: to communicate life truths to us,
to help us access the healing power of laughter
and to be reminded of the importance of play in
a world where its value is too often diminished…
Play helps us to create the link between reality and
imagination, and to bring more creativity and joy
into our everyday life. Clowns show us the way.”
(Peacock 159).
Presence
Clowns live their lives in a conversation with
an audience. Creating this dialogue demands
presence. To be truly present is to embrace the
moment for what it is without fear of what is to
come or regret for what has already happened.
It is being grounded in the “now” with the
audience. We must be willing to arrive in all of
our messy disaster and to unconditionally accept
our imperfectly perfect selves. As clown is the
art of not knowing, it requires us to completely
surrender outcome without putting expectations
or assumptions on it. For us in the audience,
when clowns are truly present, it is as if we can
see behind their eyes as they glimmer with the
truth of what they are feeling. In these moments,
our humanity is reflected back to us and we
recognize ourselves in the clowns. They are
our mirrors and we can then accept the truth
that our foibles are what make us unique. They
teach us that having emotions is normal and, in
fact, that pushing aside or denying unpleasant
emotions is abnormal. They inspire us to put
aside our social mask, open our hearts and
just be ourselves… uncensored. And that only
happens when a clown is present in an intimate
conversation with the audience. When that
“magical space” is created and the audience is
invited on the journey, then the power of clown
is transformational.
Authenticity
Comedy works when the performer is
honest and truly committed to the situation.
In clown, it is not about the thing itself, the
object or the situation; it is about the clown’s
relationship to the thing. Sitting in the audience,
we want clowns to share their emotional journey
with us. When clowns reveal their vulnerability,
we connect to them. The caution for the clown is
to not get too caught up “in the number” which is
what Bayes uses to describe what happens when
a clown is no longer sharing the experience with
the audience but is lost in her fantasy world.
The clown world is unconventional and
incongruous and follows an illogical logic. If
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performers try to be clever or funny, it feels
dishonest to an audience and they do not laugh.
The best part about comedy is its clarity: it either
works or it doesn’t. The audience always guides
the clown; usually, the audience’s silence indicates
things are not working. The information offered
by the audience allows the clown to change
tactics or explore a variation on the theme.
The performers do not have to be any
more ridiculous than they already are. Simply
playing with a spirit of generosity instead of
pushing at playing leads to more authenticity in
the performance. Great clowns are always in the
moment and therefore are great listeners and
observers. They astutely and immediately address
all distractions including hecklers in the audience,
cell phones, talking or technical issues and find a
way to implement these elements into the show
through improvisation.
Failure
In his workshop, Bayes described clowns
as almost “prehistoric and primal creatures,
simple beings with open hearts and soft brains.”
However, clowns do not believe they are
stupid and have no shame or awareness of their
simplicity. Clowns are doomed to fail, but failure
is no obstacle for clowns because they never lose
their hope and optimism that everything resolves
itself in the end.
In a clowning workshop in London in 2009,
Mick Barnfather stated that:
“Clowns are not necessarily good at anything,
but they believe they can do everything. They
can make us believe that they are the experts.”
Anarchists by nature, they break all of the rules
and in doing so often find sublime solutions for their
problems. “Whilst the clown often fails to achieve
what they set out to achieve, their failure is framed
by their optimism and by the simplicity of their
approach to life” (Peacock 14).
Writing clown
Why is that funny?
Surprise, one of the main elements of
comedy, is manifested through three methods:
the reversal of expectation, the rule of three, or
incongruity.
Reversal of expectation is to surprise the
audience with an action that is the opposite of
what they were expecting and thus elicits their
laughter. For example, a woman is set up on
a blind date with a person who claims to be
a model but the date turns out to be a hand
model who has buck teeth, nerdy glasses and
questionable fashion. The humour is precipitated
by the qualities the audience associates with high–
fashion models. This kind of humour is context
dependent and cultural expectations may come
into play. This specific example presumes a North
American context.
The rule of three involves a series of actions:
two actions that are similar and a third that is
different and employs a reversal of expectation.
For example, a person steps outside the door,
slips on a banana peel and falls; the next person
comes out, slips on the same banana peel and
falls; the third person steps outside, sees the
banana peel, wisely steps around it and, while
triumphantly looking back at the peel, slips off the
side walk and falls.
Incongruity juxtaposes two elements that
are not normally associated with one another:

a drug dealing grandma or a remorseful devil.
It works because the contrast is surprising and
funny. Paradoxically, comedy is born in the
seriousness of the situation. The clown world is
direct, tactile and literal. Hilarity is intensified with
specific details and justified choices. For example,
a clown is taking care of a child and has specific
instructions to take the child for a walk but not
to let the child fall into the puddles formed in
the recent rainstorm. The clown carefully, gently
and purposefully dips the child in each and every
puddle so the little girl does not fall into the
puddles. This exemplifies the justified but illogical
reasoning and unconventional thinking of clown
logic.
Another important element of comedy is the
layering of humour and meaning. In any form of
comedy, the audience loves reincorporation or a
verbal or physical call back. If a joke, a gesture or
an object gets a laugh, a performer may integrate
that same item into a future scenario in the piece;
this is termed a call back. The audience members
recognize it and laugh again not only because it is
still funny but also because it is unexpected and
makes them feel as if it is an “inside joke” between
them and the performer.
The constant flux of status in the world of
clown sets up a high stakes atmosphere and we,
the audience, are engaged. Without the possibility
of tragedy or failure there is no potential for
comedy and no reason for us as the audience
to invest. We watch because relationships are
at risk and clowns are all about relationships.
The complexity of relationships involves the
ever-shifting balance of power and status among
characters which is foundational for comedy. In
clown, this means having a high status Joey, a low
status Auguste and often a Ringmaster possessing
the ultimate status.
The paradox of structure
Most great clown shows are not entirely
improvised. Shows that work well with an
audience are often carefully written and scripted.
Paradoxically, a script provides a safety net for
the performer allowing him to take the risk of
improvising with the audience, i.e. in order to
take risks and be free, structure is required.
Ironically, there is no creativity without restriction.
Most narratives in the western world have
the same structure: beginning, middle, climax and
end. In other words, things often start off normal
for the characters, things get worse, the hero
meets adversarial circumstances, and then things
get better. There is always conflict or tension and
finally the story resolves when the characters
have won the ‘battle’ and have overcome
their obstacles. In clown, this structure is often
subverted.
We laugh when we, as the audience, relate to
a topic. Therefore, it is important to create clown
material from the performer’s unique perspective
and from a place of personal truth. Themes and
messages can be found in a performer’s passions
or what is happening in the performer’s personal
life at the moment. It is of utmost importance
that work is created from a place of passion and
inspiration or the piece falls flat or feels forced.
Acting clown
Learning clown
Clowns live in their bodies and not in their
heads. They work from pure impulse, heart and

feeling. As Kennard says, “the power comes
from the heart; force comes from the head.”
Therefore, the work of an actor preparing for
clown always begins with preparing the body for
comedy through a series of movement exercises
that help the actor listen to his impulses and
listen to the audience. Actors have to relearn
what they already knew as children: trust the
impulse. For example, the walk or the gesture is
not interesting without the generator of impulse
and inspiration; Bayes believes that “the hope of
fun and the pursuit of fun both live in the body.”
The challenge is to not get caught intellectualizing
and judging every impulse. It takes a lot of ideas
to have a great idea and artists have to embrace
and celebrate their failures. They have to let the
fun lead to the idea and allow themselves the
freedom to be inspired through play without the
pressure to be brilliant.
An actor’s manifesto
Clown is essential training for an actor
because actors need to learn to allow themselves
to be fully seen and become open and
revealed to an audience. Clowning requires the
vulnerability to not layer on things that an actor
may believe makes her seem more interesting
to an audience. “It’s excruciating to see acting in
clown. We feel patronized and cheated. I know
that it’s all acting but, as I’ve said many times
before, if we can see the acting- it’s crap” (Wright
193). While this is also true for dramatic acting,
Wright is attempting to explain how it feels more
painful to see bad acting in clown than in other
dramatic forms.
The clown’s open, optimistic heart and a
healthy editor become true sources of creativity.
As actors, the challenge in creation is to allow our
impulses and ideas to speak louder than our own
personal “critic.” The voice of “the critic” is always
there but the secret is to place more value on the
other internal “voices.”
Learning to surrender outcome is one of
the most difficult concepts to learn in clown
because many people work so hard in life
to meet our own and others’ expectations;
however, expectation and assumption cut off our
experience of the present. As actors, we must
learn to truly participate in our experience.
We must always keep our hope and
optimism alive despite knowing that hope leads
to heartbreak, despair and anger as well as to
delight, ecstasy and happiness. Hope is the
suspension before tragedy or bliss. And with hope
we learn to play without worry and play in the
spirit of complicité with the audience. Whatever
happens on stage happens in the audience,
too. If we as performers are feeling bored and
uninspired, the audience feels the same.
Again, while that is true in many dramatic
forms, it is particularly so in clown which often
breaks the fourth wall and engages the audience
directly. Therefore, we must celebrate the
opportunity to converse with the audience. Our
tactics might not work, but we can always change
what we are doing. The trick is to find the game;
find the pleasure in the logic of nonsense.
Because clowns teach us something about
what it means to be human and perhaps
something about the spirit of generosity, we need
to embrace all our imperfections and be unafraid
of how unpleasant or inappropriate we can be.
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We must learn to play at the speed of fun,
loud and messy or quiet and soft. If we are too
careful, we are not going to make important
discoveries. We must surprise ourselves rather
than prove ourselves. We must be fierce and
messy. We must learn to play on the verge of
our balance. We must remember that talent is
distributed equally throughout the body, not just
in the brain. It is important to keep awake our
courage, to trust in simplicity, to celebrate our
fragility and our ferocity and to make a point of
pursuing our fun. We must open our heart chakra
and post a sign that declares we are “Open for
Business!”
The rules
Keith Johnstone’s basic rules of improvisation
also apply to clown:
• Play
• Drive the Story
• Really Care about the Situation
• Meet the Danger
• Listen to Yourself and to Your Audience.
In addition, there are rules for the performer
as she interacts with the audience and rules for
the performer for herself.
Between the audience and the performer
1. The first rule of clowning is to present
yourself to the audience by taking a full breath
upon entering the stage. You must also
release the audience through an exhale when
exiting the stage. Take the audience into your
world and leave them with a new awareness.
2. Come out with the intention that you need
to communicate with your audience and have
a great time together.
3. Trust the audience.
4. If the audience loved something, do it again.
5. If something doesn’t work, try something
else. If that doesn’t work, own the flop.
6. Keep connecting with the audience in the
spirit of complicité.
7. Keep the audience safe.
8. Know when to leave the stage.
Rules for the performer
1. Keep the emotions up and out.
2. Be honest.
3. Trust the impulse.
4. Take risks.
5. Be zany.
6. Be physical; embrace gestures.
7. Remember the rules of comedy (e.g.
Reversal of expectation, the rule of three, or
incongruity) and break the rules once you
know them.
8. Keep your hope and your optimism alive.
9. Be generous, not clever.
10. Let the ideas come from fun instead of ideas
that come from the activity of solving the
problem of the exercise – consider what you
think is funny as opposed to what you think
the audience will find funny. Don’t come in
with an idea of what fun looks like but do
come with what is truly fun for you to do.
11. Allow yourself to be terrible.
12. Never bring your best idea, bring your third
worst idea.
Teaching clown
The Lecoq and Pochinko techniques
Having been trained in clown techniques
developed by Jacques Lecoq and Richard
Pochinko, I appreciate how both methodologies

are essential in deepening one’s understanding
of clown. Lecoq was passionate about the direct
way masks could amplify the physical aspects of a
performer and the potential for communication
with an audience. In addition, Lecoq’s research
centered on the human body and its movement.
Through his work with his students, he came to
believe that “the body knows things about which
the mind is ignorant” (Lecoq, The Moving Body 9).
The Lecoq method begins with the neutral mask
and then progresses to the larval mask, half mask
and ends with the clown’s red nose. Three of the
principal skills that he encouraged in his students
were le jeu (playfulness), complicité (togetherness)
and disponibilité (openness).
As a student of Lecoq, Pochinko also started
his students’ work in clown by focusing on mask
exploration. However, his method is more of a
quest for self-knowledge through the mask and
he incorporates many ideas and influences of
other practitioners. He is particularly known for
his use of native ideology and the concept of six
directions to guide students in their development
of their clown’s mask.
...he devised a structure that facilitated the
acquisition of knowledge of self. A vision quest that
sends the student out in ignorance and sees them
return with understanding… Pochinko insists that
his students of clown go on this journey not once,
not twice but six times to face themselves in all
directions. The six directions derived from Native
ideology – North, South, East, West, Below Below
and Above (Coburn and Morrison 30).
Only after encountering the masks of the six
directions, are Pochinko’s students able to create
the seventh mask which is their clown.
Lecoq’s approach, which is more centered
on finding the clown from the outside, is in
contrast to Pochinko’s method of going within and
bringing the information found internally up to the
surface. One also finds an underpinning of native
spirituality in Pochinko’s work. In native sacred
clown, “the clown’s purpose is to tell his shameful
secret. To overcome his pride and dignity so that
he can lay bare his humanity with humility and
joy to ensure the equitable survival of the group.
Pochinko’s coup was to realize that this ancient
societal requirement could be applied to modern
performance clown” (Coburn and Morrison 18).
Although the two practitioners’ techniques
employ both structure and freedom to explore
the clown, Lecoq encourages more reliance on
the audience to give information to the performer
who then determines if there is success or not.
While I agree that one must bring oneself to
clown, I argue that one can also find oneself
through an audience – both are important and
essential.
To work in red nose necessitates a degree of
knowledge of self. In the European tradition, that
knowledge is divined by the teacher. The student
learns about him/herself through the teacher’s
eyes; made explicit in the teacher’s reaction to his/
her work. The student is reliant on the teacher’s
greater knowledge. The student is not equipped or
empowered to gain or utilize knowledge for his or
her self (Coburn and Morrison xii).
The teacher as provocateur
The role of the teacher in instructing
students in the art of clown is important and can
be controversial. There are diverse views by
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clown practitioners and experts. In contrast to
this tradition, Pochinko, Kennard, Henderson
and Morrison expect their students to discover
self-knowledge through reflection and play and,
as teachers, they take a non-interventionist style
stance. This is not to say that they abandon their
students in any way but rather, like a psychologist,
they keep mirroring back or questioning students
to help them dig deeply and find their own
knowledge and make their own meaning.
Following the European approach, Lecoq
took an active role in his students’ development
of their clowns. One of his famous pedagogical
practices was his use of the principle of
via negativa (Latin for negative way) which
“suppresses explanation, example and instruction.
He simply told his students, ‘No. That’s not it,’...
He used via negativa to avoid theorizing and
intellectualizing” (Wright 186). However, from
a student’s perspective, the via negativa may
feel like bullying which is not the desired intent.
In contrast, although John Wright also believes
that the teacher must coach and intervene, he
maintains that “to play clown you have to love
being on stage in front of that audience more than
anything else in the world, and you can’t find that
openness and that degree of pleasure if you’re
terrified” (Wright 187).
Wright says that a teacher can be “in the
game” by taking on a role of what he would
call the “boss-clown.” In this way, the teacher
becomes the provocateur and plays with her
students in a way that invites the students to
go beyond and to find creative ways to solve
problems. As a provocateur, the teacher helps the
students keep their work “alive and funny” but
the students never feel demeaned or abandoned.
The teacher has perspective that the students
do not have and it is important that he share that
perspective with them in a way that moves their
work forward or deeper; however, Wright says
“It doesn’t work if I try to set myself up as an
expert or a critic and try to tell you where you’re
going wrong…you’ll start to think and to analyse
what you’re doing, and then all your playfulness
and comedy will quite simply evaporate” (Wright
188).
Although I am drawn to the self-exploration
implicit in Pochinko’s method, I also find it can
be self-indulgent as it does not impress upon
students the rigour of being in complicité with
the audience the way Lecoq’s does. In addition,
as valuable as it is to require students to reflect
deeply and to continue to draw at the well of
their creativity, I believe that students must also
continuously seek to find their reflection in the
mirror of the audience. Knowledge of oneself
is not divined solely through either of their
methods; it is found through the stumbling, falling,
getting up and trying again. I subscribe to Lecoq’s
method of having the teacher be a participant in
the development of students’ clowns; however, I
do not engage in every activity with the students
because I do not want them to over-rely on
me as their provocateur. As much as I support
their efforts to find the fun and be funny, I also
challenge my students to embrace the poetry
and pathos that Pochinko embraces. Further, like
Wright, I disagree with Lecoq’s insistence on via
negativa. It is destructive and militant.
As a teacher, I have experienced great success
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giving students feedback in a playful manner.
For example, if the premise in an improvisation
is that the student is auditioning for the part of
a rooster and her tactics are not working to
engage her audience, I might say, “Oh yes, I can
see that you are auditioning for the part of the
dog. Those auditions are in the room next door.
These auditions are for the part of the rooster.”
If the student’s new tactics elicit laughter from
the audience I might then say, “Wow! Your agent
was right! You were born to be the rooster!” In
this way, I am in the “game” of the audition and
the student receives feedback in a humorous and
non-demeaning way.
Like Wright, I believe that my job is to keep
my students playing. It has been my experience
that by being playful with them as I give them
feedback, their defences stay down, they work
harder, they have more ideas and they tap
more deeply into their creativity. As complex
and challenging as it is, I believe that clown can
be taught and that students can uncover what is
uniquely funny about them. Students often arrive
with some cynicism about exercises because they
fear failure and fear being vulnerable. I allow them
to bring their cynicism but they must temper it
with benevolence because once they learn to
embrace failure as a necessary element of the
clown world, they can unleash their spirit of play,
take risks and have fun.
Two examples from Chapter six – Clown
Something significant
Vulnerability, honesty and sharing with an
audience
1. Ask students to bring to class an important
memento. It should be something that has
significant meaning to them and they will be
sharing them with the class.
2. They share these objects with the class.
3. Invite the audience to sit in the shape of a
semi-circle.
4. Students perform individually. Each student
looks at her object, engages it and allows
whatever emotion it sparks to be present.
Side-coach – say the following:
• You are more precious than the thing
that you want to share.
• Your object cannot come between you
and the audience.
• There is greatness in your story.
• You must really engage with the object
in order to engage the audience.
• What gives the piece momentum is your
relationship to the object, but not the
object itself.
• Don’t look at the ﬂoor or off into outer
space. You are either with us or with the
object.
• You do not need to apologize for your
feelings. You do not need to make it
okay for us at the end of your piece.
• Take the audience on a journey and
transform them.
• Don’t demonstrate or feel the need to
explain anything. Just be in your emotion
fully.
• For an audience to feel safe, you have to
drive the bus and own your right to be
on stage expressing yourself.

She then shares that emotion with the
audience. This exercise is done in silence with
no text and only emotional sounds.
Carmina Burana Cow
Fantasy and play
In this hilarious exercise, the students are in
love with “the perfect cow.” A wonderful piece of
contrasting music to underscore this improvisation is
Orff’s Carmina Burana. It is as grandiose and epic
as this scenario is silly and it plays up the incongruity
of the romantic love of person and cow against the
backdrop of the serious music.
1. Invite the students to form an audience and
select three students to perform. NOTE:
You narrate throughout this exercise and the
students improvise in response.
2. The three performers are soloists in their
own world and they do not interact with one
another. Invite the performers to begin by
bringing the audience into their world. All the
thoughts are articulated for the audience. The
clown wants to share everything with us.
3. Remind students to breathe fully and to
genuinely make contact with the audience.
4. Tell them that this is their scenario:
a. Your entire life, you have loved cows! In
fact, you are obsessed with cows. You
cannot stop dreaming and fantasizing
about cows.
b. It’s springtime and the sun is shining. You
are out on your daily walk when suddenly
you smell something!
c. Is it what you think it is? YES! It is cow
pooh! You get onto all fours and you
relish in the deliciousness of the smell.
(Invite the students to make their own
offer here: what would they do with the
cow pooh?)
d. You investigate and in the distance, you
see a farmer’s field. You run (on the
spot) to get to the red barn because you
know what is behind the door of that red
barn… COWS!
e. You get there and place your hands on
the door (make sure the students are
sharing their feelings with the audience).
f. You vibrate with excitement because
you can feel the energy of at least one
hundred cows behind that door.
g. You open up the door and one hundred
cows rush out. You are in heaven!
h. Then you see your dream cow. The cow
you have been fantasizing about all your
life. You instantly love her. You embrace
her!
i. Suddenly, the farmer appears with a
shotgun. You are terrified, but you know
you are innocent and guilty only of loving
someone you can never have.
j. The farmer kicks you out. You have no
choice. You must say goodbye to your
cow. (Invite the students to come up with
an offer using unconventional logic. How
do you say goodbye to your cow?)
k. Now you must get out! You run away
bereft and collapsing from the pain of
losing the love of your life.
l. You make a brave decision and run back
to the field one last time to say your final
goodbye. (This can be a single word,
simple phrase or a look.)

Devising: a
smorgasbord
By Kristen Van Ginhoven
Kristen has recently worked with teacher
candidates at the Queen’s University Faculty of
Education in Kingston, Ontario, Canada. She
is a graduate of the programme (2002-2003)
and this is her third time back post graduation,
twice as an artist in residence and once as a
teaching excellence fellow. She always offer a
smorgasbord of workshops and this year, she
was asked to focus on devising. SR
From Kristen
“What’s fun about including this in
Scene, is that the workshop I came up with
is a mix of ISTA workshops I’ve done in the
past! So, it’s a very cool example of how
we take what we learn from ISTA and put it
into practice in our work as teaching artists
elsewhere.”
So below is:
1. an overview of the workshop;
2. two handouts:
a. taken from a workbook given at an IB/
ISTA workshop led by Dinos Aristidou –
Curating your story;
b. taken from a textbook on Performance
Spaces.
3. a final handout that came from Jess Thorpe’s
workshop at the 2013 London TaPS.
Devised Theatre: IS Drama
Kristen van Ginhoven, Artist in Residence, January
2014
Materials: poster paper, markers, pens,
coloured pencils, music player
Devising theatre from a stimulus
A stimulus can be anything; poem, short
script, image, sculpture, theme, piece of music….
We used the following piece of music:
“I giorni” Ludovico Einaudi
What is devised theatre?
How is devised theatre different from other,
more traditional types of theatre?
• No pre-existing text.
• Devised Theatre can start from anything.
It is determined and defined by a group of
people who set up an initial framework to
explore and experiment with ideas, images,
concepts, themes or specific stimuli that
might include music, text, objects, paintings or
movement. A devised theatrical performance
originates with the group while making the
performance, rather than starting from a
play text that someone else has written to
be interpreted. A devised theatre product
is work that has emerged from and been
generated by a group of people working
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in collaboration. (Allison Oddey, Lecturer in
Drama and Theatre Studies at University of
Kent, devising since 1977)
There are MANY methods of devising. This is
one possible process.
Coming up with an initial concept (can
double as initial steps in a directing unit)
• Listen once, just to hear it, then record
images/thoughts, on a large sheet of poster
paper.
• Listen a second time while notating sensory
responses: see, taste, touch, smell, taste.
• Themes – as this piece begins to form in the
imagination – what is this piece about? Can
you boil it down to one word?
• Audience intention: What do I want my
audience to think/feel/question as they watch
this piece?
• Events: What are the ‘events’ I see happening
in my imagination? This begins the work of
thinking about the shape of the action.
• Do I see a performance space? [Hand-out of
performance spaces]
• How do I want to tell my story? [Hand-out of
curating your story]
• On the other side of page, create a visual
representation of your growing concept. This
becomes the ‘gallery’ pieces.
• You could also orally pitch these concepts:
• “When I first heard the piece of music I
felt… I saw… The theme of my piece
boils down to this word:… It’s important
that my audience… when they are
watching my creation. That’s why I’m
putting it in this kind of performance
space… and I’ve decided to tell my story
using the wash line, where…
Creating the gallery
• Installation of their concept - go as far with
this as you want in your own classroom.
Have your students get creative with
flashlights, fabric, props, etc and turn one
piece of the room into the environment of
their piece.
• Everyone walks around, seeing the gallery
and seeking out ‘like-minded’ concepts.
• Walk around with your visual concept and
join with other people that have similar ‘style’
concept as you.
• Pitch your concepts to each other and decide
on what you will devise as a group:
• A) one person’s concept and bringing
either the whole thing or one scene to
bring to life;
• B) joining everyone’s concepts and
devising a scene or the whole piece out
of that.

If time, if needed - offer them different
ways to begin devising or to frame their
devising:
• Using a particular theatre practice (Epic Theatre,
Theatre of the Absurd, Naturalism, etc)
• Frame the devised piece of theatre as:
Interview (Living Newspaper, Tectonic
Theatre type of work) /Improv (Shared
Experience, Forced Entertainment type of
work) /Physical (Complicité, DV8 type of
work) – [This could branch off into a mini unit
on different types of devised theatre companies]
• Incorporate different drama techniques into
their devised work as a way to start or a way
to upgrade (Thoughtracking, Hot seating, etc)
• Use the following as a way to frame your
devising:
- Devise a movement
- Re-tell a memory
- Create a set of instructions
- Sing a song
- Compose a piece of music
- Create a list
- Share an experience
- Write/tell a story
- Re/create a favourite moment in a film
- Ask a series of questions
The above bullet point list is credited to Jess
Thorpe from her October TaPS workshop in
London.
Devise the work
Present the devised work
Next steps
• If we were going to take all these scenes
and put them into an order- how would we
decide on the order (Audience intention,
order, composition- what new material
would we need to create? What material
could be joined together? What material is
not necessary for the story we want to tell,
or for our audience intention? What material
needs to be tweaked a bit to be more
effective for the story we want to tell?)
• How to keep track of material? It’s important
to record the material in some way so you
can easily come back to it – use photographs/
video/secretary recording the bullet points/
title sheets - whatever works.
• Discussing collaboration - how does this
group of devisers define collaboration?
How did you do as a collaborator in the first
sequence of work based on that definition?
What is one goal you can have for yourself to
be a more effective collaborator in the next
section of work?
Thank you and have fun!
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CURATING YOUR OWN STORY

The Journey

The Lenses

The Tree

The Film Strip

The Jigsaw
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The Wall

The Column

The Frame

The Sun
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The Cogs

The Explosion

The Onion
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An extract from Jo King’s
Fest Track Experience
at the Dubai American
Academy in March 2014
It’s the red blond hair I see first – the warm smile – the
dancer’s grace – and the unmistakable laugh that is the ISTA
ensemble leader I will be shadowing for the next 3 days. So I
embark upon my Fest Track professional development at the
High School ISTA festival hosted by Padraig Downey at the Dubai
American Academy, Dubai, in March 2014.
As a Middle School drama teacher at the International
Community School of Addis Ababa, and an avid attender of ISTA
festivals since 2004, I was curious to see the devising process first
hand with the 14-18 year old age group over an intensive three
day period. Would it be similar to 8 to12 regular drama devising
classes packed tightly together? Or would there be any elements
of the devising process left out, or added in, that make it a uniquely
ISTA devising process?
Having attended ISTA festivals with both middle and high
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school students for the past 10 years, as well as hosting one at ICS
in Ethiopia, I had also attended a lot of Teacher Workshop (TW)
sessions, as well as running two workshops on improvisation and
SCREAM (supporting children’s rights through education, arts
and the media). I came away from each ISTA festival inspired
by the sheer amount of creativity and polished work packed
into 72 hours, and recharged by the chance to collaborate with
international drama and performance colleagues in a constant
exchange of ideas and skills. Included in the TW sessions were
ones on the devising process, but in doing the Fest Track, I got
to see it up close and personally in a way I couldn’t do in the TW
sessions. It felt like being a very privileged fly on the wall – part
of the creative process as well as an observant recorder of the
whole process - to better inform my own teaching and devising
practices....
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Biographies
Emmy Abrahamson
Much to my own – and probably everyone
else’s – surprise I have recently become a
successful author of four Young Adult novels.
Half-Swedish, half-Polish I grew up in several
different countries because my Dad was a
foreign correspondent. Though I trained to
be an actress I quickly realised that I didn’t feel
comfortable being on stage, and consequently
started working as a director, drama teacher
and, most recently, writer. I am married, have
boy/girl twins and am currently living in Sweden.
As a former ISTA student, ISTA has been a part of my life for over 20
years. I am the founder and artistic director of the International Theatre of
Malmö, Malmö’s only English-speaking theatre and directed Edward Albee’s
“The Goat, or Who is Sylvia?” as its first production. Another notable
production has been directing Eve Ensler’s “The Vagina Monologues” with
25 women. One of my absolute passions is teaching drama, which I recently
did at the University of Malmö.
Life would be far too boring if I wasn’t doing creative things. Directing,
teaching, writing, painting and using my imagination, is simply the best. With
theatre I love the illusion, the magic, that feeling you get in the pit of your
stomach the second before the curtain goes up, and just having the freedom
to be very, very silly with others. I can’t understand how not everyone
would want to experience that! My philosophy is always “Just do it” as well
as “What’s the worst that could happen?”. On their deathbed no-one ever
wished they had watched more TV.
Jeff Aitken
I graduated from the University of Windsor
in Canada in Drama in Education/Theatre
Studies. Despite my passion for and experience
in theatre, my love and focus has always been
about being in a school! My work in performing,
directing and international teaching has taken
me from Canada, the UK, Malaysia Venezuela
and Singapore. During the course of my travels,
I completed a Masters and PhD in Education, where I explored areas
such as intercultural communication in international education and student
engagement in practical research. Over the years and across the globe, I’ve
been a Head of Drama, Head of Arts, Assistant Head of School and am
currently Head of School at St John’s-Kilmarnock School, an IB continuum
school in Ontario, Canada.
Theatre, education and travel have helped to shape the practitioner I am
today. My curiosity and learning in education continues, more recently, into
wider areas of creativity, practical research and professional development
in schools. I love to live and learn in new cultures and from the people
and theatre that live within them. My passion lies, both then and now, in a
school; working with people towards intercultural understanding - raising
awareness and commitment of a shared responsibility and a vision of the
possible.
I’m a Principal Examiner for the IB Diploma programme and the Deputy
Chief Examiner for Theatre. I’m also a Professional Development Evaluator
for the IB Global Quality Assurance Framework, an OCC Faculty member
and a Teacher Workshop Leader, where I have had the pleasure and
privilege of working with teachers in all the IB regions.
Moira Arthurs
I studied drama at Kent University and
followed this with a PGCE at Bretton Hall, and
an MA from California State University. For ten
years I was a drama teacher at Shatin College,
Hong Kong; before this I had a successful (and
hectic) career in British theatre working for
Fringe Theatre in London, the Colway Theatre
Trust, Remould Theatre Company in Hull, the
Oxford Stage Company, the Oxford School
of Drama and the Royal Court Theatre in
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London. I was also a visiting lecturer at St. Mary’s University, Twickenham,
working on the use of drama in the classroom with trainee teachers. After
Hong Kong, I lived in Perth, Western Australia, teaching at Hale School and
Edith Cowan University.
I have an increasing passion for youth theatre (probably influenced by
my four children). When not immersed in family life, I discuss all the plays
I’d like to direct with my dog Spud while walking along the beach and in the
Australian Bush. It’s very therapeutic!
Since 2000 I have had an association with ISTA, working as an ensemble
leader, festival rep and at many TaPS around the world. It is a vital part of
my professional life and keeps me in touch with the possibilities of theatre
and its power to transform lives. It is this collaboration with young people,
teachers and artists that feeds my creative soul and is the best professional
development I have ever experienced. I am an examiner for ORACY
Australia and a senior examiner for the International Baccalaureate. In
2013 I moved to Australia’s Festival State, Adelaide; I recommend it! I am
currently working on theatre projects in collaboration with The Migration
Museum of South Australia.
Helen Balfour
I hail from New Zealand. I hold a BA in
contemporary dance and theatre arts from
Victorian College of the Arts, Melbourne
University.
As a young performer I toured with several
Melbourne-based performing companies.
Realising that funding for the arts was being
severely cut, I decided it was time to do a
teaching degree. This led to teaching and working in drama and
dance in Australia, New Zealand, the UK and other European countries. I
continue to work with students of all ages in schools, the community and
professional theatre.
I now teach performing arts at Frankfurt International School. I
introduced dance to the FIS upper school curriculum and have been
successful in attracting many interested student dancers. I also run a very
popular after-school dance class that leads to regular public performances.
I love to see students explore ideas for theatre-making through
movement and dance and seeing those who think they can’t dance find out
they can.
Using the body as an instrument of expression to interpret and play
with ideas is such fun. Building on concepts and ideas with students through
physical theatre, movement, stimuli such as music and visual and abstract
notions, helps to create performances that challenge, are fresh and assist in
building physical confidence. That’s what it’s all about.
Simon Bell
Simon Bell was born in the UK and trained
as an actor in Bristol. He worked professionally
in theatre, film and television as an actor,
before becoming more involved in devised
and physical theatre. He developed a variety
of collaborative and devised works both in
London and touring the UK, working with
many different companies including Frantic
Assembly, Punchdrunk, Splendid and Shunt.
Simon switched his focus to teaching and worked in both the public and
private sector in the UK teaching GCSE and A level Theatre programmes.
In addition, Simon led professional workshops at the BAC and worked
with both the Royal Court Theatre and RSC on workshop programmes
for young actors. He continued to provide movement direction in the
development of new pieces of theatre for several companies.
Simon now lives in Atlanta, GA and is currently teaching IB Theatre at
the Atlanta International School.
Bill Bowers
I am a mime who talks. Born and raised in
Montana, one of the quietest places on earth,
silence drenched my childhood and (by the
way, this was long before Oprah) being a gay
kid growing up in a small western town meant
I also knew about keeping my mouth shut.

The advent of Facebook was decades away, so forming my identity was
interactive and risky. This mix of unspoken mayhem, humanity and beauty
pointed me toward the art of mime and that, inevitably, pointed me toward
NYC, where I now live and have worked as an actor and mime for 30
years.
I have appeared on and off-Broadway, at the Kennedy Center, the
White House, an Amish colony and a family nudist resort. I spent several
years studying with Marcel Marceau and now tour my solo shows all over
the world.
As an artist I utilise the art of silence to investigate the phenomenon of
silence. I like to take the classical form of pantomime and use it in a way that
is accessible in the contemporary world. The greatest lesson I learned from
Marcel Marceau is that, if mime isn’t passed on and taught, body to body, the
art form will simply disappear. I have made this transmission and teaching
my mission.
I am a storyteller, and want to help students find their voices to tell their
own stories. I am continually amazed at how powerful the ‘voice of the
body’ can be and my work as a teaching artist is to help other artists unlock
their physical imagination and allow this to augment the creative process.
I presently teach creative movement and mime at NYU, Steinhardt; the
Stella Adler Conservatory; Neighborhood Playhouse and the William Esper
Studios. I am especially interested in finding connections between mime
and method acting, both being art forms committed to truthful behaviour in
imaginary circumstances. Though new to ISTA I have presented workshops
for TAPS and was an AiR in Dusseldorf in 2013. I look forward to more
opportunities with the ISTA community.
Tara Brodin
I am a theatre director, writer, performer
and educator. I received my theatre training
from the University of Alberta and have
a Bachelor of Education in Drama and a
Master of Fine Arts in Theatre Practice. In
addition, I hold a Theatre Arts Diploma from
Grant MacEwan University. I have taught
workshops across the globe and have worked
with all ages of students from elementary
through university. I have directed numerous full-scale musicals, dance
performances, plays, devised pieces and improvisation shows in public
and private schools and universities. My theatre company Break the Wall
Productions has toured the International Fringe Festival Circuit numerous
times and our shows have been honoured with BEST of FEST awards.
I love the art of comedy and have focused my research on the practices
of improvisation, modern clown and physical comedy. I believe that a
willingness to be vulnerable is the birthplace of innovation and creativity and
thus I encourage my students to embrace their missteps and to celebrate
them with a gloriously enthusiastic TA-DA! I invite them to rediscover their
pleasure in play and uncover the authentic artist/fool within. Pandemonium
usually ensues, lights explode, discoveries are made, tears flow, laughter
erupts and we all learn a little something about ourselves and the creative
process along the way! Currently, I teach theatre at the Zurich International
School in Switzerland. For more information, visit www.tarabrodin.com.
Clark Crystal
My journey as a clown started in Paris at the
Ecole Philippe Gaulier. Following my training I
simply adored the juxtaposition for the actor of
clown - the disciple and the freedom. From Paris
I went to live in Scotland where I was invited
to join the ground breaking charity Hearts and
Minds as part of the clowndoctor programme
they had created. Dr Twinkle Toes FootTwanger was born. The play was extraordinary.
To creatively empower a sick kid is such a
joy of life. Hearts and Minds decided to research into further health care
environments and focused on people living with dementia. The Elderflowers
were created and perform as an extended family of brothers and sisters
who play with people living with dementia. It is similar to clown doctor
practice although distinctly different. Tiny Elderflower was born. After many
years playing in both health care environments in Scotland, Tiny and Dr
Foot-Twanger headed back to Australia. Now in Brisbane, Tiny now has
www.ista.co.uk

created a new family, the Lamingtons and continues to play now partnership
of an important research project with Australian Research Council, Wesley
Mission and Griffith University.
Thomas Dean Kellogg
I was born near Hollywood, California and
am certain I must be the reincarnation of some
vaudevillian performer or crooner who came
to the land of broken dreams during the golden
age of film, tap-dancing and singing his way to
fame. I have sung, danced and acted in this
lifetime as well but am currently the director
of the award-winning (direction, ensemble
and design) company Theatre fofo. How do
I explain fofo? It’s a multidisciplinary company,
where other reality-challenged artists and I explore various themes and
rituals. Our festival productions often include mask and puppetry, live
music, dance, aerial work, magic and physical theatre. Examples of this
divine madness range from intimate theatre productions to site-specific Day
of the Dead ritual festivals in Los Angeles, CA for 10,000 spectators at a
Hollywood Cemetery.
In my teaching artist mode I have sat on faculty boards as acting and
directing advisor, at the ABC/Disney Native American Film Institute in
Santa Fe, New Mexico, and provided ensemble training and character
development for selected performers in Cirque du Soleil’s Las Vegas
extravaganza, KÀ.
For nearly two decades, with my company MAPP, I have worked with
schools and social service organisations to bring artist-mentored youth
playwriting workshops to juvenile-detention centres, drug rehabilitation
facilities, alternative schools and orphanages. We have produced
professional presentations of the work at universities and community
centres. I’ve expanded MAPP’s Young Native Playwrights Initiative to include
over a dozen native American communities throughout the United States
and Canada. Most recently I have worked to introduce multicultural arts
programming with international refugee, Native American, Latin American,
and LGBT participants.
As a public speaker I specialise in cross-cultural dialogue and the
importance of arts education for all.
Anne Drouet
Née Anne Wu, I am the current director
of music at Western International School of
Shanghai, China. I am honoured to be working
with Darren Scully (artistic director) and Rui
Cunha (theatre manager), who have recently
joined the school. I’ve been teaching music and
musical theatre since 1994 and my work in and
outside the classroom has taken me around the
world.
As a freelance composer (as Anne Wu), I have worked with music
legend John Altman and recently performed with Andy Summers from the
Police. I have also composed music for film and theatre projects. My clients
include Weinstein Films, the International Labour Organisation and schools
for the international community. After a break to spend more time with my
two young children I’m thrilled to return to ISTA.
Gary Gardiner
I am a performer, director, producer and
creative learning practitioner, living in Glasgow.
I work across a range of local and international
contexts. I am the artistic director of Off the
Rails, which pioneers arts education practice
and contemporary performance work. Within
my work in schools, I run a project called 21st
Century Challenges, a whole-school crosscurricular project which aims to develop
autonomy, creativity and presentation,
communication, critical learning and teamwork skills through response
to challenge-based stimuli. I’m an advisor and assessor for the nationally
accredited Arts Award and currently work as senior tutor and producer at
the Royal Conservatoire of Scotland (RCS) in Glasgow.
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I am most engaged by collaborative approaches to making new work in
site-specific, non-performance and performance spaces. I am particularly
focused on the using the arts and social enterprise as tools for sustained
personal and social change within individual lives as well as in looking at
how we can work together to reflect, explore and change the world in
which we live. Key themes are critical and creative learning, knowledge
exchange, equality and human rights, democracy and social justice, gender
and capitalism.
Matthew Godfrey
I have been working as a professional actor
since I was ten years old, starting on the TV
show You Can’t Do That On Television. As I
grew up and studied the craft at the National
Theatre School of Canada and the Moscow Art
Theatre in Russia, my acting career expanded
into dance, improvisation, dinner theatre,
street performing, main stage, television and
film. I firmly believe that the art of performing
can elevate one’s life experience, enhance
one’s inner and outer core, increase self-esteem and expand compassion
for, and empathy with, the human condition. This adventure is my joy, only
surpassed by seeing students’ faces as they explore, discover and create in
ways they had never thought of before. Now located in Los Angeles, I have
expanded my career into producing, directing and post-production. These
entertainment-industry experiences have provided me with an entirely new
way of looking at the craft I teach and help me approach students with a
fresh and contemporary outlook, while integrating academic and theatrical
disciplines dramatically, technically, musically, culturally, historically and
thematically.
My job as a teacher is to instil and foster creativity, empowering students
to make the connections that no one has seen before. I am sneaky. I take
students through the back door of performance techniques and styles, while
removing pre-conceived ideas that thwart and block full participation and
creativity. We play, discover and will never forget and students all learn the
Russian curtain-call step dance.
Mark Hill
Physical theatre is awesome. I like to think
of it as movement for the creative person. I
have been performing and teaching physical
theatre around the world for over a decade.
I have acted in Shakespearean plays, toured
with rock bands, performed in a dump-truck
in Sweden and, coated from head to toe in
gold leaf paint, on the side of a snow-peaked
mountain in Japan. Some of the cutting-edge companies I
have worked with include Zen Zen Zo (Australia), The Danger Ensemble
(Australia) and Dairakudakan (Japan).
I have mostly been an ensemble performer but have recently started
to develop solo work. I have found it very challenging but, as with all
new things, I have been determined and patient and trust that, after a few
mistakes, I will find my way. I really enjoy making theatre that tells stories,
pushes boundaries and questions aspects of life. It sometimes takes courage
and a lot of risk-taking but, in times of doubt, I turn to the wonderful friends
and mentors I have made during my time in theatre for support.
Fenella Kelly
At seventeen I played in all the sports
teams, was in the school orchestra and jazz
band and did make-up for the school plays. I
also did all sorts of dancing but these areas of
my life were separate until I stumbled across a
performance by Welfare State International in
a football stadium. The performance was the
most exciting thing I had ever seen, involving
flaming torches, giant puppets, tight-rope
walkers and a full samba band. The fusion
of mediums, skills, energy and cultures has remained with me to this day;
the collaboration that creates engaging and exciting work for performers
and audiences alike is something I strive to create and be part of at every
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opportunity.
I graduated in drama and education from Cambridge University.
Wanting to see the world, I then trained as a TEFL teacher and, before I
knew it, I was co-running a school in Crete. Directing language schools
every summer brought me back to the UK but it was in Istanbul that I found
my theatrical feet again, for it was there that I co-ran a theatre company,
producing large shows with international casts for charity and toured with
English language teaching plays. From Istanbul I headed to Sao Paulo, Brazil
to be head of performing arts and teach theatre and dance. Next stop was
Cairo, where I had a similar job. After a brief spell in the UK to do an MA in
drama and theatre in education I headed to St. Julian’s School, Portugal and
now I am working at the American School of Bombay.
I have been teaching IB Theatre for twelve years. During my teaching
career I have taught the IB in American, British and international schools
in Turkey, Brazil, Egypt, Portugal and India. I was initially an examiner for
the Research Commission, but am now an examiner and team leader for
the Research Investigation. I am also an examiner for the TPPP. I have led
teachers’ workshops for level one and two training in the US, Europe and
the Far East. I have also worked as a student workshop leader at TaPS in the
UK. I annually attend the theatre grade awards.
My first ISTA staffing experience was in 1998 in Brussels but I have since
worked in various capacities at festivals on four different continents. I had
the privilege of serving on the board of trustees for nine years, being vice
president for six of them. I have worked at primary, middle and high school
festivals and TaPS as a staff member or rep. I have hosted six festivals (MS,
HS and TaPS) at the schools I have worked at in Turkey, Brazil (where I
introduced ISTA to Latin America) and Egypt.
Martin Kerrison
I’ve worked for forty years or so in the
education and training sector as a teacher,
a trainer, a school improvement adviser, an
inspector and a strategy manager. Since 2005
I’ve worked as an independent consultant to
the sector. As a head of English I successfully
avoided being responsible for any drama
productions during my time in schools though
I did play third guard (pretty badly) in one school
production – it’s always good to know one’s limitations.
I’m a strong supporter of the National Health Service and have done
my best over the years to put plenty of work its way, mostly through being
an enthusiastic but inept football and squash player. I’ve have two children
whose talent, intelligence and sensitivity make me immensely proud, which
is odd in itself because I don’t think I had much to do with the way they’ve
turned out – they’ve generally ignored my advice which is another indication
of their wisdom.
I live in beautiful west Cornwall, quite near Lands End, with my wife and
a mini-menagerie of two alpacas and four chickens. I’m a UKSA (a sailing
and water sports youth charity) trustee although I’m a diver rather than a
sailor. I’m also a supporter and local organiser of the charity ‘Freedom from
Torture’. I’ve a strong interest in environmental issues and any activities
which improve the life chances of young people – hence my involvement
with ISTA. Oh yes and there is a blog (of sorts) at http://martinkerrisonat.
wordpress.com/
Debbie Kidd
The other day a twelve-year-old boy came
up to me as I got out of my car and said, “Who
are you today? It must be great being you – you
can be anything you want.” He’s right, my life is
exciting; I can be a tiger one day and Moses the
next. I am a year 1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,10,11,12
and 13 UG and PG teacher, a university
lecturer, a mother and a very poor cook. I
love children and teaching so I am studying to
be a doctor – not a useful doctor who saves lives but
an academic one who writes a lot. My dissertation is called, ‘The Matter of
the Heart at the Heart of the Matter’, because I am interested in the role
that emotion plays in learning and it is for this reason that I love theatre and
drama and am so passionate about having the opportunity to work with
ISTA and with the young people I encounter at festivals.

This passion takes me to some of the most exciting places in the world,
the minds and hearts of other people and I believe firmly that theatre allows
those hearts and minds to swell, to change and to make changes. To this
end I use drama in nearly all of my teaching, whether I am teaching maths,
science or geography. I believe that all human knowledge and all human
endeavour exist because, at some point, a human being said, “I wonder
what/why/if…” At ISTA festivals we wonder and we become wonder-full.
I spend a lot of my time in other people’s classrooms; I am a cuckoo.
Teachers in primary, secondary (middle and high school) and higher
education ask me to come and help them to make their teaching more
exciting, more rigorous, more meaningful and more fun, so I spend a
lot of time playing, thinking, planning and delivering with teachers and
their pupils and generally having a lovely time. I started doing this when
I set up Integrate Education in 2005 and since then have worked in over
two-hundred schools. I have published my work in several journals and
magazines and contributed a chapter to a book Re-making the Curriculum –
Re-engaging young people in secondary education. It’s not as exciting as Dan
Brown but I’m proud of it. If you want to get hold of me, I am usually based
at Manchester Metropolitan University.
Eivind Lodemel
I was born in Norway, where I grew
up in a small mountain town. I learned to
play traditional Norwegian instruments and
performed on the radio and in a number
of concerts and festivals. At 17 I earned a
scholarship to United World College of South
East Asia and left for Singapore. There I
developed a love for jazz and also started
performing in the local jazz scene. I went on to
study jazz and improvisation at Trinity College of Music in London, where
I started working regularly as a jazz and session musician. I was part of a
number of touring jazz groups and toured all over Europe and in Japan,
Hong Kong and the Philippines. In Japan I was also part of a group delivering
a series of music workshops at the Kunitachi Music Academy and performed
at Tokyo Opera City, one of the main performance venues in the city.
After completing a postgraduate certificate in education at Cambridge
University I took a short contract working for the Jordanian royal family
and then moved to Bangladesh. In Bangladesh I worked in an international
school and was a part of the local music scene, where I recorded two
albums with local musicians and performed regularly on TV and radio. I
am currently working at United World College of South East Asia and
performing with several Cuban bands in Singapore.
I am passionate about music education and have written and published
articles on the subject. I have led workshops at the National Jazz Youth
Collective summer schools and was recently a presenter on the topic of
technology in the classroom at the Google Apps Education Summit in
Singapore. I am passionate about working with music from many cultures
and am always looking for ways to mix styles while staying true to the
original music.
Laurie Neall
I was born and raised in the UK, living in
London. In 1996 I had my first taste of Latin
America, where I sailed down the Amazon,
hitchhiked across the desert, flew over giant
land art and fell for capoeira. I didn’t understand
what it was but I knew I wanted to do it
too! Back in the UK, I saw a man carrying a
berimbau - the musical bow used in capoeira
- so I stopped him and asked where I could
learn. The rest, as they say, is history. 400
years of oral tradition, gameplay, theatre, song, rhythm, resistance and
friendship.
Since that day I have studied, taught, researched and played capoeira
throughout Africa, Asia, Europe and Latin America. I’ve led master classes
at the universities and devised counselling through gameplay for displaced
children in Columbia. I have run weekly classes for over 10 years and
trained with some of the oldest living masters of this art form. I currently
teach weekly classes in London and work with Kidsco, teaching young
people as well.
www.ista.co.uk

As an artist my practice consists of maintaining a living tradition, not
looking for new ways to do things, but finding the old, old ways things were
done. Sharing this art of humour, beauty and trickery with the ISTA family is
a real adventure
Jess Thorpe
I am currently working part-time as
lecturer in applied performance at the Royal
Conservatoire of Scotland, where I work with
students across BA and MA courses as well as
with the drama works programme. The rest
of my time is spent working as director for my
own company called Glas(s) Performance. We
specialize in making devised autobiographical
theatre and have created work in car parks,
super markets and football pitches as well as in theatres. I also co-founded
Junction 25, an acclaimed young people’s experimental performance
company in residence at the Tramway Theatre in Glasgow and have toured
internationally with them. Currently, I specialise in theatre in criminal justice
settings and was recently involved in founding SPAN (Scottish Prison Arts
Network), an organization dedicated to developing work in Scottish prisons
and post-release.
As an artist I am passionate about working with people to create
original theatre and about the questions we have about the world we live
in. I believe in art as a tool for social change and as a collective learning
experience. I remain committed to finding opportunities for communities
and individuals to gain greater access to the arts and creativity.
Kristen Van Ginhoven
I have been lucky enough to work as a
professional theatre artist for the past fifteen
years. I call myself a theatre generalist because
I enjoy a lot of different roles within the theatre.
I work as a director and producer with my
own company, WAM Theatre, as well as with
other professional companies. I’m a member
of an improvisation troupe and continue to act
when the opportunity arises. I have taught at
places like The International School of Brussels
and Emerson College in Boston. I’ve been assistant director to Edward Hall,
had my name published in a world premiere play script, devised original
pieces of theatre and am happily married to a British computer scientist who
is also a lighting designer.
A few years ago I read a book, Half the Sky: Turning Oppression into
Opportunity for Women Worldwide by Nicholas Kristof and Sheryl WuDunn.
It inspired me use theatre to benefit women and girls. A favourite WAM
memory is directing Sarah Ruhl’s Melancholy Play, with its ensemble cast,
imaginative theatricality and magical realism. How can you not love a play
where the characters break into song and someone actually turns into an
almond onstage?
I’ve worked with ISTA since 2005 and can honestly say that the festivals
are always the highlight of my year. Through ISTA I’ve taught and devised
work with dedicated and talented international students, teachers and fellow
ISTA staff in the most interesting corners of the world. Like everyone who
is part of our ISTA community, I love every single minute of it and, when it’s
over, I can’t wait for it to begin all over again at the next festival.

“ISTA this year really taught me to see things
in a different way, at school, at home, and in
my life in general. It has also taught me to be
more collaborative and to not be afraid to
take a leadership role.”
A student from the International School
of Brussels who attended the Eden MS
festival in February 2014
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ISTA 2014-2015 festival season
u HIGH SCHOOL FESTIVALS EUROPE
Festival name
Host
Zug and Lucerne
International School of Zug and Lucerne
Istanbul
Uskudar American Academy
Brannel, Cornwall
Brannel School, Cornwall
The Hague
The British School in The Netherlands
Munich
Munich International School
The Hague
American School of The Hague
Terezin
ISTA
Greece
The American College of Greece – Pierce
u HIGH SCHOOL FESTIVALS ASIA PACIFIC
Festival name
Host
Hong Kong
Victoria Shanghai Academy
New Delhi
British School of New Delhi
Bali
Rucina Ballinger

Date
3rd – 5th October 2014
17th – 19th October 2014
30th October – 1st November 2014
5th – 8th February 2015
19th – 22nd February 2015
19th – 22nd March 2015
20th – 22nd March 2015
7th – 10th May 2015

Date
31st October – 2nd November 2014
31st October – 2nd November 2014
1st – 3rd December 2014 (final date tbc
– may be moved to spring 2015)

u MIDDLE SCHOOL FESTIVAL AFRICA
Festival name
Host
Cairo
NCBIS – Cairo

Date
12th – 14th June 2015

u MIDDLE SCHOOL FESTIVALS EUROPE
Festival name
Host
Budapest
British International School Budapest
Bucharest
American International School of Bucharest
London
ACS International School Hillingdon
Geneva
International School of Geneva – LGB
Vienna
Vienna International School
Eden
ISTA

Date
5th-8th February 2015
5th – 8th February 2015
24th – 27th April 2015
7th – 10th May 2015
7th – 10th May 2015
8th – 10th May 2015

u MIDDLE SCHOOL FESTIVALS ASIA PACIFIC
Festival name
Host
Dhaka
International School Dhaka
Manila
International School Manila
Hong Kong
King George V School
Shanghai
Western International School Shanghai
Pattaya
Regents International School Pattaya

Date
22nd – 24th January 2015
23rd – 25th January 2015
30th January – 1st February 2015
6th – 8th February 2015
8th – 10th May 2015

u PRIMARY/MIDDLE SCHOOL FESTIVAL EUROPE
Festival name
Host
Dresden
Dresden International School

Date
30th April – 3rd May 2015

u PRIMARY SCHOOL FESTIVALS ASIA PACIFIC
Festival name
Host
Nanjing
Nanjing International School
Singapore
NPS International

Date
24th – 26th April 2015
8th – 10th May 2015

